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Development and application of extreme ultraviolet light sources – harnessing novel geometries of

high-harmonic generation and using photoelectron spectroscopy to study nanoparticle dynam-

ics

Thesis directed by Professors Margaret M. Murnane and Henry C. Kapteyn

High-harmonic generation (HHG) is an extreme nonlinear optical process, in which visible

femtosecond laser light is coherently upconverted to produce ultrashort pulses of extreme ultraviolet

(EUV) or soft x-ray radiation. In this thesis, I describe both the development of new HHG sources

and the application of HHG to study nanoparticle structure and dynamics. In the first section of

this thesis, I discuss the development of novel geometries of HHG that enable the production of

EUV light with controllable polarization. In these geometries, either two driving lasers or two high-

harmonic sources are combined to give greater control over the HHG process and the resulting HHG

beams. In addition to control over the polarization state, the specific geometry can have significant

ramifications on the macroscopic physics or phase matching of HHG and therefore substantially

modify the experimental conditions at which HHG is optimized as compared to traditional single-

beam HHG. In the second section of this thesis, I will discuss using photoelectron spectroscopy to

study the electronic structure and dynamics of nanoparticles. Using a nanoparticle aerosol source

we were able to introduce nanoparticles of varying compositions into a photoelectron spectrometer.

I will describe several experiments studying first the electronic structure and coupling of excitons in

quantum dots (semiconductor nanocrystals) and then the properties and dynamics of hot electrons

in nanoparticles with a wide array of compositions - ranging from ionic crystals to nanodroplets

of organic liquids. The findings presented in this thesis will guide future efforts to extend the

capabilities of EUV sources, develop nanoparticle-based devices, and understand how highly excited

electrons behave in unconventional and previously inaccessible materials.
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Outline

This thesis describes four main studies, which were the subject of five publications:

• A publication in Nature Photonics titled “Non-collinear generation of angularly isolated

circularly polarized high harmonics,” in which we presented a new technique to produce

circularly polarized high harmonics using two crossed beams.

• A publication in Optics Express titled “Phase matching of noncollinear sum and difference

frequency high harmonic generation above and below the critical ionization level.” In this

work, we further explored the capabilities and limitations of noncollinear high-harmonic

generation, specifically focusing on the role of phase matching.

• A forthcoming publication titled “High harmonics with spatially varying ellipticity,” in

which we present another new technique for producing high harmonics with circular polar-

ization. In this case, we combine two harmonic sources to create a far-field harmonic beam

with spatially varying ellipticity.

• A publication in The Journal of the American Chemical Society titled “Solvents effects

on charge transfer from quantum dots.” In this work, we study electron transfer between

quantum dots and attached dye molecules in both solvated and solution free environments,

thereby isolating the role of solvent molecules in the charge transfer process.

• A publication in The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters titled “Materials properties

and solvated electron dynamics of isolated nanoparticles and nanodroplets probed with



xviii

ultrafast extreme ultraviolet beams,” in which we investigate the interaction of extreme

ultraviolet light with nanomaterials.

I was the lead researcher on four of these five publications. My colleague, Daniel Hickstein,

led the first investigations into noncollinear high harmonic generation, which resulted in the Nature

Photonics publication. I either led or was an integral part of the construction and implementation

of all of the equipment and experimental apparatuses in this thesis, except for the velocity-map-

imaging photoelectron spectrometer, which was constructed before I joined the group. However, I

was involved in coupling the nanoparticle aerosol source to the photoelectron spectrometer, which

had previously employed a conventional gas jet.

First, the introduction to this thesis (Chapter 1) provides a motivation for extreme ultraviolet

and photoelectron spectroscopies and their application to studying nanomaterials. This chapter

also provides an overview of some of the relevant physics of high-harmonic generation as an extreme

ultraviolet light source. Next, I present a thorough description of the methods and apparatuses used

throughout this work (Chapter 2). The following four chapters then describe the four previously

mentioned experimental studies, in which we investigated noncollinear high-harmonic generation

(Chapter 3), the production of high harmonics with spatially varying ellipticity (Chapter 4), solvent

effects in charge transfer from quantum dots (Chapter 5), and extreme ultraviolet photoelectron

spectroscopy as a probe of nanomaterials (Chapter 6). I then conclude with some discussion of

where this work is headed and future experiments that I hope will be successfully implemented

(Chapter 7).



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

1.1.1 Perceiving the Imperceptible

Broadly stated, science is the process of developing an understanding of the world around

us. While it is fun to imagine ancient astronomers gazing up at the night sky or Galileo dropping

balls off of towers to learn about gravity, science quickly progressed beyond the realms of human

perception. Consequently, pushing the frontiers of science has become inexorably linked with

developing new technologies or new ways to “perceive the imperceptible” in order to further our

understanding. Indeed, it was the aforementioned Galileo who pointed the first telescope at the

night sky. In doing so, he used a new technology to observe moons orbiting Jupiter, the rings of

Saturn, and other astronomical features that had never been seen before.

In addition to astronomical objects requiring Galileo’s telescope, there are many other ways

that processes and phenomena can be imperceptible to us. For example objects can be too small to

see, like the nanostructures responsible for iridescence in butterfly wings (Fig. 1.1). Alternatively,

processes can occur on timescales that are vastly different from our own (Fig. 1.2). On one extreme,

galaxy formation occurs over many billions of years, and on the other extreme, electron motions

can occur in one millionth of one billionth of a second. This thesis is based on the study of both

ultrafast time scales (∼ fs) and ultrashort length scales (∼ nm).

Ultrafast science has blossomed over the last several decades with the development of short-
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Figure 1.1: Example of nanostructures in nature. Morpho butterfly and scanning electron
microscope image of nanostructures in the wings that cause blue iridescence. Adapted from [1].

pulse lasers that enable researchers to make “movies” with femtosecond (10−15 sec) timing resolu-

tion. These movies are typically captured through pump-probe techniques, in which an initial laser

pulse (the pump) interacts with the system and initiates some dynamics. The changing state of

the system is read-out at some later time when it interacts with a second laser pulse (the probe).

Scanning the time delay between the pump and the probe therefore maps out the evolution of

the system, in effect making a movie of the associated ultrafast dynamics. The timing resolution

achievable is limited by the duration of the pump and probe pulses, so developing shorter laser

pulses enables you to make movies with higher “frame rates” and thereby resolve faster processes.

In addition to resolving ultrafast dynamics, short-pulse lasers are remarkable because they

achieve very strong electric fields that can drive nonlinear interactions or even suppress the Coulomb

potential of atoms. This is because a pulsed laser is “off” most of the time, so that all of the light is

compressed into very short bursts. Therefore, femtosecond lasers with very modest average powers

have exceedingly high peak powers. For example, the laser used in this thesis operates at 10 watts

of average power, which is comparable to a dim incandescent light bulb. However, it emits a burst

of light that’s only about 50 fs in duration once every millisecond, thereby reaching peak powers of

0.2 terawatts (1012 W). One of the many ways that these high peak powers are useful is to generate

an even more exotic ultrafast light source via high-harmonic generation.
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Figure 1.2: Different processes occur on different time scales, which vary by many orders
of magnitude in duration. Figure from [2].

1.1.2 High-Harmonic Generation as an Enabling Light Source

High-harmonic generation (HHG) is an extreme nonlinear optical process in which a suffi-

ciently strong visible laser is coherently upconverted to extreme ultraviolet (EUV) or soft x-ray

wavelengths [3–5]. The HHG process is both spatially and temporally coherent [6], so the light

that is produced is “laser like.” The availability of a tabletop x-ray laser has many exciting appli-

cations in both imaging and spectroscopy. Due to the well-known diffraction limit, conventional

visible light sources cannot be used to image nanostructured materials.1 However, with wavelengths

ranging from a few to tens of nanometers, HHG sources are well suited to imaging the nanoworld

[7–10]. The wavelengths accessible with current HHG sources are also advantageous because there

are many elemental absorption edges in the EUV and soft x-ray regions of the spectrum (Fig. 1.3)

[11–16]. The ability to spectrally access specific atomic absorption edges enables measurements

with chemical specificity. Furthermore, HHG has been used to produce the shortest pulses known

to date, with the current record being 43 attoseconds [17]. Therefore, HHG based sources are well

suited to studying the fastest known dynamics. While somewhat heroic experimental efforts must

currently be undertaken to produce truly isolated attosecond pulses [18–23], amazingly, attosec-

ond temporal dynamics can sometimes still be accessed with more common HHG sources [24–28].

1 Unless nanoscale tips are used to cleverly beat the diffraction limit, which is an active and exciting area of
research.
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Figure 1.3: Example high-harmonic generation (HHG) spectra, which cover several
relevant atomic absorption edges. Adapted from [14].

These sources have more moderate pulse durations of ∼10s of femtoseconds but possess underlying

attosecond scale temporal structure, which has been used to make the fastest time-domain mea-

surements of final-state lifetimes to date. For example, the lifetime of the ΛB1 band in nickel was

recently measured to be ∼200 attoseconds [29].

There are of course other methods to produce ultrashort pulses of x-ray light with good

spatial and temporal coherence. However, these tend to be facility-scale experiments, such as free-

electron lasers [30] or synchrotrons [31], which cost many billions of dollars, can be the size of several

football fields, and require a full-time staff to keep them up and running. HHG, on the other hand,

can be done on a tabletop and run by one or two graduate students. The facility-scale sources are

brighter and reach higher photon energies than HHG but time is a very limited resource. Therefore,

HHG and facility-scale x-ray experiments are very complimentary techniques. For example, higher

risk studies can first be explored on relatively inexpensive HHG beamlines before moving to the

big facilities. Additionally, many experiments simply do not need the higher flux levels and are

perfectly tractable for investigation with HHG beamlines, so that the big facilities can be reserved

for experiments that best exploit their capabilities.

HHG was first observed about 30 years ago [3, 4], and has since become a well-developed

technology that is rapidly approaching turn-key operation. An understanding of both the single-
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Figure 1.4: Bichromatic laser field to drive circularly polarized HHG. The collinear com-
bination of a circularly polarized field with a counter-rotating field at twice the frequency creates
a trefoil shaped field that can efficiently drive the HHG process. Adapted from [43].

atom physics [32–35] and important macroscopic effects [5, 36–38] in HHG was soon developed,

enabling optimization of the flux that can be produced. Additionally, the scaling laws to push HHG

sources to higher photon energies are well understood [14] and it is now largely a matter of devel-

oping the required driving laser technologies to extend the energy range over which HHG sources

operate. Furthermore, the pulse durations achievable with HHG are also consistently improving

[17, 19, 20, 23, 39]. The main characteristic of light that HHG could not access (until recently) was

the polarization – for many years bright HHG emission was restricted to linear polarization [34,

40, 41]. However, many systems, such as magnetic materials or chiral molecules, exhibit circular

dichroism, meaning that they interact differently with different helicities of light. Therefore, a

circularly polarized HHG source was desired to probe these chiral phenomena. Fortunately, there

has been recent rapid progress in the development of bright HHG sources with circular polarization

[42–49]. These breakthrough techniques use the combination of several driving lasers to sculpt the

driving light field and gain greater control over the HHG process (see Fig. 1.4 for an example of

these synthesized light fields). Furthermore, the geometry of how these driving lasers are combined

is another parameter that provides even greater control [50–52].

Chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis describe two such geometries that either combine two driv-

ing lasers or two high-harmonic sources to produce EUV light with controllable polarization. In

addition to control over the polarization state, the specific geometry employed can have significant

ramifications on the macroscopic physics (i.e. phase matching) of HHG and therefore substantially
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modify the experimental conditions at which HHG is optimized as compared to traditional single-

beam HHG. These phase matching effects will be discussed in Chapter 3 for the specific case of

noncollinear HHG. While HHG is swiftly becoming a mature and reliable light source, continual

source development is still necessary to extend the applicability of HHG as a versatile probe of the

ultrafast dynamics of nanoscale phenomena.

1.1.3 Nanoparticles: Smaller is Different

In addition to exploring ultrafast time scales, another exciting area of current research is

concerned with ultrashort length scales.2 While techniques to create and probe either bulk materials

or individual atoms and molecules are reasonably well established, the intermediate regime between

those two extremes was relatively inaccessible until recently. Therefore, there is a wide array of new

and exciting physics to be explored at the nanometer length scale. Typically, nanoparticles have

properties that are both somewhat atom-like and somewhat bulk-like. Additionally, nanoparticles

can even possess entirely new and unexpected characteristics. For example, we are all familiar with

the color and appearance of bulk gold, however gold nanoparticles don’t look “gold” at all. Instead,

gold nanoparticles (∼10 nm diameter) are a deep red color, as seen in the Lycurgus Cup (Fig. 1.5a).

This red coloring arises because of collective electron motions within the nanoparticle known as

plasmon resonances. These plasmon resonances cause gold nanoparticles to preferentially absorb

green light, thereby transmitting predominantly red light and appearing red. The exact location

in wavelength of the plasmon resonance depends on the size of the nanoparticle and the electron

density, therefore these plasmon resonances can be tuned by changing the size and composition of

metallic nanoparticles.

Nanoparticles made out of semiconducting material can be even more visually striking than

metallic nanoparticles (Fig. 1.5b). Semiconductor nanocrystals, which are often referred to as

quantum dots (QDs), also have absorption and emission features that depend on the size of the

2 Interestingly, the study of ultrafast time scales and ultrashort length scales tend to be inexorably linked because
dynamics occurring on ultrashort length scales are often inherently ultrafast, and vice versa.
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Figure 1.5: Nanoparticles can have new and interesting properties. (a) Even though
we don’t think of gold as being red, the gold nanoparticles present in the glass in the Lycurgus
Cup makes the cup a dramatic red color when light is transmitted through it. Figure from the
British Museum, c©Trustees of the British Museum. (b) Quantum dots (QDs, i.e. semiconductor
nanocrystals) fluoresce all across the visible spectrum. The color at which the QDs emit depends
on their diameter, with smaller QDs emitting bluer light and larger QDs emitting redder light.
Figure adapted from PlasmaChem.

nanoparticle. In this case, the energies of electrons and holes excited within the semiconductor are

increased due to quantum confinement effects from trying to trap an excited particle in too small

of a space. In fact, this phenomena is reasonably well described by the standard “particle in a box”

problem from introductory quantum mechanics, where the nanoparticle diameter is analogous to

the size of the box. These confinement effects arise when the diameter of the nanoparticle is of

order a few nanometers, and cause the band-gap fluorescence of the QDs to become bluer as the

diameter of the QD gets smaller.

Because of their interesting features and vast tunablility, nanoparticles provide for the exciting

possibility of developing nano-engineered devices.3 Ideally, we would be able to tailor-make a given

nanoparticle with the desired characteristics to function in a specific way in some device. To

achieve this goal, we first need to develop a firm and fully predictive understanding of how the

controllable physical characteristics of the nanoparticle (size, shape, composition, etc.) determine

3 It is already possible to purchase QD-based televisions, so there is at least one nano-egineered device currently
on the market!
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the resulting functionality (electronic structure and coupling, catalytic activity, etc.) [53]. Gaining

additional insight into precisely this question is what motivated us to develop an apparatus to

conduct photoelectron spectroscopy measurements on “gas-phase” nanoparticles (this apparatus is

used in Chapters 5 and 6 in this thesis).

Investigating completely isolated or gas-phase nanoparticles is advantageous for several rea-

sons. First, it completely decouples the nanoparticle system from any environmental effects. Typi-

cally, nanoparticles are studied either while suspended in solution [54–57], embedded in some bulk

material [58–61], or deposited on surfaces [62–64]. These different environments can perturb the

nanoparticle properties [55], particularly if the nanoparticle is strongly coupled to said environment.

Since any eventual device is necessarily going to involve some sort of complex environment [65–69],

studying isolated nanoparticles may seem artificial. However, isolated nanoparticles are simpler

and more theoretically approachable, allowing us to build up our theoretical understanding of the

nanoparticles themselves before moving on to nanoparticles in complex environments. Indeed, in

Chapter 5 we investigate this question of what role the environment might play by studying charge

transfer dynamics in both solvated and solution-free QDs. Additionally, these gas-phase nanopar-

ticles are experimentally advantageous because they are delivered via a constantly flowing aerosol

source. This flowing source refreshes the nanoparticles for each laser shot, so that we automatically

avoid any problems from damage or charging effects that can plague other experiments [64, 70–73].

Finally, the main advantage and motivation for studying isolated nanoparticles is that it enables us

to apply photoemission techniques, which must be conducted in ultra-high vacuum environments.

The large majority of nanoparticle characterization and research is done with absorption based

measurements, however photoemission is a very powerful and complementary technique that can

give additional information. Several pioneering studies have previously demonstrated that photoe-

mission can be successfully used to measure the electronic structure, coupling, and dynamics of

QDs on surfaces [62–64, 74]. Therefore, we simply had to extend this technique to the gas phase.
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1.1.4 Photoemission

Photoemission, or photoelectron and photoion spectroscopy, is a technique in which a system

is probed by detecting electrons or ions that are ejected from it after interaction with light. There

are a number of different ways that light can cause the emission of electrons or ions. Perhaps the

simplest to consider is illuminating a system with high-energy photons. In that case, when a photon

is absorbed it can impart it’s energy to an electron in the system. If the energy of the photon is

greater than the energy binding the electron, then the electron can escape and be detected. Since

energy is conserved, and typically the photon energy is known, measuring the kinetic energy of

the emitted electron tells you how tightly that electron was bound in the first place. Therefore,

photoelectron spectroscopy can give information about the electronic structure of a system.

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is therefore a very complementary technique to absorption

or emission spectroscopy because they both give slightly different information about electronic

structure. In the case of absorption spectroscopy, you are measuring transitions between an initial

and final state in the absorbing medium. Therefore, the properties of both the initial and the final

state, and the coupling (a.k.a matrix element) between them effect the transition. On the other

hand, in PES, the final state is always a free electron (i.e., an electron plane-wave state) in the

vacuum. Therefore, PES isolates an individual state, instead of convolving initial and final states in

a transition. Furthermore, PES measures the absolute binding energy of electronic states, whereas

absorption spectroscopy measures energy differences between two states. Taken together, these two

techniques can provide a more complete picture of the system.

Photoemission is routinely used to study both atoms or molecules and bulk materials. While

the basic principles are the same, there are slightly different considerations for the two cases. One

of these considerations is that when an electron is excited in an atom or molecule that electron is

essentially immediately free to escape the system and travel to the detector. Therefore, ionization

from atoms and molecules is basically a one-step process that consists of a Fermi’s Golden Rule

type transition and immediate ionization.4 Conversely, in ionization from a bulk material, once an

4 This is of course somewhat of an over simplification. The presence of the nuclei and additional electrons in an
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Figure 1.6: Three-step model of photoemission from bulk materials. Figure from [78].

electron is excited it is still physically located inside of a material and must escape to be detected.

Photoemission from bulk materials is therefore often described in terms of a three-step model [78]

(Fig. 1.6). The first step is the absorption of a photon, which promotes the electron to some highly

excited final state in the bulk, where it now has enough energy to escape the system. The second

step is for that electron to travel to the surface of the material. While it is traveling through

the material the electron has some probability to scatter off of phonons or other electrons; this

probability is quantified by the electron mean free path. The third and final step is for the electron

to transmit through the surface. Once it does so the electron is considered ionized and is free to

travel on its way to be detected. However, there is some probability for the electron to instead reflect

off of the interface and therefore fail to escape the material.5 In this thesis, we apply photoemission

to study nanoparticles and therefore must consider both extremes (atoms versus bulk) and how

these processes manifest in our nanosystems [79].

The second step in the three-step model of photoemission is particularly relevant when com-

atomic or molecular system can in fact effect an electron as it is ionizing and exiting the system. One example of this
is a “photoionization time delay,” where electrons emitted from different states can take slightly different amounts of
time to ionize [24, 75–77].

5 This is similar to the total-internal reflection of light.
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Figure 1.7: Electron mean free paths as a function of kinetic energy. This is the so-called
universal curve, since most materials tend to follow this behavior. The universal curve has strong
ramifications for EUV PES because it indicates that electrons that are excited by EUV light have
short escape depths, making EUV PES a surface sensitive technique. Figure from [80].

bining PES techniques with HHG-based light sources. This is because electron mean free paths

are energy dependent (Fig. 1.7), and it just so happens that the photon energies associated with

EUV light (∼10 – 100 eV) tend to produce electrons with very short mean free paths (∼1 nm) [78,

80, 81]. This means that EUV photoemission tends to be very surface sensitive because electrons

that are excited deep inside the material simply cannot make it to the surface without scattering.

On the other hand, this also makes EUV photoemission a sensitive technique to probe electron

scattering and the behavior of hot (i.e. highly excited) electrons in materials.

In Chapter 6 we use our flowing nanoparticle aerosol source to investigate the behavior of

hot electrons in a series of unconventional materials, such as ionic crystals and liquid nanodroplets.

These materials are generally inaccessible with traditional bulk PES systems because they are

either difficult to get into the vacuum chamber (in the case of liquids)6 or they suffer from charging

issues (in the case of insulating materials). However, our flowing nanoparticle source mitigates

these problems and enables us to conduct EUV photoemission investigations in a wide array of

6 Excitingly, PES studies of liquid samples have recently become more accessible due to advances in the use of
liquid microjets to introduce liquid samples into high-vacuum environments [82–85].
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nanoparticle compositions.

1.2 Physical Principles of High-Harmonic Generation

In this section I will quickly introduce some of the basic and relevant physical principles

of HHG in gases.7 This is by no means intended to be a complete description of HHG but will

hopefully provide a reasonable overview. I will first discuss the single-atom picture of HHG and the

associated spectral and temporal characteristics of the emitted harmonics. Then, I will introduce

macroscopic effects in HHG and the constraints they impose. Finally, I will describe some of the

ideas behind polarization control in HHG.

Several more detailed reviews of the basics of HHG can be found in previous theses from

the Kapteyn-Murnane group, including those of Tenio Popmintchev [91] and Ben Galloway [92],

also the thesis of Tingting Fan for a complete discussion of circularly polarized HHG with collinear

bichromatic drivers [93].

1.2.1 Single-Atom Picture

In HHG, lower-energy driving-laser photons are converted into higher-energy high-harmonic

photons. To some extent, one can simply imagine adding photons together, so that N driving laser

photons, each with energy ~ω, combine to form one higher energy photon, with a corresponding

energy of N~ω. This conversion is enabled by nonlinear interactions between an atom and a strong

(and typically linearly polarized) laser field, which occur when the laser electric field becomes

comparable to the internal electric field of the atom. A surprisingly large number of the important

features of HHG are captured by describing these interactions through a simple three-step model

[33, 34]:

(1) An electron is ionized by a strong laser field. In HHG this ionization occurs primarily

via tunnel ionization, where the electric field of the laser suppresses the Coulomb field of

7 It is also possible to produce HHG through interactions with solid targets, either relativistically [86, 87] or
nonrelativistically [88–90]. However, in these cases HHG occurs through different mechanisms than in the gas phase
situation that is relevant to this thesis. Therefore, only gas phase HHG will be discussed here.
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Figure 1.8: The three-step model of HHG. First an electron is ionized by a strong laser field.
That electron is then accelerated by that strong laser field. Finally, the electron is driven back to
its parent ion where it recombines and releases its excess energy as a high-energy photon. Adapted
from [96].

the atom enough to allow a fraction of the electron wavefunction to tunnel out into the

continuum [94, 95].

(2) The liberated electron is accelerated by the laser field and gains energy.

(3) The electron is then driven back towards the parent ion and recombines, releasing the

energy gained from the laser field as a high-energy photon.

One feature that is well captured by the three-step model is the maximum photon energy

produced through HHG (Fig. 1.9, bottom) and how that cutoff energy scales. The cutoff energy can

be described by starting from basic kinematic equations of a free-electron oscillating in a laser field.

Depending on when in the laser cycle the electron is “born,” the electron will have some amount of

kinetic energy when it re-encounters the ion (i.e. when it returns to the position that it started at).

Considering all of the different possible “start-times” shows that the maximum kinetic energy that

the electron can possibly have at recombination is Ekin = 3.17Up, where Up is the ponderomotive

energy (i.e. the cycle-averaged “wiggle” energy) of the electron oscillating in the laser field. The
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ponderomotive energy is given by Up = (q2
eE

2)/(4mew
2
1), where qe is the electron charge, E is

the electric field strength of the laser, me is the mass of the electron, and w1 is the driving laser

frequency. Therefore, the maximum photon energy that can be produced is this maximum electron

kinetic energy plus the ionization potential of the atom. The ionization potential (IP ) contributes

because upon recombination the electron goes from being a free electron in the continuum to being

bound in the atom and therefore that binding energy also goes into the final photon energy. Putting

the ponderomotive energy into more experimentally relevant parameters we find that

Ecutoff = 3.17Up + IP ≈ Iλ2
1, (1.1)

where I is the driving laser intensity and λ1 is the driving laser wavelength. Therefore, extending

the cutoff to higher photon energies requires scaling the driving laser to either higher intensities or

longer wavelengths.

The spectral and temporal structure of HHG can also be understood through this model.

In the time domain, harmonics are emitted every time the oscillating driving-laser electric field

is sufficiently strong to suppress the Coulomb field of the atom and initiate the processes in the

three-step model. This means that a burst of harmonics are emitted every half cycle of the driving

laser (Fig. 1.9, top), thereby producing a train of harmonic pulses that are separated in time

by half the laser period (1.3 fs for 800 nm driving fields). These harmonic pulse trains are often

called “attosecond pulse trains” since the individual pulses within the train have sub-femtosecond

pulse durations. This temporal structure also gives us insight into the spectral structure produced

through HHG, because time and frequency are conjugate variables and therefore related by a

Fourier transform. Interestingly, a train of periodic pulses in the time domain also corresponds to

a train of periodic peaks in the frequency domain (Fig. 1.9, bottom). Since the high-harmonic

pulses are separated by half the driving laser optical period in time the resulting spectral peaks are

separated by twice the driving laser photon energy. Therefore, HHG produces a spectral comb of

high-harmonic orders.8

8 The astute reader may notice the similarity to optical frequency combs [97, 98].
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Figure 1.9: Temporal and spectral structure of HHG. A burst of high harmonics is emitted
every half cycle of the driving laser field in the time domain. Adjacent bursts have a π phase
shift due to the oscillating sign of the driving laser field. The Fourier transform of this temporal
structure reveals the spectral structure of HHG – harmonics are found at odd integer multiples of
the driving laser photon energy resulting in a high-harmonic comb with a spacing of 2ω1. This
harmonic comb extends up to the cutoff photon energy. Figure from [92].

Technically, all that we have discovered so far is that the harmonic peaks are separated

by twice the driving laser photon energy in the frequency domain. We have not yet established

that these peaks are located at integer multiples of the driving laser frequency (i.e. we know the

separation of the comb teeth but not their absolute position). The simplest way to establish the
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absolute position of the harmonic comb is to recognize that N = 1 has to be a comb tooth, because

physically the case where driving laser photons go in, nothing happens, and driving laser photons

come out has be allowed. Therefore, the high harmonics appear at odd integer multiples of the

driving laser photon energy. More rigorously, the Fourier relationship between time and frequency

also allows us to determine the position of the harmonic comb teeth. To do so, we must note that

there is a π phase shift between adjacent attosecond pulses in the time domain. This π phase shift

arises because the driving laser has an opposite sign during adjacent half cycles. It is this π phase

shift that restricts the harmonics to odd integer multiples of the driving laser photon energy in

frequency space.

Additionally, we can squeeze a little bit more physics out of this model if we push on the idea

that the comb-like structure of harmonics in the frequency domain is a direct consequence of the

attosecond pulse train in the time domain. On the one hand, this means that using longer pulse

driving lasers, so that there are more pulses in the attosecond pulse train, gives spectrally narrower

harmonics. On the other hand, this means that if you no longer have an attosecond pulse train,

and instead have just one isolated attosecond pulse, you consequently no longer have well-resolved

harmonic orders in the frequency domain. Indeed, the transition from a high-harmonic comb to a

harmonic supercontinuum is the first and most experimentally accessible indication that isolated

attosecond pulses are being produced [14, 22, 39, 99–101].

Finally, the remaining important single-atom feature of HHG that I will discuss here requires

that we consider the quantum nature of the electron [35]. This feature is the so-called wave packet

spreading that occurs during the acceleration/propagation step. Since the electron is a quantum

mechanical particle it is described by a wave packet, which spreads out as a function of time (i.e. the

electron becomes more delocalized the more time it spends not bound to the atom). This spreading

is more pronounced for longer wavelength driving lasers because the time that the electron spends

in the continuum depends on the period of the driving laser. The increased wave packet spreading

for longer wavelength driving lasers means that there is less electron density at the position of the

ion when the electron returns and therefore there is a decreased probability to recombine. This
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means that the single-atom yield decreases as the driving laser wavelength increases. Inversely,

driving the HHG process with shorter wavelength drivers tends to increase the achievable harmonic

flux.9

1.2.2 Macroscopic Effects

While the single-atom physics of HHG captures many of the experimentally observed features,

there are also macroscopic effects that must be considered. Macroscopic effects are relevant because

bright HHG emission requires more than just a single atom. Indeed, producing bright HHG beams

requires the emission from many atoms to add together constructively [5, 36, 37, 91, 102–105].

Therefore, the harmonics that are emitted at one spatial location must add in phase with harmonics

that are emitted at some later spatial location (Fig. 1.10). This is accomplished by ensuring that

the phase velocity of the driving laser matches that of the emitted high harmonics, so that they do

not walk off of each other and begin to destructively interfere.

A convenient way to represent the differences in the phase velocities of the driving laser

and high harmonics is through a wave vector mismatch: ∆k = qk1 − kq, where q is the harmonic

order, k1 is the driving laser wave vector, and kq is the wave vector of the harmonics.10 Ideally, we

would like this phase mismatch to be zero for optimal HHG emission. When simply considering

the vacuum wave vectors (kvac = 2π/λ), this condition is automatically satisfied. However, in a

real experiment there are two main factors that effect the relative phase velocities of the driving

laser and the emitted harmonics – the index of refraction of the HHG medium and the specific

experimental geometry chosen. Practically speaking, the HHG geometry is often fixed by other

considerations so that, in the lab, the index of refraction of the generating medium is tuned to

compensate those geometric contributions to achieve phase matching. Each of these contributing

9 This decrease in the single-atom yield is offset somewhat by the fact that longer wavelength driving lasers require
increased phase-matching pressures. However, even with an increase in the number of emitters contributing to the
HHG process, HHG sources with longer wavelength driving lasers tend to be quite a bit dimmer than those with
shorter wavelength driving lasers. Therefore, there is often a trade off between higher harmonic flux (optimized with
shorter wavelength driving lasers) and higher photon energies (optimized with longer wavelength driving lasers).

10 This condition ensures that the phase velocities are the same because vp = ω/k (where vp is the phase velocity)
and ωq = qω1.
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Figure 1.10: Producing bright HHG beams requires phase matching the HHG process.
Phase matching is achieved by ensuring that the phase velocity of the driving laser is the same
as the phase velocity of the emitted high harmonics. If the phase velocities are matched then
harmonics that are emitted at one spatial location add consutructively with harmonics that are
emitted farther down the line. Figure from [104]

effects can be considered individually, so that k = kvac + kmedium + kgeom + ....

The generating medium plays a large role in phase matching because it significantly affects

the phase velocity of the driving laser. However, to a good approximation, the index of refraction at

the high-harmonic wavelengths is one, so that the harmonics themselves are essentially unaffected,

which leads to a phase mismatch. The driving laser wave vector is adjusted by the generating

medium in two opposing ways. First, the phase velocity is decreased by the neutral atoms in the

gas. However, the phase velocity is also increased due to the presence of free electrons, some amount

of which are inevitably generated because HHG requires a strong laser field. Mathematically, these

two effects are given by

k1, neutral =
2π

λ1
(n− 1)(1− η)P

k1, plasma = −reNatmλ1ηP,

(1.2)

where n is the index of refraction of the gas at the driving laser wavelength, η is the ionization

fraction, P is the pressure in atmospheres, re is the classical electron radius, and Natm is the number
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density of atoms in an atmosphere of gas at standard temperature and pressure. For a given gas and

driving laser wavelength, the tunable parameters here are the pressure and the ionization fraction.

The neutral and plasma terms have opposite signs, their relative contributions are determined by

the ionization fraction, and the magnitude of the net effect scales linearly with pressure.

An important ramification of phase matching can already be seen here if you consider the

case of very high ionization fractions. If the ionization fraction is large enough that the plasma

term is greater than the neutral term then the net effect of the index of refraction of the generating

medium is to decrease the driving laser wave vector. This increases the phase velocity of the driving

laser to greater than the speed of light, which is greater than the phase velocity achievable by the

high harmonics. Therefore, at high enough ionization fractions phase matching cannot occur.11

The ionization fraction at which this happens is known as critical ionization [5, 36]. The critical

ionization level sets a de facto upper limit on the intensities that can be used to drive the HHG

process since higher intensities lead to more ionization. Therefore, if we recall the scaling of the

cutoff photon energies in Eq. 1.1, we unfortunately cannot scale the photon energies indefinitely by

simply increasing the intensity. Practically speaking, for a given driving laser wavelength, there is

a maximum intensity allowed to remain under the critical ionization level, which results in a phase-

matched cutoff energy (Fig. 1.11). Therefore, scaling HHG to higher photon energies requires

developing longer wavelength driving lasers. The actual value of the critical ionization level is

given by

ηc =
1

1− reNatmλ21
2π(n−1)

, (1.3)

which can be found by setting k1, plasma = k1, neutral and solving for η. Plugging some numbers in

we find that ηc ≈ 0.5% for 800 nm driving lasers using helium as the HHG medium. The critical

ionization level decreases for increasing driving laser wavelengths, which means that the phase

11 Technically, we haven’t said anything about the geometric contributions to the phase mismatch yet. However,
generally the geometric terms serve to speed up the phase velocity of the driving laser, so that the neutral atoms need
to “win” slightly and slow the phase velocity of the driving laser back down to achieve phase matching. Therefore,
the discussion of critical ionization in this paragraph is completely valid. Interestingly, if there was a way to speed of
the phase velocity of the harmonics with respect to the driving laser, then ionization levels above critical ionization
would be allowed (necessary even!), as is discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.11: Phase matching cutoff for HHG. For a given driving laser wavelength, there is a
maximum intensity that can be used to efficiently drive the HHG process and therefore a maximum
photon energy that can be achieved. This intensity is limited by the critical ionization level. Figure
from [14].

matched cutoff energy scales slightly more slowly than the λ2
1 found in Eq. 1.1.

The remaining contributions to phase matching in HHG are the so-called geometric terms.

How exactly these effects come into play depends on the precise focusing geometry employed. For

example, in a free-focusing geometry such as a gas jet, the relevant contributions are from the

Gouy phase and atomic dipole terms. Alternatively, for HHG in a gas-filled capillary those terms

don’t matter and instead there is a waveguide term that must be considered.12 In general, these

geometric effects consist of phase shifts in the light field as a function of position along the direction

of propagation, which will affect the relative phase of harmonics emitted at one spatial location

versus another.

In a free-focusing geometry there is a phase shift in the driving laser field as a function of

position through the focus known as the Gouy phase [107, 108]. This Gouy phase shift typically

12 I found the thesis of Tenio Popmintchev [91] and Ba Khuong Dinh [106] helpful for understanding these different
situations.
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only affects the wave vector of the driving laser and is given by

kGouy =
dΦGouy

dz
=

−1

zr + z2/zr
, (1.4)

where z is the position through the focus (the focus is at z = 0) and zr is the Rayleigh length.

The Rayleigh length is the distance over which the laser is reasonably tightly focused and is given

by zr = 4λ1/π(F/D)2 where F is the focal length and D is the diameter of the initial collimated

beam. Note that the phase mismatch induced by the Gouy phase is always negative. Additionally,

there is a phase shift due to the propagation or acceleration step in the three-step model. This is

an intensity dependent phase that the electron picks up while traveling in the continuum before

recombining to emit a harmonic photon [35], as such it is a phase that applies to the harmonics

and not the driving laser. This effect is included through the atomic dipole term:

kAD = ∇αqI(z) =
8zαqI0

z2
r (1 + (2z/zr)2)2

, (1.5)

where αq is a parameter that depends on the trajectory of the electron and I is the intensity of

the driving laser (I0 is the intensity at the focus). Unlike the Gouy phase term, which is always

negative, the sign of this atomic dipole term switches as a function of position on either side of the

focus.

Alternatively, in the gas-filled capillary or waveguide geometry, there is no focus so there is no

Gouy phase shift. Additionally, the intensity is approximately constant as a function of propagation

direction along the waveguide, so there is also no atomic dipole term. However, there is dispersion

due to the waveguide, which speeds up the phase velocity of guided modes, i.e. of the driving laser.

The waveguide term is given by

kWG = −u
2λ1

4πa2
, (1.6)

where u is a constant that depends on the waveguide mode the light is coupled in to [102, 109] and

a is the radius of the waveguide. Note that, just like the Gouy phase term, the waveguide term is

always negative and therefore acts in the same way as plasma.

This was just a brief introduction to phase matching in HHG, which primarily discusses the

concepts that are relevant to the rest of this thesis. There are of course additional effects that were
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not discussed here, for example the possibility of a nonlinear index of refraction [91] or the presence

of charged ions in the generating medium [110].

The final macroscopic effect that is relevant for HHG is absorption [37]. Sadly, the gaseous

medium that is necessary to do HHG can also absorb your harmonic photons. The main ramification

of absorption is that it decreases the flux that you can produce. However, a side effect of the presence

of absorption is to relax the phase matching conditions so there’s often no need to actually achieve

perfect phase matching (i.e. ∆k = 0). If there is a small, but non-zero, phase mismatch then there

is some length over which the HHG process can be considered effectively phase matched, because

it takes some amount of propagation distance for the harmonic and driving laser fields to walk off

of each other and begin to destructively interfere. This distance is known as the coherence length,

Lcoh = π/∆k. Once the coherence length is sufficiently longer than the absorption length (Labs),
13

you actually don’t gain much by phase matching “better.” For example, a coherence length that’s

only ten times longer than the absorption length already gets you about 75% of the flux that a

coherence length of infinity achieves (Fig. 1.12). This is because a steady state is reached, where any

new harmonic photons that are created are just replacing old harmonic photons that got absorbed.

This situation is known as being absorption limited. The other relevant distance is the medium

length over which HHG is occurring (Lmed), the requirements for which are also relaxed due to the

presence of absorption. A good general guideline is to shoot for Lmed > 3Labs and Lcoh > 5Labs

(Fig. 1.12) [37].

1.2.3 Polarization Control

While we now have a fairly well developed understanding of how to optimize linearly polarized

HHG, the production of bright circularly polarized HHG beams is a more recent development that

is still being explored. The main difficulty with circularly polarized HHG is that it cannot be

done with a single driving laser. This limitation can be understood in the context of the three-step

13 The absorption length is the length appearing in the Beer’s Law absorption expression, or the distance by which
the flux drops by a factor of e.
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Figure 1.12: Harmonic flux as a function of medium length for different coherence
lengths. Absorption limits the harmonic flux achievable. Figure from [37].

model of HHG – if the driving laser is circularly, or even elliptically, polarized then the electron gets

driven transversely away from the ion and never recombines to emit harmonic photons. Therefore,

the HHG flux drops dramatically as any degree of ellipticity is introduced into the driving laser

[40].14 This strong ellipticity dependence of the high-harmonic flux is well known, and is even the

basis for the popular “polarization gating” technique to produce shorter HHG pulses [18, 21, 111].

However, this limitation can be overcome by combining several driving laser fields to gain more

control over the HHG process. This idea was first explored about 20 years go in a series of theory

papers [112–114] and was even experimentally investigated [115]. However, for some reason, this

idea failed to gain traction until it was re-discovered in 2014 [42, 43].

The first iteration of circularly polarized HHG was to drive the HHG process with a bichro-

matic field consisting of a fundamental laser field mixed with its second harmonic, which were

counter rotating with respect to one another.15 For example, an 800 nm beam (ω1) with right-

14 It is possible to drive HHG with elliptically polarized driving lasers in atomic or molecular contexts where a
resonance can be exploited to allow efficient recombination despite the elliptical polarization of the driver [46]. This
technique does produce harmonics with reasonable degrees of ellipticity but is only marginally tunable (since it’s
energetically tied to a resonance). Excitingly, this technique has been successfully applied to measure photoelectron
circular dichroism and is therefore very promising in the right situations.

15 There has been one subsequent study that produces elliptically polarized harmonics by combining two orthogo-
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circular polarization (RCP) combined collinearly with a 400 nm beam (ω2) with left-circular po-

larization (LCP). In the photon picture of HHG, there are now two baths of photons to choose

from when building a high-harmonic photon. Additionally, when building this high-harmonic pho-

ton, energy and spin angular momentum must be conserved. The conservation of spin angular

momentum is very restrictive because photons are only allowed to have a spin of ±1.16 Therefore,

nLCP = nRCP ± 1, where nLCP is the number of LCP photons and nRCP is the number of RCP

photons. Since one of the beams consists of purely RCP photons and the other beam is purely LCP

photons, conservation of spin restricts the relative number of photons of each color that can con-

tribute, so that n1 = n2±1. Therefore, the energy of the final high-harmonic photon is proportional

to

ωq = n1ω1 + n2ω2

= (n2 ± 1)ω1 + n2ω2

= n2(ω1 + ω2)± ω1.

(1.7)

So far, this expression is a completely general treatment of HHG with counter-rotating drivers,

but we can now restrict it to the previously mentioned example of 800 nm (ω1) and 400 nm (ω2)

driving fields. In that case, ω2 = 2ω1 so that

ωq = (3m± 1)ω1, (1.8)

where n2 has been replaced with m for consistency with the literature. For every integer value of

m there are two allowed photon combinations. Here, the 3m+ 1 harmonics are circularly polarized

with the same handedness as the 800 nm driver (because they include an “extra” 800 nm photon,

Fig. 1.13, a). Conversely, the 3m− 1 harmonics are circularly polarized with the same handedness

as the 400 nm driver. The 3m harmonics are forbidden because there is no way to construct them

nally linearly polarized driving laser fields [44]. Interestingly, this approach may provide for a simpler experimental
set-up than the counter-rotating driving laser fields discussed here. However, to date, this linear case has not yet
been developed as much as the counter-rotating case.

16 Note that this is another argument for why a single circularly polarized laser field cannot drive the HHG process
because the resulting photons would have very large values for their spin angular momentum, which is not allowed.
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Figure 1.13: Circularly polarized HHG with counter-rotating bichromatic driving lasers.
(a) Harmonic photons can be constructed out of combinations of red (800 nm) and blue (400 nm)
driving laser photons that conserve spin angular momentum. (b) These constraints result in a
harmonic spectrum characterized by a series of harmonic pairs, which are separated by a spin-
forbidden harmonic order that is suppressed. The harmonic pairs consist of one RCP and one LCP
harmonic order. Figure adapted from [43].

while conserving spin angular momentum. Therefore, the resulting spectra consist of a series of

pairs of high harmonics (Fig. 1.13, b), where one harmonic in the doublet is RCP and the other is

LCP. The harmonic pairs are separated by the suppressed or forbidden harmonic orders.

This process of circularly polarized HHG with counter-rotating bichromatic drivers can also

be understood in the time domain by considering the electric fields involved. The combined electric

field resulting from counter-rotating 800 nm and 400 nm fields looks like a trefoil (Fig. 1.14a).

This trefoil has three-fold symmetry and, if you turn your head and squint, each of the three lobes

sort of looks like a linearly polarized field. While turning your head and squinting is by no means

rigorous, it turns out that indeed electrons can be ionized, accelerated, and successfully recombined

three times per 800 nm optical cycle in this combined field. When the intensities of the 800 nm

and 400 nm fields are equal (giving the trefoil shape in Fig. 1.14a), this results in the production

of three linearly polarized high-harmonic bursts. However, each of these linear bursts rotates by

120◦, leading to a high-harmonic pulse train with a net chirality (Fig. 1.14b). This highlights one

of the limitations of this method of producing circularly polarized HHG – the circularity is a net
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Figure 1.14: Time domain picture of circularly polarized HHG. (a) The field resulting
from the combination of 800 nm and 400 nm counter-rotating drivers has three-fold symmetry.
Harmonics are created once per lobe of the combined trefoil field. Figure from [43]. (b) This leads
to the emission of a set of three linearly polarized bursts of high harmonics, where each burst is
rotated by 120◦ leading to a net chirality along the pulse train. Figure from [47].

effect requiring the contribution of several high-harmonic bursts. Therefore, if a single attosecond

pulse is isolated it will be linearly polarized and all of the chiral properties will have been lost. This

effect therefore limits the pulse durations attainable with this method. Interestingly, it has been

shown that adjusting the ratios of the 800 nm and 400 nm driving lasers introduces ellipticity into

the individual harmonic bursts, which is a promising technique to produce elliptically polarized

isolated attosecond pulses [47].

Additionally, circularly polarized HHG with counter-rotating bichromatic drivers is not lim-

ited to 800 nm and 400 nm lasers or even limited to cases where the two fields are commensurate

(i.e. harmonics of one another). To date, this method has also been demonstrated with both 800 nm

+ 1.3 µm fields and 800 nm + 2 µm fields [45]. Returning to the general case of counter-rotating

bichromatic mixing (Eq. 1.7) one finds that the general two color counter-rotating HHG spectrum
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Figure 1.15: Circularly polarized HHG spectrum generated with counter-rotating 800
nm + 1.3 µm driving laser fields. The spectrum is characterized by pairs of harmonics, where
one peak in the doublet is RCP and the other is LCP. Within a given doublet, the harmonics are
separated by ω1 − ω2 and adjacent pairs of peaks are separated by ω1 + ω2. Figure from [45].

consists of pairs of harmonics, where the spectral separation of the harmonics within a doublet is

ω1 − ω2 and the spectral separation between adjacent doublets is ω1 + ω2 (Fig. 1.15). As in the

800 nm + 400 nm case, within each doublet, one of the harmonic peaks is RCP and the other

is LCP. This presents problems for scaling this method to mid-infrared driving lasers to achieve

higher photon energies. These problems arise because if the photon energies of the two driving

lasers become too close together then a separation of only ω1 − ω2 can result in significant overlap

of the two peaks within the doublet, thereby decreasing the circularity. Unfortunately, it has been

shown that circularly polarized HHG with 1.3 µm + 2 µm driving fields produces doublets that are

only barely discernible as separate RCP and LCP peaks [93]. As of the time of this writing, this

is still an unsolved problem that hinders the scaling of this circularly polarized HHG technique to

higher photon energies.

Finally, it is instructive to quickly consider the case where ω1 = ω2. This situation corre-

sponds to combining an RCP and LCP beam of the same color, which simply results in a linearly

polarized driving-laser field. Following the rules from Eq. 1.7 gives “doublets” that are separated

by ω1 + ω1 = 2ω1. However, the separation of the two peaks within this “doublet” is ω1 − ω1 = 0.

Therefore, the RCP and LCP peaks overlap in energy, resulting in linearly polarized harmonics

separated by twice the photon energy, just as we expect for linearly polarized HHG. This highlights

that in the collinear combination of counter-rotating bichromatic driving lasers discussed so far,
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the circularly polarized harmonics are separated spectrally. Interestingly, if we can find some other

way to separate the harmonics with different helicities then we can do circularly polarized HHG

with a single wavelength driving laser. For example, in Chapter 3 we separate the helicities of the

high harmonics spatially, which enables single-color HHG and facilitates scaling circularly polarized

HHG to long wavelength driving lasers without sacrificing circularity.



Chapter 2

Apparatus and Methods

2.1 Introduction

This chapter details the main experimental apparatuses used in this thesis. Different subsets

of this equipment was used in the various experiments, however everything discussed here was

integral in some way at some point in time. I either led or was heavily involved in the construction

and implementation of all of the equipment discussed here, except for the laser system, which is

commercially available from KM Labs, and the velocity-map-imaging spectrometer, which was built

before I joined the group.

2.2 Ti:Sapphire Laser System

The common technology between every experiment presented here is the Ti:Sapphire laser

system, which consists of an oscillator and a regenerative amplifier (Wyvern HE, KM Labs). The

laser operates at a central wavelength of ∼790 nm, a repetition rate of 1 kHz, a pulse duration of

∼45 fs, and a pulse energy of ∼9 mJ. Remarkably, it works nearly every day with only a small

amount of maintenance or down time. However, when we did have laser problems we were very

thankful for the assistance of Mike Walls, Daisy Raymondson, Amelie Auger, and Xiaoshi Zhang

from KMLabs, Inc.

Ti:Sapphire is an exceedingly common laser in the ultrafast and strong-field communities,

because of it’s large gain bandwidth and high damage threshold [116, 117]. The system begins with
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a Kerr-lens modelocked [118] Ti:Sapphire oscillator,1 which outputs ∼10 fs pulses at a repetition

rate of ∼80 MHz and an average power of ∼500 mW. This corresponds to pulse energies of ∼nJ’s

per pulse. Unfortunately, these pulse energies are not quite high enough to drive the HHG process,

which requires that the electric field strength of the laser be comparable to the Coulomb field

binding electrons and nuclei together. Focusing the oscillator to diffraction limited spot sizes gives

intensities of ∼ 1013 W/cm2 or electric field strengths of ∼ 108 V/cm. However, the field strength

between an electron and a proton separated by one Bohr radius (0.5 Å) is ∼ 5× 109 V/cm. Since

we can’t focus any tighter than the diffraction limit, we must therefore increase the pulse energy

to reach the required field strengths for HHG.2 This is the purpose of the amplifier portion of the

laser system.

In the amplification step, the nJ pulses from the oscillator are boosted by many orders of

magnitude to reach mJ level pulse energies. While the average power does increase by about

a factor of 20,3 most of the approximately six order of magnitude gain in pulse energy comes

from dramatically dropping the repetition rate,4 in essence squeezing a similar amount of average

power into fewer pulses. To complicate matters a little more, this amplification cannot be done

with femtosecond pulses because the peak powers attained while amplifying are above the damage

threshold of the Ti:Sapphire gain medium and other optical components in the amplifier. Therefore,

the scheme of chirped-pulse amplification [119] must be used (Fig. 2.1). Here, the pulses are first

stretched out in time to be 100s of ps long so that they can be amplified safely. Once the pulses

are amplified they are then recompressed to close to their original pulse duration.

Walking through the amplifier (Fig. 2.1), the pulses from the oscillator first encounter the

stretcher, where they are chirped-out for amplification. Next a Pockels cell is used to pick out one

out of every ∼80000 pulses to be amplified, throwing the rest away. The surviving pulses are let

1 The oscillator is itself a laser. We typically refer to the entire system as “the laser” and distinguish the constituent
parts as the oscillator and the amplifier, which are in themselves both lasers.

2 There are additional constraints on how tightly lasers can be focused and still efficiently drive the HHG process.
These constraints are imposed by macroscopic effects and result in very inefficient HHG if the driving laser is focused
to the diffraction limit. Therefore, the driving pulse energies must be increased even more to compensate for the
larger focal spot sizes needed.

3 approximately 0.5 W out of the oscillator vs about 10 W out of the amplifier
4 80 MHz out of the oscillator vs 1 kHz out of the amplifier
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a Ti:Sapphire amplifier, which uses chirped pulse amplification to
amplify nJ level pulses to the mJ level. Adapted from [117].

into the amplifier cavity by a second Pockels cell and trapped there for ∼10 round trips. The cavity

houses the Ti:Sapphire gain medium, so it is at this time that the pulses are amplified from nJ’s to

mJ’s. After the cavity, the now amplified pulses pass through the compressor, which collapses them

back down in time to ∼45 fs. The pulses exiting the amplifier have slightly longer pulse duration

than the original pulses from the oscillator because there is gain-narrowing of the spectrum during

amplification [117], resulting in longer minimum achievable pulse durations. More details about

this laser system can be found in Ding et al. [120] or the thesis of Chengyuan Ding [121].

The gain bandwidth of Ti:Sapphire is centered at 800 nm [116] and therefore that is where

most Ti:Sapphire laser systems tend to operate. While it is possible to make Ti:Sapphire oscillators

that are somewhat tunable across the broad gain bandwidth (700 nm – 1000 nm), amplifiers are

much more difficult to tune. However, oftentimes we would like to use other wavelengths in our

experiments. For example, to resonantly pump a specific transition in some system or to control

the energies of the harmonics that are produced through HHG. Fortunately, we can use nonlinear

optics to transform the 800 nm Ti:Sapphire light into different wavelengths across most of the visible

and near-infrared regions of the spectrum. In the experiments presented in this thesis, both the
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second and third harmonic of the fundamental Ti:Sapphire light was used. The second harmonic

(400 nm) was produced by frequency doubling the fundamental in a β-BBO crystal (200 µm thick,

θ = 29.2, φ = 90). The third harmonic (267 nm) was produced through nonlinear mixing (sum

frequency generation) of the fundamental and second harmonic, again in a BBO crystal (50 µm

thick, θ = 44.3, φ = 90).

2.3 High-Harmonic Beamlines

Many of the experiments presented in this thesis employ HHG in some way, thereby involving

EUV and soft x-ray light. There are a number of challenges associated with working in this region

of the spectrum, including that these photons cannot propagate any appreciable distance through

air and that optics tend to be expensive and lossy. Since typical absorption lengths of EUV light

are ∼100 µm at atmosphere,5 much of these experiments must be done in vacuum. The driving

laser is therefore coupled into a vacuum chamber and focused down into a gaseous medium (be it

a gas-filled capillary, a gas jet, or a semi-infinite gas cell) to drive the HHG process. Then that gas

has to be pumped away as soon as possible so that it doesn’t absorb too many of the harmonic

photons that were just painstakingly created. The harmonics then continue to propagate in vacuum

to the rest of the experiment. Two distinct gas-delivery geometries were employed in this thesis

– Chapters 3 and 4 were done in a gas jet and Chapter 6 used a gas-filled capillary. These two

different geometries employ slightly different beamlines, which are both described in the remainder

of this section.

The gas-jet beamline was somewhat of a test bed for exploring novel HHG geometries, which

were not immediately compatible with the gas-filled capillary design that is typically employed in

the Kapteyn-Murnane group. Therefore, this beamline was designed to have a small footprint and

be easily reconfigurable.6 The beamline consisted of a single vacuum chamber, which contained the

gas jet, a grating (Hitachi 001-0266), and an x-ray CCD camera (Andor, D0420-BN). The gas jet

5 Note that this is somewhat advantageous in that we don’t have to worry about any sort of radiation shielding,
even though we are working with ionizing radiation.

6 We affectionately called it “mini-beamline.”
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consists of a hollow capillary (∼100 µm inner diameter) glued into a Swagelok cap, which we back

with typically 10 – 200 psig of noble gas. The grating used in these experiments was curved in one

dimension, so that it formed a well resolved spectrum of the harmonics in one direction (thereby

trading spatial information for energy information) but left the angular properties of the harmonics

unchanged in the orthogonal direction. The fact that this grating maintains angular information

in one dimension was important for Chapters 3 and 4 because we were interested in the variation

of the emitted harmonics as a function of divergence angle. The grating was designed to be used

at an incidence angle of 3◦ with associated image and object distances of 23 mm. However, small

adjustments of the angle of the grating could compensate for slightly different distances necessitated

by the experimental set-up. In practice, the grating angle is adjusted while looking at the harmonics

to achieve the best spectral focusing.

The gas-filled capillary beamline (Fig. 2.2, used in Chapter 6) was slightly more complicated

than the gas-jet beamline for two reasons. First, in this case we wanted to use the harmonics as

a probe in a subsequent experiment, instead of simply studying the HHG process itself, so that

the harmonic source had to be re-imaged and steered into the experimental chamber. Second, the

experiment in question was a photoelectron imaging experiment, which has even more stringent

vacuum requirements than HHG. Fortunately, dealing with this situation is one of the strong points

of the capillary approach, because it is an ideal geometry for maintaining the required gas pressures

in the HHG region (10s – 100s of torr) with minimal conductance of that gas into the rest of the

vacuum system. Even so, we employed four to five additional stages of differential pumping to drop

the pressure down to the necessary levels for photoelectron imaging (∼ 10−7 torr).

To deliver the harmonics into the experimental chamber, we re-image the capillary exit to

achieve a loose HHG focus (∼250 µm) in the interaction region. In the EUV region of the spectrum,

it is basically impossible to use refractive optics (i.e. lenses) because most materials are far too

absorbing and don’t have any appreciable refractive index at these wavelengths. Therefore, focusing

EUV light is done with either reflective or diffractive optics (mirrors or zone plates respectively).

Simple curved mirrors for focusing EUV have to be used at very steep angles (glancing incidence)
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to achieve a reasonable degree of reflectivity. For example, for a gold surface the reflectivity is

approximately 90% at 2◦, 70% at 10◦, 10% at 45◦, and 5% at normal incidence [11]. However,

it is possible to get around this by designing multi-layer structures that can achieve reasonable

reflectance (∼30 – 70%) at a specific photon energy and typically normal incidence reflection.

We tried both multilayer mirrors and glancing incidence toroidal mirrors. We found that,

specifically for the 400 nm driven HHG employed here, we vastly preferred the glancing incidence

optics to focus the harmonics. This preference is primarily because the multilayer mirrors were easily

damaged by the 400 nm driving laser, which we sometimes allow to propagate through the system

for alignment purposes.7 One of the advantages of multilayer mirrors is the energy selectivity, which

allows you to use the mirrors themselves to isolate a single harmonic order out of the broad harmonic

spectrum that is generated. In photoelectron spectroscopy experiments it is typically preferable to

use a single energy to ionize so that you can unambiguously correlate a measured photoelectron

energy to an initial state binding energy, making multilayers mirrors very attractive. However,

in 400 nm driven HHG there are very few harmonic orders generated in the first place [122] and

they are much more energetically separated than in the more common 800 nm driven case (6 eV

separation vs 3 eV) so that the spectral filtering provided by the multilayer mirrors is less critical.

Therefore we used a toroidal mirror (ARW Optical Corporation, Rt = 3220 mm, Rs = 90.5 mm,

coated in B4C) to focus the harmonics. We used the toroid in conjunction with a polished silicon

“rejecter mirror” (Gooch & Housego, GO-S200-1), at the same reflection angle as the toroid. This is

near Brewster’s angle for the driving laser wavelength, so that only a few percent of the fundamental

is reflected off of the rejector, while ∼90% of the harmonics are reflected. In addition to rejecting

much of the fundamental light, this mirror is advantageous because it maintains a straight beam

path (translated by 1” from but parallel to the incoming beam path) and gives you two optics to

use to steer the harmonics into the experiment. In this beamline, we used a Hettrick spectrometer

and an Andor x-ray CCD camera to monitor the harmonic spectrum and flux.

The remaining necessary components of a high-harmonic beamline are filters to get rid of

7 We note that we did not encounter these damage problems when using 800 nm to drive the HHG process.
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Figure 2.2: Picture of the HHG beamline used in Chapter 6. The laser propagates from
right to left. It is coupled into the vacuum chamber through a window and focused into a gas-
filled capillary (a.k.a waveguide) to drive the HHG process. The residual laser light and generated
harmonics continue propagating to the left, encountering a silicon rejecter mirror and focusing
toroid before the visible laser light is blocked by metallic filters. The harmonics pass through
the metallic filters and continue into the photoelectron spectrometer. There are several stages of
differential pumping along the beamline to drop the pressure from ∼10–100 torr in the waveguide
to < 10−6 torr in the spectrometer.

the residual driving laser light that co-propagates with the emitted harmonics. The driving laser

is typically filtered out with thin (100s – 1000s of nm) metal foils placed in the beam path, which

reflect or absorb the visible laser light while transmitting a large fraction of the harmonic light.

The exact filter choice depends on the photon energies you’re working with [11]. Most of the work

in this thesis used aluminum filters, which are highly transmissive between about 20 – 70 eV.

Zirconium filters were used for photon energies above 70 eV and tin filters were used for calibration

of the 400 nm driven harmonic spectrum (because it has a narrow transmission window between

13 – 22 eV).

2.4 Polarization Characterization of High Harmonics

In chapters 3 and 4 we characterize the ellipticity of high harmonics. As with many things

in the EUV, this is somewhat more complicated than with visible lasers. One tactic is to use an

EUV polarizer constructed out of three mirrors oriented at set angles with respect to each other
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[42, 46, 123]. Then, as in the visible, one can monitor the transmitted intensity while rotating the

polarizer to determine the circularity. However, these EUV polarizers have very low transmissions

and require that you rotate a set of several optics through 360◦ while under vacuum. Instead, since

we were fortunate enough to have a team of experts in studying magnetism with EUV light right

down the hall, we found it more convenient to use x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) to

characterize the circularity of our harmonics.8 We are very thankful to Dmitriy Zusin, Christian

Gentry, Patrick Grychtol and Ronny Knut for helping us implement these XMCD measurements.

XMCD is a phenomenon where the absorption of light by magnetic materials depends on

the helicity of that light [124]. For example, a uniformly magnetized material might absorb right-

circularly polarized (RCP) light more strongly than left-circularly polarized (LCP) light. The

magnitude and sign of the MCD effect depends on the projection of the angular momentum vector

of the light onto the magnetization vector of the material. Therefore, in the previous example,

flipping the magnetization vector of the material would switch it so that instead LCP light would

be absorbed more strongly than RCP light. This effect is typically quantified through the mag-

netic asymmetry, which is the normalized difference between the transmission for the two opposite

orientations, A = (I+ − I−)/(I+ + I−). The precise value of the measured asymmetry depends on

the material and the photon energy you are using: A = tanh 2k∆βL, where k is the wave vector

of the light, ∆β is the energy dependent magneto-optical constant of the material, and L is the

path length through the material [125]. This asymmetry could be measured by either flipping the

magnetization of the sample or flipping the helicity of the light, but in the EUV it is often more

feasible to flip the magnetization.

We can use XMCD to characterize the ellipticity of our EUV light because the magnitude

of the MCD effect depends on the degree of circularity of the light [43, 125, 126]. Therefore, we

can compare the MCD asymmetry that we measure with the literature values to determine the

circularity of the high harmonics. We usually use the common ferromagnets (Fe, Co, Ni) because

8 Technically, we are doing EUV MCD, since we are using EUV light, but the principles are the same and XMCD
is the more common term.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism experiment. Circularly
polarized laser light is passed through a thin-film ferromagnetic sample. The magnetization vector
lies in the plane of the material and is switched between the two opposite magnetization states,
Mup and Mdown. The magnetic sample is oriented at 45◦ with respect to the incoming beam so
that a projection of the magnetization vector lies along the spin angular momentum vector of the
light. The inset shows the relevant vectors from a “top down” view.

they are well characterized, have relatively large XMCD asymmetries (∼10% near the M-edge

for ∼20 nm of material [127]), and their magnetization can be readily and completely switched

with a simple electromagnet. These materials magnetize such that the magnetization vector is in

the plane of the thin film sample, therefore we do these measurements in transmission with the

sample oriented at 45◦ with respect to the incoming beam (Fig. 2.3). This orientation results in

a reasonable projection of the magnetization vector along the angular momentum vector of the

light, while still allowing a beam to be transmitted through the sample. The ferromagnets are

strongly absorbing at and above their M-edges, which is also energetically where the MCD effect

is strongest. Therefore, the samples must be fairly thin (10s of nm) to have any harmonic light

transmitted through. For stability, we typically deposit the magnetic thin films on top of a thicker

(100s of nm) but more transmissive substrate, such as aluminum or silicon nitride.

2.5 Velocity-Map-Imaging Photoelectron Spectrometer

Photoelectron and photoion imaging techniques use electric fields to guide charged particles

to a position sensitive detector. These fields are designed to map some specific property of the
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particles to position on the detector. Historically, photoion imaging evolved from time-of-flight

spectroscopy. In the case of time of flight, information about the particles is encoded in the amount

of time that it takes them to reach the detector, for example with lighter particles arriving earlier

than heavier ones. Therefore, time-of-flight spectrometers simply count the number of particles

hitting the detector as a function of time. Photoion imaging, on the other hand, was discovered

when Chandler and Houston [128] placed a position sensitive detector after a common time-of-

flight spectrometer [129]. They used a 266 nm laser to photodissociate CH3I and found that the

resulting CH+
3 ions hitting the detector formed concentric rings, with the radius of those ring

depending on the velocity of the ions. Furthermore, these ring were asymmetric, with more ions

being emitted along the laser polarization direction than perpendicular to it, which gives insight

into the photodissociation mechanism. Therefore, photoion and photoelectron imaging seemed to

be a promising technique that gave additional information not accessible with time of flight.

Photoion imaging really came into its own about 10 years later with the developments made

by Eppink and Parker [130, 131]. They replaced the wire-grid electrodes previously employed with

an electrostatic lens consisting of three parallel plates with open electrodes (repeller, extractor, and

ground, see Figs. 2.9 and 6.2). The electrostatic lens overcame many of the pitfalls of the wire-

grid electrodes, removing the blurring and losses associated with charged particles passing through

the wire-grid. Furthermore, the electrostatic lens does a much better job of mapping ions with

the same velocity to the same position on the detector, regardless of their initial position. This

dramatically increases the velocity resolution practically obtained (Fig. 2.4), since experimentally

ions are almost always originating from some sort of spatially extended source. Because of this

capability Eppink and Parker dubbed their technique “velocity map imaging” (VMI).

The simplest way to understand photoion and photoelectron imaging is to imagine several

charged particles that are all emitted some fixed distance away from a 2D detector, with initial ve-

locities all parallel to the plane of that detector but with different speeds. To a first approximation,

the electric field of the spectrometer is simply going to push all those charged particles towards the

detector. Particles with larger transverse velocities will travel farther in the transverse direction
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of velocity map imaging with previous photoion imaging meth-
ods. O+ ions generated after illuminating O2 with 255 nm light measured with (a) wire-grid
electrodes and (b) an electrostatic lens under similar conditions. In both cases, rings corresponding
to different ion velocities are seen, however the electrostatic lens resolves finer details. Figure from
[130].

than slower particles in the time it takes to arrive at the detector. Therefore, velocity (v) is mapped

to radial position (R). However, as in a time-of-flight spectrometer, the time that it takes those

particles to travel to the detector depends on their properties, namely their mass (m) and charge

(q). For example, if two ions have the same transverse velocity but different masses, the lighter ion

will be accelerated more by the electric field to reach the detector faster and therefore have less

time to travel in the radial direction. In general, the radius a particle reaches at the detector is

proportional to

R ∼

√
Ek
q
∼

√
m

q
v,

where Ek is the kinetic energy. If the mass and charge are held fixed, as is certainly the case in

photoelectron imaging since there is only one species being detected, then the radius does increase

linearly with increasing velocity. However, we tend to discuss electrons in terms of their energy

instead of their velocity, so it is often useful to think if a VMI spectrometer as measuring the square

root of the energy.

This simple picture highlights another important aspect of VMI spectroscopy. In the previous
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example, we imagined ions being emitted perpendicularly to the detector. However, in reality ions

are emitted in all directions. Therefore, instead of expanding in a flat circle to reach some well-

defined radius at the detector the ion distribution is actually an expanding sphere (or other similar

3D distribution) that is projected onto the 2D detector. This projection complicates the radial

distribution at the detector and must be reversed to extract the actual photoelectron or photoion

kinetic energy spectrum. While this is difficult to do in general, the specific case of distributions with

cylindrical symmetry has been thoroughly investigated9 and there are a number of well developed

algorithms to recover the full 3D distribution from the 2D projection10 [132–134].Fortunately, when

ionizing with a linearly polarized laser the electron and ion distributions are indeed cylindrically

symmetric about the laser polarization axis. Therefore, in most photoelectron and photoion imaging

experiments a linearly polarized laser is used, with the polarization oriented in the plane of the

detector, so that these reconstructions can be applied. If this cylindrical symmetry is broken in

any given experiment then some other method of obtaining the 3D distribution must be employed,

if it can be recovered at all. In this thesis, the BASEX algorithm of Dribinski and co-workers was

used exclusively [132].

The final aspect of the VMI spectrometer that is important for this thesis is the so-called

spatial map imaging (SMI) capability [135, 136]. Similarly to how an optical lens has both an

imaging plane and a Fourier plane, the electrostatic lens can be tuned to either image a velocity

distribution or a spatial distribution to the detector. The electrostatic lens is tuned between these

two modes of operation by adjusting the ratio of the voltages applied to the extractor and repeller

electrodes. Note that adjusting the absolute voltages while keeping the extractor and repeller ratio

fixed adjusts the magnification and field of view of the spectrometer. The precise ratios needed

depend on the geometry and alignment of the spectrometer, in our case VE/VR ∼ 0.9 for VMI

and VE/VR ∼ 1.3 for SMI.11 While the most common mode of operation is of course the VMI

9 In this case, an Abel transform is applicable
10 A fabulous python package, PyAbel, was recently developed for doing Abel and inverse Abel transforms that

has been optimized for analyzing VMI data. It is currently available on GitHub.
11 We optimized these ratios by observing the above threshold ionization of noble gases with a strong femtosecond

laser field.
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Figure 2.5: Example of spatial map imaging in the velocity-map-imaging spectrome-
ter. In this experiment an extreme ultraviolet laser (propagating from left to right) intersects a
nanoparticle beam (propagating from bottom to top). The electrons originating from the nanopar-
ticles are therefore confined to the region of overlap, while electrons from the background gas are
produced across the length of the chamber. Therefore the signal of interest is easily separated from
the background with spatial map imaging. Figure from [138].

mode, SMI is often useful, for example for alignment purposes. In fact, the SMI mode was used

for data collection in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in those

measurements. By using SMI we sacrificed the energy resolution of VMI to instead measure only

the photoelectron yield, but with clear separation between the electrons of interest and the electrons

originating from the background gas (Fig. 2.5).

The VMI spectrometer used here was built before I joined the group. Details of it’s construc-

tion and specifications can be found in the thesis of Daniel Hickstein [137].

2.6 Nanoparticle Generation and Characterization

In chapters 5 and 6 we studied isolated “gas-phase” nanoparticles through photoelectron

spectroscopy. These particles were produced using a compressed gas atomizer and introduced into

the VMI via an aerodynamic lens. This nanoparticle aerosol source was implemented and coupled
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Figure 2.6: Compressed gas atomizer nanoparticle aerosol source. (a) Picture of the com-
pressed gas atomizer, courtesy of TSI, Inc. (b) Diagram of operation of the atomizer. Figure from
[140].

to the VMI spectrometer with extensive guidance from Prof. Jose-Luis Jimenez and his student

Brett Palm in the Chemistry Department at CU Boulder.

2.6.1 Atomizer

We use a Collison-type compressed gas atomizer [139] (TSI, model 3076, Fig. 2.6a) to produce

nanoparticles with a wide array of compositions. The atomizer produces an aerosol of droplets from

solution, with an average droplet diameter of ∼1 µm. It works by flowing gas over a tube that

extends down into a liquid reservoir, which causes a pressure drop that wicks liquid from the

reservoir up into the tube. When this liquid reaches the top of the tube it is impacted by the

flowing gas and droplets are produced. The larger droplets impact onto the walls of the atomizer

and return to the reservoir, while smaller droplets are carried along with the gas flow as an aerosol

(Fig. 2.6b).

As the droplets travel to the experiment, the solvent in the droplets evaporates leaving behind

nanoparticles of the solute. The atomizer is quite versatile in that it can produce nanoparticles with

a wide array of compositions depending on the starting solution. For example, if the solute is an

ionic compound it will often reform into a nanocrystal once the solvent in the droplet evaporates

(Fig. 2.7a) or if the solute consists of chemically synthesized nanoparticles these will clump up
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to form a cluster upon evaporation (Fig. 2.7b-d). The size of nanoparticles produced by the

atomizer is primarily determined by the concentration of solute in the initial solution because

that concentration determines how much solute will be present in the initial droplets that dry to

produce the nanoparticle aerosol. There can also be some variation in initial droplet diameter due

to changes in solvent viscosity or backing pressure, which in turn effects the final nanoparticle size

distribution.

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of different atomizer-produced nanopar-

ticles (Fig. 2.7) highlights one of the main drawbacks of this method of nanoparticle aerosol gen-

eration: surface contamination. Any impurities or contaminants in the solvent will likely be left

behind as surface contamination on the nanoparticles once the solvent evaporates. Because the

initial droplet diameters are large compared to the final nanoparticle diameter (∼1 µm vs ∼50 nm)

even a small degree of impurities can coat the nanoparticles. This is especially a problem for

chemically synthesized particles, where the surface contamination stems from stabilizing agents

intentionally added to the solution to keep the nanoparticles suspended (Fig. 2.7c). While this

surface contamination did not interfere with photoionization experiments using visible lasers, it was

a significant impediment when using EUV lasers to ionize because EUV photoemission is particu-

larly surface sensitive. For this reason we were unable to use chemically synthesized nanoparticles

when ionizing with EUV and instead restricted those investigations to solutes that can completely

dissolve in solvent without the use of any stabilizing ligands.

2.6.2 Measurement of Particle Size Distributions

We used a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) to characterize the aerosols produced from

the compressed gas atomizer. The SMPS system consists of an electrostatic classifier (TSI, model

3080L) and a condensation particle counter (TSI, model 3010). The electrostatic classifier selects a

narrow range of nanoparticle diameters out of a broad distribution. It selects nanoparticles based

on their mobility diameter12 by first applying a known charge distribution to the particles in the

12 For spherical particles, the mobility diameter is equal to the physical diameter. However, in general the mobility
diameter is larger than the volume-equivalent diameter, i.e. the diameter resulting from melting the material into a
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Figure 2.7: TEM images of various nanoparticles produced with a compressed gas at-
omizer. (a) Aqueous NaCl solutions evaporate to form single crystals. (b) Solutions of TiO2

nanoparticles produce aggregates. (c) Solutions of 40 nm gold nanoparticles produce hybrid nanos-
tructures with single gold nanoparticles housed in spheres of polyvinylpyrrolidone. (d) Similar
solutions of 17 nm gold nanoparticles also generate hybrid structures, but these nanostructures
contain many gold nanoparticles. Figure from [141].

aerosol and then flowing them through a column with an applied voltage. Due to the voltage,

the particles separate along the column by mobility diameter and a small orifice at the bottom

of the column selects a certain size. Changing the applied voltage adjusts the mobility diameter

that successfully exits the column. The condensation particle counter then determines the number

density of nanoparticles at the chosen diameter. It does so by passing the aerosol through a

supersaturated gas so that the particles nucleate droplet formation and grow in size to be large

enough to be detected and counted by light scattering or other methods. The SMPS therefore

scans the voltage on the electrostatic classifier to tune the selected diameter and determines the

concentration at that diameter using the condensation particle counter and thereby measures the

nanoparticle size distribution in the initial aerosol. Note that the electrostatic classifier can be used

on it’s own to select a monodisperse aerosol from a polydisperse one, although that was not done

sphere while keeping the same material density [142].
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Figure 2.8: Artist rendering of an aerodynamic lens system. The nanoparticle aerosol passes
through a series of orifices, which focuses the nanoparticles (blue) into a collimated stream while
leaving the carrier gas (rainbow) diverging. The upstream flow controlling orifice is not shown.
Figure adapted from [79].

in the work presented here.

2.6.3 Aerodynamic Lens

We introduce the nanoparticles into the ultra-high vacuum system via an aerodynamic lens

[143, 144], which produces a collimated stream of nanoparticles (∼0.5 mm diameter) while leaving

the carrier gas divergent. The aerodynamic lens consists of a series of small orifices inside of a

tube (Fig. 2.8) that create converging and diverging flows, which separate the nanoparticles from

the carrier gas due to the inertia of the particles. The specific diameters and separations of these

orifices are designed to optimize nanoparticle transmission at a given size [145]. Each aerodynamic

lens must also be paired with a flow controlling orifice placed upstream, which drops the pressure

to that required by the lens. The aerodynamic lens used in this thesis was designed to be used at

∼1.5 torr input pressure and efficiently transmitted and focused nanoparticles with diameters from

70 – 700 nm [146]. Note that it is the aerodynamic diameter that is relevant for particle transmission

through an aerodynamic lens system. For a spherical particle, the aerodynamic diameter is different

from the physical diameter by a factor of density [142], such that denser particles behave like larger

particles when transmitting through the aerodynamic lens. The aerodynamic diameter also depends

on particle shape, with nonspherical particles appearing smaller than spherical particles of the same

mass [142].

Initially, we used a thin 100 µm pinhole as the flow controlling orifice in our system. However,
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this pinhole clogged repeatedly so we replaced it with a longer glass tube that achieved a similar

pressure drop with a larger diameter (∼15 cm long, 250 µm diameter), which clogged much less

frequently. Similarly, the differential pumping skimmers inside the vacuum chamber were swapped

from cone-type molecular beam skimmers (Beam, Dynamics, Inc., 300 µm orifice diameter) to longer

cylindrical tube skimmers (1.5 mm inner diameter, 35 mm length). The extra length of these tube

skimmers achieved the same conductance as the molecular beam skimmers thereby accomplishing

effective differential pumping with a large enough diameter to cleanly pass the entire particle beam.

2.6.4 Light-Scattering Diagnostic for Alignment

To conduct experiments we must intersect the nanoparticle beam with a focused laser in the

center of the VMI spectrometer. For simplicity we decoupled the alignment of the nanoparticle

beam from that of the tightly focused femtosecond laser by first aligning the nanoparticles to the

differential pumping apertures in the vacuum system using a light-scattering based diagnostic.

The aerodynamic lens is mounted on an XYZ-stage (Kurt J. Lesker Company), which controls

the position of the nanoparticle beam. For particles to pass into the experimental chamber the

nanoparticle beam must be aligned with the differential pumping apertures, which conveniently

also ensures alignment to the center of the VMI spectrometer. A very rough alignment is first

accomplished by maximizing the pressure in the VMI chamber by adjusting the position of the

aerodynamic lens. This gets the aerodynamic lens close to the right position, but is not very

precise because the gas exiting the lens is so divergent. Therefore, the more tightly collimated

nanoparticle beam may still be clipping on or missing the differential pumping apertures.

To determine if the nanoparticle beam itself is well aligned to the vacuum system we detect the

nanoparticles down stream of the experimental chamber with an unfocused green continuous-wave

laser (1W, 532 nm, Wicked Lasers). When the nanoparticles pass through the green laser beam

they scatter photons out of the beam to produce a visible spot that we record with a CCD camera.

Since the green laser beam is unfocused, we can be sure that if the nanoparticles are passing through

the differential pumping apertures they will intersect the green laser and be detected. Therefore,
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simply adjusting the aerodynamic lens position to maximize the light-scattering signal optimizes

the alignment of the nanoparticle beam to the vacuum system and the VMI spectrometer. This

simple diagnostic works well for most nanoparticle aerosols investigated here because, in general,

the nanoparticles produced by the atomizer are large enough to scatter the laser light efficiently

(i.e. the nanoparticle diameter is of order the wavelength of the green light). Smaller particles

would not be detectable with this method.

Once we are confident the nanoparticle beam is well aligned to the vacuum system we can

align the tightly focused femtosecond laser to the nanoparticles by monitoring the photoelectron

signal in the VMI spectrometer.

2.7 Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Semiconductor Nanocrystals

This section is adapted, with permission, from:

• Wei Xiong, Daniel D. Hickstein, Kyle J. Schnitzenbaumer, Jennifer L. Ellis, Brett B.

Palm, K. Ellen Keister, Chengyuan Ding, Luis Miaja-Avila, Gordana Dukovic, Jose L.

Jimenez, Margaret M. Murnane, and Henry C. Kapteyn. Photoelectron Spectroscopy of

CdSe Nanocrystals in the Gas Phase: A Direct Measure of the Evanescent Electron Wave

Function of Quantum Dots. Nano Letters, 13 (6), 2924–2930 (2013).

DOI:10.1021/nl401309z. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Putting the previous two sections together, we can conduct photoelectron spectroscopy measure-

ments on quantum dots (QDs, semiconductor nanocrystals) in the gas phase by coupling a nanopar-

ticle aerosol source to a velocity-map-imaging photoelectron spectrometer (Fig. 2.9a). This allows

us to study completely isolated QDs, which are usually probed in a liquid solvent [147–153] or while

bound to a surface [62, 63]. Additionally, the flowing aerosol ensures that fresh nanoparticles are

present for each laser shot, which is advantageous to avoid any effects of charging or long-lived trap

states in the QDs [149, 154, 155]. Once the QDs are introduced into the vacuum system, we then

use pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy (a.k.a two-photon photoemission) to study the elec-

https://doi.org/10.1021/nl401309z
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Figure 2.9: Experimental scheme for photoelectron spectrosocpy (PES) measurements
of gas phase quantum dots. (a) The experimental apparatus consists of a velocity-map-imaging
photoelectron spectrometer coupled to a nanoparticle aerosol source. Clusters of quantum dots
(QDs) are generated by a compressed gas atomizer (not shown) and then focused into the interaction
region by an aerodynamic lens. The QDs are then excited and ionized by two time-delayed 40 fs
laser pulses. (b) Visualization of two different diameter CdSe QDs and their associated electron
wavefunctions. (c) In the PES experiment, the 400 nm pump pulse excites an electron from the
valence band to the conduction band. After a time delay, the 267 nm probe pulse ionizes that
electron from the conduction band, leaving it with ∼1.2 eV of kinetic energy. Figure from [79].

tronic structure and dynamics of QDs by first exciting an electron in a QD and then subsequently

ionizing and detecting that electron (Fig. 2.9c).

QDs are characterized by discrete energy levels that arise due to the quantum confinement of

electrons in the nanocrystal. Since these levels exist because of quantum confinement effects, the

precise locations of these energy levels depends on the size of the nanocrystal (Fig. 2.10a). While

previous studies have used PES to study dielectric nanoparticles produced with an atomizer [156,

157], no one had studied aerosolized clusters of QDs before. Therefore, it was necessary to first

validate that the QDs retained their quantum confined characteristics after aerosolization.

We diluted octadecylamine capped CdSe QDs (NN-Labs, 2.3, 2.5, or 2.8 nm diameter) to

0.01 mg/mL in hexane, and aerosolized that solution with a compressed-gas atomizer using helium
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Figure 2.10: Characterization of QDs with UV-visible absorption measurements. (a)
UV-visible absorption spectra of quantum dots with various diameters, showing the shift in the
band gap with QD diameter. (b) Normalized spectra of 2.5 nm CdSe quantum dots in solution
(blue) and after passing through the atomizer and aerodynamic lens (red). The absorption is largely
unchanged upon aerosolization, indicating that the quantum confined properties of the QDs are
preserved. Figure from [79].

as the carrier gas. This formed ∼1 µm diameter droplets, which dried to form clusters of QDs with

an average diameter of 50 nm. We verified that the properties of the QDs within these clusters

were well preserved after the aerosol system by comparing the UV-visible absorption spectra of the

solution phase and aerosolized QDs (Fig. 2.10b). We used a Cary 500 UV-Vis-NIR Spectropho-

tometer to measure the absorption of the QDs in solution. To measure the absorption spectrum of

the QDs after aerosolization, we first collected the QDs by depositing them on a glass slide placed

in the path of the collimated nanoparticle stream at the interaction region, which is where they

will be intersected by the laser in the PES experiment. The absorption can then be measured

using an ellipsometer (JA Woolam VB250). We found that the well-resolved absorption peaks are

preserved in the aerosolized QDs collected on the glass slide (Fig. 2.10b). This shows that the QDs

retain their quantum-confined characteristics after aerosolization and do not become bulk like. The

successful electronic isolation of neighboring QDs in a QD cluster is likely due to the ligand layer

surrounding each QD.

Once we had showed that the QDs do remain quantum confined after being aerosolized, we

could proceed to investigate their electronic structure with PES. In the PES experiment, we first
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Figure 2.11: Representative VMI image of the photoelectron momentum distribution
from a sample of 2.3 nm diameter CdSe quantum dots taken at t=100 fs. The center
of the image corresponds to zero momentum, with electron energy/momentum increasing radially
outward, and the laser polarization is in the vertical direction. The slight left-right asymmetry is due
to detector inhomogeneities. This image has been background subtracted to remove contributions
due to scattered light and the ionization of the hexane solvent and helium carrier gas. Figure from
[79].

excite an electron inside the QDs using a 400 nm pump pulse and then ionize that electron with a

subsequent 267 nm probe pulse (both ∼40 fs in duration). The time delay between the pump and

the probe pulses is controlled with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and the powers and polarizations

are determined by half-wave plates and polarizers placed in each beam. The polarizations for both

beams are fixed parallel to the plane of the detector and the resulting photoelectron momentum

distribution exhibits spherical asymmetry (Fig. 2.11). We note that the flux of the 400 nm pump

beam is maintained below the single exciton limit [148, 158], so that we expect there to be electrons

excited in only ∼10% of QDs, thereby avoiding any multi-electron effects.

An inverse-Abel transform [132] recovers the full 3D photoelectron momentum distribution

from the measured 2D projection (Fig. 2.11), which we angularly integrate to obtain a kinetic

energy spectrum of the photoelectrons (Fig. 2.12). This kinetic energy spectrum is measured as a

function of time delay between the pump and the probe. The time-resolved 2PPE spectra shows a

well-resolved peak at positive time delays, where the 400 nm pump pulse interacts with the QDs
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Figure 2.12: Two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy from exciton states of CdSe QDs.
(a) The temporal evolution of the 2PPE spectra from 2.3 nm diameter CdSe QDs shows a broad
peak corresponding to the 1dS electron state. (b) Relative photoelectron yield per exciton for dif-
ferent diameter CdSe QDs, observed with a pump-probe time delay of 50 fs. The time independent
signal has been subtracted. The total photoelectron yield per exciton decreases as the QD diameter
increases from 2.3 to 2.8 nm. Figure from [79].

before the 267 nm probe pulse, which does not decay on the ∼100 ps time scales measured. To

confirm this time dependent PES signal is indeed coming from the QDs, we preformed a control

experiment by dissolving only the octadecylamine ligands in hexane and found that the signal from

both the ligands and the solvent is negligible (see Supporting Information of Xiong et al. [79]).

The peak present in the electron kinetic energy spectrum at positive time delays is centered

at 1.2 eV. Our probe photon energy is 4.65 eV, so this corresponds to an exciton state where the

electron lies at –3.45 eV below the vacuum (Fig. 2.9). Effective mass calculations [159–161] find

that the 1S electron is expected to be bound by –3.4 eV in ∼2.5 nm CdSe. Therefore, we can assign

the peak in our photoelectron spectra to the 1S electron. This assignment is further supported by

this peak’s long lifetime, which is in agreement with previous measurements of the 1S electron

in QDs [151]. We note that we do not observe any clear signature of electrons originating from

the 1P state, however it has been shown that even when resonantly pumping the 1P state the

photoelectron signal from 1P electrons appears only as a small shoulder on the main photoelectron

peak [64]. Therefore, since we are not resonantly pumping the 1P state, it is expected that we
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should not resolve a distinct peak from the 1P electrons. There is an expected shift of the location

of the 1S peak for different QD diameters because of the size dependence of the QD band gap.

However, this shift is only expected to be between 0.1 to 0.2 eV and therefore cannot be resolved in

these spectra because the 1S peak is broadened to ∼1.5 eV. This broadening of the 1S photoelectron

peak could be due to size inhomogeneity of the sample or, more likely, the presence of secondary

electrons arising from inelastic electron scattering [162]. In the future, the effects of secondary

photoelectrons could be mitigated by using an EUV probe [163].

These validation and characterization measurements show that the quantum-confined char-

acteristics of QDs do indeed persist after aerosolization and that “gas-phase” PES is sensitive to the

electronic structure and dynamics of QDs. Therefore, presumably these techniques can be applied

to other nanoparticle compositions as well. These characterization measurements were previously

presented as part of a study of the size dependence of the evanescent electron wavefunction in QDs,

the details of which can be found in Xiong et al. [79].
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of noncollinear circularly polarized HHG. Two driving laser beams
are crossed at an angle to drive the HHG process. This produces a fan of angularly separated high
harmonic beamlets. Art by Steven Burrows.

3.1 Abstract

We generate angularly isolated beams of circularly polarized extreme ultraviolet light through

the first implementation of noncollinear high-harmonic generation (HHG) with circularly polarized

driving lasers. This noncollinear technique offers numerous advantages over previous methods,

including the generation of higher photon energies, the separation of the harmonics from the pump

beam, the production of both left and right circularly polarized harmonics at the same wavelength

and the capability of separating the harmonics without using a spectrometer. To confirm the

circular polarization of the beams and to demonstrate the practicality of this new light source,

we measure the magnetic circular dichroism of a 20 nm iron film. Furthermore, we explain the

mechanisms of noncollinear HHG using analytical descriptions in both the photon and wave models.

Advanced numerical simulations indicate that this noncollinear mixing enables the generation of

isolated attosecond pulses with circular polarization.

We also investigate the macroscopic physics of noncollinear HHG at high pressures. We

make the first experimental demonstration of phase matching of noncollinear high-order-difference-
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frequency generation at ionization fractions above the critical ionization level, which normally sets

an upper limit on the achievable cutoff photon energies. Additionally, we show that noncollinear

high-order-sum-frequency generation requires much higher pressures for phase matching than single-

beam HHG does, which mitigates the short interaction region in this geometry.

3.2 Introduction

In non-collinear HHG two laser beams are crossed at an angle to drive the HHG process.

This geometry is advantageous for a number of reasons, several of which I will discuss in this

chapter. First, circularly polarized high harmonics are generated via the noncollinear mixing of

counter-rotating circularly polarized driving lasers [48]. Non-collinear circularly polarized HHG

(NCP-HHG) offers several key benefits not found in other circularly polarized HHG methods, in-

cluding generating circularly polarized high harmonics with a single-color driving laser, thereby

maximizing the photon energies obtained, and producing angularly isolated circularly polarized

beams of left and right helicity at the same wavelength. Additionally, the emitted harmonic orders

are naturally angularly separated from both the driving laser beams and from each other [50, 164,

165]. This enables fragile samples to be placed directly into the EUV beams without filtering out

the driving lasers and the separation of high harmonic orders without the use of a lossy spectrom-

eter, both of which significantly increase the usable HHG flux. Finally, the angular separation

between the driving lasers and the emitted harmonics in non-collinear HHG significantly modifies

the macroscopic phase matching as compared to traditional single beam HHG [51, 166], which

enables phase matching above the critical ionization barrier [167].

Previous investigations of noncollinear HHG have also exploited this geometry to produce

linearly polarized isolated attosecond bursts [52, 168], probe the nonlinear optics of the HHG process

[169], and show that this is a promixing geometry for cavity-assisted HHG [170–172]. Other work

has used the noncollinear geometry to produce spectrally narrow EUV light [166] and applied a

noncollinear probe beam to spatially and temporally characterize attosecond pulses [173]. While

it provides new opportunities, a fundamental drawback of noncollinear HHG is that it provides
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a limit to the interaction length over which harmonics can be produced, which could result in a

reduction in harmonic flux when compared to other geometries.

Non-collinear HHG can be understood through both photon and wave models (Fig. 3.2). In

the photon model, each driving laser is considered as a bath of photons and high-harmonic photons

are produced by adding up all of the allowed combinations of those driving laser photons. When

the two driving lasers are crossed non-collinearly each bath of photons has it’s own associated linear

momentum, which must be conserved when building a high-harmonic photon. This conservation

of linear momentum means that the direction that harmonics are emitted into depends on the

number of photons that were absorbed from each driving laser beam. When the driving lasers are

linearly polarized there is no restriction on the relative number of photons that can be absorbed

from each beam, which results the emission of several high harmonic beamlets corresponding to

different permutations of driving laser photons (Fig. 3.2a). For example, the seventh harmonic

order can be produced by absorbing four photons from one beam and three from the other or six

photons from the first beam and only one from the other. While these two cases result in the same

photon energy they are emitted in different directions.

Alternatively, if the driving lasers are circularly polarized then spin-angular momentum (σ)

must be conserved as well as linear momentum. This conservation of angular momentum serves

to shut down most of the HHG channels because the only allowed angular momentum states for

photons are σ = +1 or σ = −1. For purely circularly polarized driving lasers beams there are

only photons in a single angular momentum state present in each beam, i.e. the left circularly

polarized (LCP) driving laser consists of only σ = +1 photons and the right circularly polarized

(RCP) driving laser is made up of only σ = −1 photons. Therefore, it is only possible to conserve

spin-angular momentum if the difference in the number of photons absorbed from each beam is

±1. This constraint results in the emission of two HHG beamlets, which each have a well defined

angular momentum state, where the absorption of an extra photon from the LCP beam results

in LCP harmonics and the absorption of an extra photon from the RCP beam results in RCP

harmonics (Fig. 3.2c). In both the linearly and circularly polarized cases, the angle of harmonic
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Figure 3.2: Photon and wave models of noncollinear HHG. (a) For the mixing of linearly
polarized laser beams, the only constraint is that the total number of absorbed photons is odd.
This allows many combinations of photons for any given harmonic (7th in this case) and results in
high-harmonic beams emerging at many different angles. (b) In the wave model, two-beam mixing
produces an amplitude-modulated grating at the focus, which produces multiple peaks in the far
field. (c) For counter-rotating circularly polarized beams, conservation of spin angular momentum
requires that nR = nL ± 1, restricting the output to only two beams for each harmonic order. (d)
In the wave picture, the left and right circular mixing produces linear polarization that rotates
as a function of the transverse focal position. This rotation is purely sinusoidal and consequently
produces just two output beams, one left circularly polarized and one right circularly polarized.
Figure from [48].

emission is given by

tan(θq) = ∆m tan(θ1)/q, (3.1)

where 2θ1 is the angular separation between the fundamental driving beams, q is the harmonic

order, and ∆m is the difference in the number of photons absorbed from each beam.

In the wave model of non-collinear HHG the electric field in the interaction region is consid-

ered. In the case of linearly polarized driving lasers, crossing the two beams at an angle results

in intensity interference in the combined electric field, which produces a field amplitude grating

across the region of overlap (Fig. 3.2b). High harmonics are generated by this amplitude grating,

resulting in a high harmonic source function that also looks like a grating and therefore produces
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diffracted high harmonic orders in the far field. Because the harmonic yield is highly nonlinear

with respect to the driving field there are many diffracted orders in the far field corresponding to

the many HHG channels in the photon model.

In the case of circularly polarized counter-rotating driving beams there is no interference

pattern at the crossing plane because the polarizations are orthogonal. However, if the amplitudes

of the two beams are equal then the combined polarization is everywhere locally linear across

the region of overlap. Because the relative phase of the beams varies across the focal spot, the

orientation of the linear polarization also varies such that it rotates across the focal spot and

thereby forms a rotating polarization grating (Fig. 3.2d). Therefore, in the interaction region

atoms emit high harmonic radiation polarized in the direction of the local linear fundamental

field, which imprints the rotating polarization grating on the harmonic light. If you consider the

horizontally and vertically polarized components individually, the high-harmonic source function

varies sinusoidally in space for both with a relative phase shift of π/2 between them. Consequently,

in the far field there are only two diffracted orders (+1,−1), with a relative phase shift of ±π/2

between the horizontally and vertically polarized components. This results in the emission of two

HHG channels with right- and left-circular polarization, which is again in agreement with the

photon model. This locally linear field in the rotating polarization grating in non-collinear HHG

is advantageous because everywhere across the focal spot the single-atom HHG process is identical

to that of traditional single-beam HHG.

3.3 Circularly Polarized Noncollinear High-Harmonic Generation

To generate circularly polarized high harmonics in a non-collinear geometry, two tightly

focused, counter-rotating 45 fs laser pulses were overlapped in a gas jet of noble gas (xenon, argon,

or neon), where the HHG process took place. The generated EUV beams propagated in vacuum and

passed through an aluminum filter (200-nm-thick, 20 - 72 eV transmission window), which blocked

any scattered visible light. The EUV beams were then dispersed by an imaging spectrometer

and recorded with an x-ray CCD camera. Harmonics were generated only when the beams were
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overlapped both temporally and spatially. Otherwise, the HHG mechanism was suppressed due to

the circular polarization of the individual laser beams. Two EUV beams were produced for each

odd harmonic order, with one circularly polarized beam propagating to the right of the centerline

and the other (with opposite helicity) to the left (Fig. 3.3a).

When two 800-nm driving beams were used to generate harmonics in argon gas, the result-

ing high harmonic photon energies reached the 29th harmonic order (45 eV). In xenon gas, only

100 µJ in each driving laser beam was sufficient to generate high harmonics, demonstrating that

the NCP-HHG method is easily scalable to current multi-kHz laser systems. Numerical simulations

confirmed, for the case of perfect alignment, that the harmonics are fully circularly polarized with

opposite helicity (Fig. 3.3b,c). Additionally, both experimentally and in the numerical simulations,

the output beam directions for harmonic order q follow tan θq = ± tan θ1/q as expected (Fig. 3.3d).

Significantly, all the harmonics are directed away from the pump beams and, provided the ini-

tial crossing angle is sufficiently large and the harmonic divergence sufficiently small, individual

harmonics can be separated without using a diffraction grating.

The nature of the harmonic emission can be controlled by changing the wavelength of the

driving laser and by mixing driving lasers of two different wavelengths (see Appendix A for details).

3.3.1 EUV MCD Measurements

One of the most powerful uses for ultrashort pulses of circularly polarized EUV and soft x-ray

light is the study of femtosecond dynamics of magnetic materials using EUV and x-ray magnetic

circular dichroism (MCD) [174]. Because the dichroic absorption scales linearly with the degree

of circular polarization, MCD can also provide a rigorous measurement of the ellipticity and he-

licity of the EUV light. The dichroism can be measured either by comparing the difference in

absorption between the left- and right-circularly polarized light or by using a magnetic field to flip

the sample magnetization. We performed an EUV MCD measurement by switching the magnetic

field (15 mT) applied to a 20-nm-thick iron film and comparing the transmitted EUV intensi-

ties (Fig. 3.4a) for opposing magnetization directions, I±, as expressed by the MCD asymmetry,
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Figure 3.3: NCP-HHG using two 800 nm pulses. (a) The EUV output of the NCP-HHG
process is recorded after passing through a spectrometer, which disperses the harmonics in the
vertical direction. Each harmonic order consists of two beams, one at an angle left of the centerline
(LCP) and one to the right of the centerline (RCP). (b,c) Numerical HHG simulations driven by
4.3-cycle 800 nm laser pulses demonstrate that the left beamlets are LCP and the right beamlets
are RCP. (d) The divergence of each harmonic order q follows conservation of momentum, which
predicts that the angle of harmonic emission, θq, is related to the crossing angle of the two laser
beams, θ1, by tan θq = ± tan θ1/q. (e) The temporal structure of the harmonic emission is a pulse
train of many circularly polarized attosecond bursts. Figure from [48].
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AMCD = (I+ − I−)/(I+ + I−).

Experimentally, the MCD asymmetry is readily apparent, even in the two-dimensional image

(Fig. 3.4b), and clearly demonstrates that the two beams exhibit opposite helicity. Angular

integration (Fig. 3.4c) provides a quantitative estimate of the MCD asymmetry of 1.5% in the

range of 29-39 eV. To our knowledge, there is no experimental measurement of the MCD contrast

(or magneto-optical constants) of iron in this energy range, but synchrotron data at slightly higher

photon energies are available [127, 175]. The trend of the data indicates that the MCD asymmetry

in the range of our measurement is less than 2% (Fig. 3.5). Thus, our measurement of 1.5%

asymmetry confirms that the EUV light generated by the NCP-HHG process has a high degree of

circular polarization. Furthermore, this EUV MCD measurement demonstrates that the NCP-HHG

source is a practical tool for measuring ultrafast magnetic dynamics.

3.3.2 Future Capabilities Investigated with Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations of HHG including propagation provide insight into further capabilities

of the NCP-HHG method. First, experimentally the harmonics could only be angularly separated

when using 267 nm driving lasers (see Appendix A). However, simulations predict that similar

separation can be achieved at longer driving laser wavelengths and higher harmonic photon energies.

For example, simulations indicate that 400 + 400 nm-driven NCP-HHG at a 64 mrad crossing

angle will produce harmonics that are completely separated angularly (Fig. 3.6a). The situation is

similar for longer wavelengths, but the required crossing angle becomes larger. The separation of

the harmonics allows for spectroscopic experiments such as x-ray transient absorption spectroscopy

and MCD to be completed without a spectrometer to disperse the harmonics, a distinct advantage

considering the high expense, low efficiency, and temporal dispersion of gratings in the EUV and soft

x-ray regions. In this case, the HHG process itself serves as the dispersive grating. Of course, where

separation of the harmonic beams is not desirable, a small crossing angle can be used to achieve

good overlap of the harmonic orders, and the NCP-HHG method can still serve as a practical source

of circularly polarized high-harmonic light.
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Figure 3.4: EUV MCD of an iron film. (a) Spectrum of circularly polarized harmonics generated
from 800 nm beams focused in argon and transmitted through a 20-nm-thick iron sample at 45◦

incidence. (b) MCD asymmetry between opposing magnetization states in the iron sample. As
expect, LCP harmonics (red) display opposite dichroism to RCP harmonics (blue). (c) Integrated
MCD asymmetry and 95% confidence interval demonstrate that the dichroism is antisymmetric
for the LCP and RCP polarizations and is in good quantitative agreement with the predicted
magneto-optical contrast based on the available synchrotron data. Figure from [48].
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Figure 3.5: Predicted MCD contrast for a 20 nm iron sample at 45◦. In this study we
probed the iron sample in the range of 29 eV to 39 eV, which is not explicitly covered by the
available data and this graph. However, the MCD asymmetry is approximately 3.5% at 45 eV and
slowly decreasing. Thus, the MCD asymmetry of approximately 1.5% seen experimentally at 33
eV is consistent with an extrapolation of this synchrotron-derived data [127]. Figure from [48].

Simulations also provide clear insight into the temporal structure of the EUV emission. When

all the harmonics are angularly separated (Fig. 3.6a), the EUV beams emerge as single long pulses

(Fig. 3.6b), with a temporal duration somewhat shorter than that of the driving laser (that is, a

several-femtosecond pulse). When the harmonics are angularly overlapped, the standard attosecond

pulse train is generated, which consists of numerous attosecond bursts (Fig. 3.3e). However, with

few-cycle driving pulses, angularly dispersed super-continuum harmonics are generated (Fig. 3.6c).

In the time domain, this manifests as an isolated attosecond pulse of circularly polarized EUV light

(Fig. 3.6d). Though previous theoretical works have proposed the generation of isolated circularly

polarized attosecond pulses using exotic conditions, such as very intense terahertz fields [176], to

our knowledge, the NCP-HHG method is the first experimentally realized method that is capable

of producing isolated attosecond pulses with pure-circular polarization. This exciting capability
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Figure 3.6: Numerical simulations reveal additional capabilities of the NCP-HHG
method. (a) When driven by 4.3-cycle 400 nm pulses at a large (64 mrad) crossing angle, angularly
separated harmonics are produced, obviating the need for a spectrometer. (b) In the time domain,
each of these harmonics manifests as an angularly separated pulse with a timescale similar to the
driving laser. (c) When driven with 1.1-cycle 800 nm pulses (32 mrad crossing angle), supercontin-
uum harmonics are produced. (d) In the time domain, the EUV emission manifests as two isolated
attosecond pulses, on LCP and one RCP. Color scales are in linear arbitrary units. Each panel is
normalized separately. Figure from [48].

has been further theoretically explored [177] and recently experimentally demonstrated [49, 178],

thereby enabling the use of NCP-HHG to study chiral dynamics on femtosecond and attosecond

timescales.

Note that it should be possible to produce elliptically polarized isolated attosecond pulses

through the collinear two-color counter-rotating HHG scheme, albeit with reduced flux as compared

to the typical case of linearly polarized attosecond bursts generated in that modality [47].
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3.3.3 Circularly Polarized Noncollinear HHG Conclusions

Looking forward, the NCP-HHG method is poised to enable breakthrough probes of ultrafast

dynamics. When driven with few-cycle pulses, simulations indicate that the NCP-HHG method

will produce two circularly polarized isolated attosecond pulses, one propagating to the left and

one to the right. This geometry naturally lends itself to an attosecond pumpattosecond probe

experiment, which could be implemented using a single split-mirror focusing optic to adjust the

temporal delay. Because the NCP-HHG method can eliminate the need for all other optics, gratings

and filters, both the EUV intensity at the sample and the EUV flux at the detector could reach

levels unprecedented in attosecond pumpattosecond probe experiments, potentially transforming

these formidable experiments into commonplace techniques for probing the fastest processes in

materials, molecules and atoms. Similarly, for imaging studies, refocusing the two beams of opposite

helicity with a single optic will allow for new control over illumination, proving either separated right

and left circular polarization, or a textured linear polarization reproducing the rotating polarization

pattern of the source. Furthermore, recent work has shown that high-intensity circularly polarized

EUV pulses can be used to generate attosecond magnetic field pulses [179].

Here, we have demonstrated NCP-HHG for the first time, and have shown that this method

generates bright circularly polarized EUV beams of both left and right helicity simultaneously.

Owing to selection rules, the two helicities are angularly isolated, and each harmonic order is emitted

at a different angle, allowing the HHG process itself to serve as a spectrometer. Conveniently, the

EUV light is well separated from the intense driving-laser beams. Using this new light source,

we performed an EUV MCD measurement that confirmed the circular polarization of the EUV

light and demonstrated that the flux and stability of the source are sufficient for real-world studies

of femtosecond magnetic dynamics. Importantly, we demonstrated that the single-atom physics

of the NCP-HHG process is identical to that of single-beam linearly polarized HHG, indicating

that the NCP-HHG method can be extended to produce circularly polarized harmonics in the soft

x-ray region by using mid-infrared driving lasers [96, 120], produce high-flux EUV sources using
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ultraviolet driving lasers [110], and generate isolated attosecond pulses using few-cycle driving lasers

[100].

3.4 Phase Matching in Noncollinear High-Harmonic Generation

Due to the angular separation between the driving laser beams, phase matching in non-

collinear HHG [51, 166] is fundamentally different from either single-beam or collinear HHG [5,

36–38, 43, 105] and presents both new challenges and new opportunities. Previous investigations of

noncollinear HHG have shown that phase matching effects can determine the angle of preferential

harmonic emission and used this angular dependence to infer the difference in the magnitude of

the harmonic and driving laser wavevectors [51]. Here, we experimentally and theoretically inves-

tigate the macroscopic physics of phase-matched noncollinear HHG at high pressures. First, we

experimentally demonstrate phase matching of noncollinear HHG at ionization levels above critical

ionization for the first time - which is normally the maximum ionization fraction at which full phase

matching is possible in HHG. This capability is important because phase matching above critical

ionization makes it possible to use higher driving laser intensities to produce bright higher-energy

harmonics through the extension of the phase matched cutoff for a given wavelength driving laser.

Second, we broadly explore the role of pressure in phase matching noncollinear HHG and show that

the high pressures necessary to phase match noncollinear HHG mitigate the shortened interaction

length in this geometry so that in many situations the flux can be identical to that produced in

traditional HHG. Third, we extend the production of bright noncollinear highly elliptically polar-

ized harmonics to photon energies of 90 eV, nearly doubling those obtained in previous studies [48].

Finally, we demonstrate the angular separation of high-harmonic orders due to the noncollinear

geometry of the generation process, removing the need for a spectrometer and therefore avoiding

the associated losses.

As discussed in the Introduction to this chapter (Section 3.1), when the driving lasers are

linearly polarized there is no restriction on the number of photons from each beam contributing to

the HHG process, as long as the total number of photons involved is odd to conserve parity [42].
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This allows for many different channels of both high-order-sum-frequency generation (HOSFG,

Fig. 3.7b) and high-order-difference-frequency generation (HODFG, Fig. 3.7c). If we recall the

expression for the angle of harmonic emission, tan θq = ∆m tan θ1/q, where ∆m is the difference in

the number of photons absorbed from each beam, HOSFG corresponds to |∆m| < q and HODFG

corresponds to |∆m| > q. Therefore, high-harmonic photons created through an HOSFG process

will be emitted at smaller angles than the driving laser separation (inside the two beams) and

HODFG is emitted at larger angles than the driving laser separation (outside the two beams).

This angular dependence in the harmonic emission fundamentally changes the relationship

between the phase velocity of the harmonics and the phase velocity of the driving laser. This change

is important because the production of bright high-harmonic beams requires phase matched fre-

quency upconversion. Phase matching is achieved when there is no wave vector mismatch between

the driving lasers and the emitted harmonics (∆~k = 0), such that harmonics generated at different

spatial locations add coherently. In a collinear geometry, a scalar comparison of the wavevectors is

sufficient (Fig. 3.7d). However, in a noncollinear geometry we must consider the projection of the

driving laser wavevectors along the direction of the harmonic emission due to the angular differences

between them (Fig. 3.7e-f) [48, 51, 180–182]. This projection results in a modified phase-matching

equation:

∆k = mAkA cos (θ1 − θq) +mBkB cos (θ1 + θq)− kq, (3.2)

where kq is the wavevector of the emitted harmonic radiation, kA and kB are the driving laser

wavevectors, and mA and mB are the number of photons absorbed from each beam respectively.

Here, each wavevector includes the frequency-dependent bound- and free-electron contributions to

the refractive index of the medium (nneutral and nplasma respectively). While the refractive index

of the medium for the harmonic light is close to one (kq ≈ 2π/λ), the refractive index at the driving

laser frequency is increased in the presence of bound electrons and decreased in the presence of

free electrons [5, 36], i.e. nneutral > 1 and nplasma < 1. Additionally, as the crossing angle θ1 is

increased, the noncollinear projection provides an increasing geometry-dependent phase mismatch
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that is negative for HOSFG and positive for HODFG (Fig. 3.7b,c). Therefore, phase matching

must be accomplished by balancing this large noncollinear phase mismatch with the correspondingly

large pressure dependent contributions to the refractive index from the bound or free electrons.

The bound- and free-electron contributions to the refractive index are of opposite sign, and

both scale linearly with the pressure in the interaction region, while their relative magnitude is

determined by the ionization fraction (η). The ionization fraction at which the bound- and free-

electron dispersions are equal is known as the critical ionization level (ηc ≈ 0.5% for He with 800 nm)

[5, 36]; here the phase mismatch due to the electrons bound in neutral atoms exactly cancels that of

the free-electron plasma. Typically, critical ionization places an upper limit on the laser intensities

that can be used to drive HHG because at ionization levels about ηc, the free-electron contribution

to the index dominates, resulting in a driving laser phase velocity much greater than the speed of

light [183, 184]. Exceptions to this rule include quasi phase matching [185] or UV-driven HHG,

where bright HHG beams can be produced through effective phase matching in multiply-ionized

plasmas [110].

In noncollinear HHG, phase matching requires a balance between the pressure dependent

bound- and free-electron dispersions and the geometry-dependent phase mismatch from the non-

collinear projection. Here, the geometry-dependent vacuum phase mismatch has different conse-

quences for HOSFG and HODFG. In HOSFG a large (positive) neutral contribution is required to

balance the negative phase mismatch from the noncollinear projection (Fig. 3.7h). Conversely, in

HODFG a large (negative) plasma contribution is needed to balance the positive phase mismatch

induced by the noncollinear projection (Fig. 3.7i). Note that regardless of the specific conditions,

the noncollinear phase mismatch varies as the cosine of the angular separation between the emitted

harmonics and the driving lasers, which behaves quadratic in the small angle approximation [51].

The effect of this noncollinear phase mismatch on the experimental conditions necessary for

HHG, i.e. the pressure (P ) and ionization fraction (η), can be calculated rigorously by considering

the constituent components of the driving laser wavevectors, k = kvacuum + kneutral + kplasma + ....

Because each of the wavevectors can be broken into individual components the noncollinear phase
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Figure 3.7: Macroscopic physics of collinear and noncollinear HHG. In collinear HHG,
the driving laser and emitted harmonics propagate in the same direction (a), so that there is no
angle induced phase mismatch between the vacuum wavevectors (d) and the neutral and plasma
contributions to the phase mismatch can primarily balance each other to phase match the process
(g). Conversely, in noncollinear HHG, two intense femtosecond lasers are overlapped in a gas jet at
an angle 2θ1. High-harmonic beams are emitted at angles θq, which are determined by conservation
of energy and momentum. For high-order-sum-frequency mixing (HOSFG), the harmonic beams
are emitted at smaller angles than the driving lasers (b), while for high-order-difference-frequency
mixing (HODFG), the harmonic beams are emitted at larger angles (c). The difference in propaga-
tion direction introduces an angle-dependent contribution to the phase mismatch that is negative
for HOSFG (e) and positive for HODFG (f). This phase mismatch must be balanced by either a
large neutral contribution in HOSFG (h) or a large plasma contribution in HODFG (i). Figure
from [167].
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mismatch can also be broken into pressure independent (vacuum phase mismatch) and pressure

dependent (kneutral + kplasma) portions. The pressure independent portion is given by

∆kvac = mA
2π

λA
cos (θ1 − θq) +mB

2π

λB
cos (θ1 + θq)−

2π

λq
, (3.3)

where λA and λB are the wavelengths of the driving lasers and λq is the harmonic wavelength

(Fig. 3.8a). This projection gives a (θ1 ± θq)
2 dependence in the small angle approximation.

The remaining portion of the wavevector mismatch is linearly dependent on pressure, so that the

pressure at which ∆k = 0 (Fig. 3.8b) will scale according to the pressure independent phase

mismatch, with a θ2
q dependence (since θ1 is fixed here). Different ionization fractions will require

a different absolute phase matching pressure but will maintain the same functional form of the

angular dependence (Fig. 3.8b).

There are additional terms that modify the driving laser wavevector, such as the Gouy phase

and the atomic dipole terms that were not discussed above. However, these terms are independent

of the pressure and ionization fraction and are small compared to the effect of the noncollinear angle

on the vacuum wavevectors (∼103 m−1 vs ∼104 m−1). In general, the phase mismatch introduced

by the noncollinear geometry dominates because it corresponds to a projection of the full vacuum

wavevectors, which are large (∼106 m−1). Consequently, even a small angle will have a large effect

on the phase-matching conditions. Including the effect of the Gouy phase and atomic dipole terms

in this analysis provides an additional pressure independent phase mismatch that is essentially

angularly independent (because it’s so much smaller than the vacuum phase mismatch). Therefore,

these terms will uniformly increase or decrease the noncollinear phase mismatch by some amount

but leave the angular dependence unchanged. Consequently, the phase matching pressures would

be slightly shifted but the quadratic dependence on θq remains.

3.4.1 Experimental Measurements of Phase Matching in a Noncollinear Geometry

To experimentally investigate the angular dependence on phase matching in a noncollinear

geometry we measure the high-harmonic flux as a function of gas pressure in the generation region
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Figure 3.8: Theoretical angular dependence of the phase matching of noncollinear HHG
in xenon with a driving laser angular separation with half-angle θ1 = 25 mrad (vertical dashed line).
(a) The wave vector mismatch as a function of harmonic emission angle is negative for HOSFG
and positive for HODFG. (b) Pressure tuning is used to balance the geometry-dependent phase
mismatch, resulting in phase-matching pressures that increase with increasing angular separation
from the driving laser. The sign of the pressure-dependent phase matching term is dependent on
the ionization fraction of the medium, so HOSFG is phase matched below critical ionization (blue)
because the positive pressure-dependent terms balance the negative noncollinear phase mismatch
(blue region in (a)). Conversely, HODFG is phase matched above critical ionization (red), where
the negative pressure-dependent terms balance a positive noncollinear phase mismatch (red region
in(a)). Different experimental conditions (light and dark curves) change the absolute scaling of the
phase-matching pressure but the angular dependence maintains the functional form of the wavevec-
tor mismatch. Dashed lines indicate regions where phase matching is experimentally unachievable
because the required pressure are negative. Figure from [167].
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(either Xe or Ar, see Appendix B). We generate noncollinear HHG by overlapping two focused

790-nm pulses (45 fs) in a 100-µm-diameter gas jet with an adjustable angle between them. The

harmonic flux is maximized at the pressure that fully phase matches the HHG process (see Appendix

B) [36, 37]. We probe this phase-matching pressure using linearly polarized driving lasers, taking

advantage of the many high-harmonic beams emitted at many different angles simultaneously (Fig.

3.9a) through both HOSFG and HODFG. Additionally, we investigate phase matching both above

and below critical ionization (η ≈ 4ηc and either 0.25ηc or 0.99ηc respectively), where these two

distinctly different regimes exhibit different angular dependencies of the phase matching pressure

(Fig. 3.9b).

Below critical ionization, the phase mismatch due to the neutral and plasma dispersion is

positive and increases with increasing pressure. Consequently, increasingly high pressures can com-

pensate the negative phase mismatch due to the noncollinear projection in HOSFG. This results

in higher phase matching pressures for larger angular separations between the emitted harmonics

and the driving laser beams (Fig. 3.9b, blue curve). Therefore, this increase in phase-matching

pressure is especially important for larger angular separation between the driving lasers and circu-

larly polarized noncollinear HHG. Although challenging to achieve, high gas pressures increase the

number of emitters, which produces brighter harmonic emission (up to absorption limited lengths

[36, 37]). Therefore, the high pressures required for phase matching noncollinear HOSFG help to

counter the decrease in harmonic flux arising from the shortened interaction length as compared

to the length attainable in single-beam or collinear HHG.

Above critical ionization, the phase mismatch due to the neutral and plasma dispersion is

negative. In this case, higher pressures provide a more negative phase mismatch, which compen-

sates the positive noncollinear phase mismatch in HODFG (Fig. 3.9b, red curve). Therefore, the

observation of increasing phase-matching pressures for HODFG with increasing angular separation

from the driving lasers is a clear signature of phase matching above critical ionization.

To provide further evidence of HODFG phase matching above critical ionization we perform

numerical simulations of HHG including propagation using a method based on the electromagnetic
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Figure 3.9: Experimental phase-matching pressure measurements. (a) Raw camera image
showing HHG beams emitted into several different angles, θq, due to the absorption of different
numbers of photons from each driving beam (∆m). We monitor the flux in each HHG emission
angle as a function of the gas jet backing pressure to measure the angular dependence of the phase-
matching pressure. (b) Phase-matching pressure as a function of harmonic-emission angle measured
both above and below critical ionization; the angle of the driving laser, θ1, as shown in the inset,
is indicated by the vertical-dashed line. The noncollinear geometry results in a negative phase
mismatch for HOSFG and a positive phase mismatch for HODFG, which increases in magnitude
with increasing angular separation from the fundamental driving laser. Below critical ionization
(blue circles, Xe, η ≈ 0.25ηc and 0.99ηc), HOSFG requires higher pressures to compensate this
geometric factor and HODFG requires lower pressures. The increase in phase matching pressure is
more pronounced for harmonics with larger angular separation from the driving laser. Conversely,
the opposite behavior is seen above critical ionization (red triangles, Ar, η ≈ 4ηc). The solid lines
are the result of fitting the data to the expected θ2

q , dependence of the phase matching pressure. The
experimental data points are measured at three different experimental conditions (see Appendix B).
Figure from [167].
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field propagator [186]. In these simulations, as in the experiment, two linearly polarized beams are

crossed at an angle (θ1 = 25 mrad) to drive high-harmonic generation, producing high harmonics

that are angularly dispersed (Fig. 3.10a). Comparing the simulated HHG yield at different pressures

allows us to numerically investigate the role of phase matching in a noncollinear geometry. If the

HHG process is equally well phase matched at all pressures then the harmonic intensity will scale

as the pressure squared; deviations from that scaling indicate more or less efficient phase matching.

The driving laser pulses are modeled so the ionization fraction in the interaction region is above

critical ionization (η = 2ηc) at the peak of the pulse. Consequently, the pressure scaled harmonic

yield for HOSFG decreases with increasing pressure. Conversely, the pressure scaled harmonic yield

for HODFG either remains unchanged (one photon of DFG) or increases (two photons of DFG)

for increasing pressures, indicating that HODFG is well phase matched above critical ionization

and HOSFG is not (Fig. 3.10b) The ability to phase match above critical ionization provides the

opportunity to drive the HHG process with more pulse energy than is possible for single-beam of

collinear HHG, producing higher energy harmonics.

3.4.2 Circularly Polarized Noncollinear HHG Above 90 eV

Now that we have verified our model of phase matching in a noncollinear geometry, we can

apply thet understanding to produce noncollinear highly elliptically polarized high harmonics. In

HHG with circularly polarized counter-rotating driving lasers the conservation of spin angular

momentum limits the difference in the number of photons absorbed from each beam to ∆m = ±1.

Therefore, the suppression of any HHG channels corresponding to higher values of ∆m indicates

that the remaining HHG emission is either circularly or highly elliptically polarized [45]. We produce

highly elliptically polarized high harmonics up to 90 eV (Fig. 3.11), which is almost double the

photon energies previously obtained using this technique [48]. We achieve these photon energies

by modifying our experimental chamber to accommodate higher gas flow rates that result from

increasing the pressure in the generation region and by using helium as the HHG medium. In

single-beam HHG, higher-energy harmonics are produced by increasing the ionization potential of
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Figure 3.10: Numerical simulations of noncollinear high-harmonic generation above crit-
ical ionization (η = 2ηc) in an argon gas jet. (a) Harmonics are emitted into many different angles
corresponding to both HOSFG and HODFG. Note the presence of even harmonic orders because
this simulation uses a 790 nm and a 395 nm driving beam; here harmonic order is denoted with
respect to the 790 nm beam. The harmonic intensity is shown on a log scale. (b) The integrated
harmonic yield as a function of harmonic emission angle is dependent on the pressure. If the phase
matching efficiency is unchanged then the yield will scale as the pressure squared, therefore dif-
ferences in the pressure-normalized yield are due to phase matching. Comparison of low (solid
blue) and high (dashed red) pressure shoes that HOSFG is not well phase matched above critical
ionization but HODFG is. Here, the lines correspond to integrating the 21st harmonic order and
above. Figure from [167].

the HHG medium or increasing the wavelength of the driving laser [5, 14, 36, 110, 187]. However,

both of these approaches require increasingly high phase-matching pressures. In the noncollinear

geometry, these effects are compounded by the geometry-dependent phase mismatch because the

production of circularly polarized harmonics with counter-rotating driving lasers is an HOSFG

process. Here, only HOSFG processes (with ∆m = ±1) are possible because HODFG process would

result in photons with a large and therefore forbidden spin angular momentum. Consequently,

to favor HOSFG, the ionization fraction was maintained below the critical ionization level. As

demonstrated here, the challenge of phase matching high energy circularly polarized noncollinear
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Figure 3.11: Circularly polarized noncollinear HHG in excess of 90 eV. (a) The angularly
resolved spectrum obtained through noncollinear HHG in helium with circularly polarized driving
lasers shows two circularly polarized harmonic beams with right and left circular polarization,
respectively, at positive and negative divergence angles. (b) The angularly integrated spectrum
shows high-order harmonics that extend to energies above 90 eV. An aluminum (Al) filter is used
to isolate the low-energy portion of the spectrum (blue solid line) and a zirconium (Zr) filter is
used to isolate the high-energy portion (red dashed line). Figure from [167].

HHG can be overcome with a full understanding of the phase-matching conditions in this geometry.

The high-energy harmonics from He (Fig. 3.11) are generated with usable flux (∼106 pho-

tons/sec/harmonic above the aluminum edge at ∼70 eV [167]). We note that this flux is an order of

magnitude lower than the flux that has been attained in high energy collinear circularly polarized

HHG (∼5× 107 photons/sec/harmonic [45]). This difference is due to the difficulty in implement-

ing very high pressures in the gas jet geometry required for noncollinear HHG and therefore the

difficulty in achieving the maximum absorption limited HHG flux. Therefore, in the future, further

increasing the gas pressure could result in even brighter harmonics because of a favorable phase

matching pressure scaling, which mitigates the decrease in interaction length due to the finite

overlap region between the two beams. This can be understood by considering the crossing angle

dependence of the pressure-length-product – in the small angle approximation the length of the
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overlap region between the two beams decreases linearly as θ1 is increased but the phase matching

pressure increases quadratically with θ1. Consequently, the phase matched pressure-length-product

actually increases linearly with increasing noncollinear crossing angle. In the case where the flux is

limited by the length of the interaction region, for example by the extent of the gas jet, we would

expect the flux generated by a noncollinear geometry to exceed that obtained in the collinear ge-

ometry. In the case where significant reabsorption of the harmonic light takes phase, as in the

commonly encountered absorption limited regime, noncollinear and collinear HHG should produce

identical flux. However, we emphasize that the pressure required for phase matching noncollinear

HHG increases dramatically with angle, as well as with the wavelength of the driving laser and

the ionization potential of the gas species, quickly reaching many atmospheres. Moreover, to avoid

reabsorption of the harmonic light, the pressure must quickly transition to high vacuum, presenting

a formidable design challenge.

3.4.3 Angular Separation of High Harmonics Without a Spectrometer

Finally, we use our understanding of noncollinear phase matching to achieve spatial separation

between different high-harmonic orders without the use of spectrometer. This spatial separation is

possible in a noncollinear geometry because the angle at which harmonics are emitted, θq, depends

on the harmonic order. Separating the harmonic orders in the far field requires that the difference

in θq between adjacent harmonic orders be larger than the divergence of the high harmonics.

Previously we showed the separation of low-order harmonics in circularly polarized noncollinear

HHG (3rd and 5th, see Appendix A). Here, we extend this technique to demonstrate a clear spatial

separation of higher harmonic orders (13th and 15th) in the far field (Fig. 3.12a). We do so with

linearly polarized noncollinear HHG, which allows for the use of a larger ∆m to increase the angular

spread between adjacent harmonic orders (see Eq. 3.1).

As we increase the pressure in the interaction region harmonics emitted with larger angular

separation from the driving lasers, and therefore with smaller θq, are preferentially phase matched

(Fig. 3.12b-c). Therefore, we can use pressure tuning to favor harmonic emission at a particular
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Figure 3.12: Angular separation of high-harmonic orders without a spectrometer. (a)
At higher pressures, the raw camera image clearly shows two spatially separated peaks on the
right hand side, corresponding to the 13th and 15th harmonic orders produced through HOSFG
with ∆m = 7. (b) Spatial distribution of harmonic flux with increasing gas-jet backing pressure,
vertically displaced for clarity. The peak that grows in between the main ∆m = 5 and 7 peaks
corresponds to the 15th harmonic order, which is spatially separated from the 13th harmonic order.
(c) Spatial separation of high-harmonic orders in the far field is only possible if the difference in
the emission angle of adjacent harmonic orders is larger than the divergence of the harmonics
themselves. The theoretical coherence length of harmonic emission as a function of pressure and
θ1 shows pressures where this can be achieved and bright well-separated emission of the 13th and
15th harmonic orders is attained. Figure from [167].

angle corresponding to bright harmonic emission of the 13th and 15th harmonic orders, produced

through HOSFG with ∆m = 7. At these harmonic emission angles the 13th and 15th harmonic

orders are well separated, demonstrating the spatial separation of high-harmonic orders in the far

field without a spectrometer. In this case the laser intensity is chosen so that very little of the

next harmonic order is produced. If the 17th harmonic order was present it could not be similarly

separated without increasing either ∆m or the angle between the fundamental driving beams.
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Consequently, this technique can only be applied to achieve complete angular separation without a

spectrometer in a situation where a small number of harmonic orders are produced, but in general

provides an easily tunable spatially varying energy distribution.

3.4.4 Phase Matching in Noncollinear HHG Conclusions

In summary, noncollinear HHG is an emerging technique that can be used to produce an-

gularly separated circularly polarized high harmonics, generate isolated attosecond bursts, and

separate high-harmonic orders from both each other and the fundamental driving lasers. However,

to fully harness HHG in a noncollinear geometry, a complete understanding of the phase match-

ing is necessary. We showed that phase matching HOSFG requires increasingly high pressures

in the interaction region, which has important experimental consequences for the production of

high-energy circularly polarized high harmonics. These increased phase matching pressures are

technically challenging to achieve but offset the decrease in flux due to the shortened interaction

region in a noncollinear geometry. Additionally, we demonstrated phase matching above critical

ionization using HODFG, which enables higher driving laser intensities to produce higher energy

harmonics than are attainable in single-beam HHG. Next, we used our understanding of phase

matching in this noncollinear geometry to produce noncollinear highly elliptically polarized high

harmonics in excess of 90 eV, extending the energy range over which this technique is useful for

studying circular dichroism. Finally, we demonstrated angular separation of high-harmonic orders

without the use of a spectrometer, which is experimentally advantageous because EUV optics are

difficult to fabricate and can exhibit high loss. Further experiments may extend noncollinear HHG

to produce noncollinear circularly polarized harmonics at even higher energies and use bright (i.e.

phase matched) circularly polarized isolated attosecond bursts [49, 178] to investigate dichroism on

the fastest timescales.
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3.5 Conclusions and Outlook

Noncollinear HHG is a promising geometry, which employs the use of two angularly sepa-

rated driving beams to provide additional control over and degrees of freedom in the HHG process.

Excitingly, this geometry enables the generation of circularly polarized high harmonics that are

angularly separated into energetically identical RCP and LCP beams. Additionally, the macro-

scopic physics of noncollinear HHG is modified such that HODFG requires ionization levels above

critical ionization to phase match. There are a number of exciting extensions of this work that

can be explored, which include extending NCP-HHG to longer wavelength driving lasers, applying

NCP-HHG to study dichroism, and producing bright HHG beams at keV photon energies with

Ti:Sapphire lasers via noncollinear HODFG.

Additionally, NCP-HHG may provide a solution for an outstanding issue that is predicted to

arise when generating HHG with driving laser wavelengths far in the IR (∼10 µm) – the Lorentz

force. Recall that in NCP-HHG the combination of two circularly polarized driving lasers produces

a linearly-polarized rotating polarization grating in the region of overlap. However, this stated lin-

earity is actually an approximation. If the two circularly polarized lasers were combined collinearly,

then the resultant field would be perfectly linearly polarized everywhere. When instead the two

beams are combined noncollinearly the polarization planes of the two beams are not exactly the

same and there is an incomplete cancellation of the electric field, which results in a small amount

of ellipticity remaining in the direction along the centerline between the two beams. During the

HHG process, as the electron is accelerating in the laser field, this ellipticity will therefore push

the electron in that direction along the centerline between the two beams. This deflection of the

electron trajectory can cause the electron to “miss” the parent atom and therefore decreases the

probability of recombination and the HHG yield [188].

While this may sound like a bad thing, it is actually potentially advantageous because it can

counter another well known deflection of the electron trajectory – the deflection due to the Lorentz

force (~F = ~v/c × ~B) [189–191]. Typically the Lorentz force is vanishingly small in HHG because
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the magnetic field component of the laser field is much smaller than the electric field component.

However, when the driving laser wavelength gets sufficiently long, the electron is accelerated to

velocities large enough that the Lorentz force can be significant. The Lorentz force always acts in

the direction of propagation of the laser and deflects the electron in that forward direction so that

it can quench recombination. This effect therefore hinders the scaling of HHG to longer wavelength

driving lasers and the associated production of higher energy harmonic photons.

Interestingly, NCP-HHG presents itself as a scheme to mitigate the detrimental effects of the

Lorentz force at long wavelengths [188] because the deflection of the electron due to the ellipticity

along the centerline acts along the same axis as the Lorentz force. However, while the Lorentz force

always pushes the electron in the forward direction, the direction that the ellipticity pushes the

electron flips every half cycle of the driving laser field. Therefore, once per cycle, these two effects

should cancel out, enabling efficient recombination. The main signature of this effect, besides

efficient HHG at longer wavelengths, is the appearance of even harmonic orders because of the

symmetry breaking resulting in harmonic emission every cycle (instead of every half cycle, which

results in only odd harmonic orders). Theoretical simulations indicate that these even harmonics

should be observable at relatively modest wavelengths (1.6 µm) and noncollinear crossing angles

(70 mrad) [188].

Another exciting application of NCP-HHG is as a light source for dichroism studies. NCP-

HHG is an ideal source because energetically identical beams of RCP and LCP are produced.

Therefore, dichroism can still be easily investigated in situations where the handedness of the

sample cannot be flipped, by instead flipping the helicity of the light. Finally, the benefits of the

noncollinear phase mismatch need to be further developed. While we did successfully demonstrate

phase matching of noncollinear HHG above critical ionization we did not produce dramatically

higher energies than attainable with single-beam HHG. Therefore, more work must be done to

push this technique to it’s full potential.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the spatial polarization distribution produced through the
superposition of two spatially separated and orthogonally polarized high-harmonic
beams, resulting in a spatially varying ellipticity.
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4.1 Abstract

We present a new method to produce ultrashort pulses of circularly polarized extreme ultra-

violet (EUV) light. We combine two orthogonally polarized high-harmonic sources to produce a

far-field beam with a uniform intensity distribution but with a spatially varying ellipticity – rang-

ing from linearly to fully circularly polarized. This spatially varying ellipticity was characterized

using EUV magnetic circular dichroism, which demonstrates that a high degree of circularity is

achieved, reaching almost 100% near the magnetic M-edge of cobalt. The spatial modulation of

the polarization facilitates measurements of circular dichroism, enabling us to measure spectrally

resolved magnetic circular dichroism without the use of an EUV spectrometer, thereby avoiding the

associated losses in both flux and spatial resolution, which could enable hyperspectral imaging of

chiral systems. Through numerical simulations, we also show the generality of this scheme, which

can be applied with both the discrete harmonic orders generated by many-cycle pulses, or the

high-harmonic supercontinua generated by few-cycle driving laser pulses. Therefore, this technique

provides a promising route for the production of bright isolated attosecond pulses with circular

polarization that can probe ultrafast spin dynamics in materials.

4.2 Introduction

High-harmonic generation (HHG) is an extreme nonlinear optical process, in which an in-

tense femtosecond laser pulse is coherently upconverted to produce ultrashort pulses of extreme

ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray light [3–5]. As a unique tabletop source of ultrafast and spa-

tially and temporally coherent beams at short wavelengths, HHG enables novel probes of atoms,

molecules, and materials at their natural spatial and temporal scales. Recent advances include

the use of ultrafast photoelectron spectroscopies to uncover the fastest femtosecond-to-attosecond

charge dynamics known to date in molecules, nanoparticles, and materials [24, 28, 29, 192–194]

and the first sub-wavelength imaging at few-nm wavelengths [8]. Traditionally, HHG is driven by

a single linearly polarized laser, which results in linearly polarized high harmonics [34, 40, 195].
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However, novel combinations of two differently polarized driving lasers can produce bright circu-

larly polarized high harmonics [42–45, 48, 114, 115]. This polarization control in HHG has made

it possible to study nanoscale dynamics in magnetic, molecular, and other spin-dependent systems

[43, 45, 46, 196–199].

Here, we present a new method to produce circularly polarized EUV light, which generates

a high-harmonic beam with spatially varying ellipticity (SVE-HHG) through the coherent super-

position of two spatially separated and orthogonally linearly polarized high-harmonic sources. In

close analogy to a Young’s double-slit experiment [200], two spatially separated high-harmonic

sources diverge to overlap in the far field (Fig. 4.2). If the polarization vectors of the independent

HHG sources are parallel, as in the typical Young’s experiment, the far-field distribution exhibits

intensity interference resulting in the classic fringe pattern [201]. However, if these two sources

have orthogonal linear polarizations, then there are no interference fringes in the intensity. Instead,

there is a phase interference that results in a spatially varying ellipticity [202–204]. Therefore, in

the far field there is a uniform intensity profile but the polarization in the transverse plane varies

from linear, to elliptical, to purely circular polarization (Fig. 4.2). We note that this scheme was

previously proposed for HHG in Zerne et al. [201] but to our knowledge has not been demonstrated

to date.

SVE-HHG is an interesting and advantageous geometry for several reasons. First, both

driving lasers are linearly polarized and independently drive the HHG process – so that both the

single-atom and macroscopic physics of the HHG process are identical to that of traditional single-

beam HHG. This makes SVE-HHG the first method to produce circularly polarized harmonics

with the same cutoff photon energy and photon flux as linearly polarized HHG. Furthermore, when

there are several harmonic orders present, the far-field polarization distribution is the coherent

superposition of the spatially varying ellipticity of each individual harmonic order. Therefore, for

samples that are sensitive to the polarization, a high-harmonic spectrum can be obtained via Fourier

transformation of the spatial polarization pattern along the direction of the ellipticity variations. We

experimentally demonstrate that this ability provides for energy-resolved measurements of circular
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dichroism without the use of a spectrometer, thus avoiding the associated losses and enabling

spatially resolved spectroscopy of chiral systems. Finally, we show through numerical simulations

that this scheme is general and can be applied to either discrete harmonic orders, driven by multi-

cycle pulses, or high-harmonic supercontinua, driven by few-cycle laser pulses. Therefore, SVE-

HHG presents an exciting route for the production of isolated attosecond pulses with circular

polarization, enabling the study of the fastest known spin dynamics in magnetic materials, which

can occur on femtosecond-to-attosecond timescales [28].

While other HHG approaches, such as the collinear or noncollinear mixing of counter-rotating

beams, can also produce isolated attosecond bursts of circularly polarized EUV light [47, 49, 177],

there are significant challenges for extending those techniques to the mid-infrared. Mid-infrared

driven HHG is advantageous because the harmonics are produced with higher photon energies and

naturally emerge as isolated attosecond bursts [99, 101]. However, noncollinear HHG is hampered

by a finite interaction length and the need for high gas pressures to achieve reasonable conversion

efficiencies [51, 167], both of which decrease the achievable flux. Collinear bi-chromatic HHG, on

the other hand, suffers from polarization degradation and eventual photon energy limits due to the

spectral overlap of oppositely polarized adjacent harmonic orders [45, 93]. In contrast, SVE-HHG

can be applied with the same high conversion efficiency as single-beam HHG at any wavelength

and in any geometry (gas jet, gas cell, waveguide, etc.). This makes mid-infrared driven SVE-HHG

a promising route for producing bright beams of circularly polarized isolated attosecond pulses in

the soft x-ray region.

4.3 Experiment

To experimentally implement this technique, we use a common-path interferometer to split

the driving laser (KM Labs Wyvern HE, 800 nm, 45 fs, 1 kHz, 8 mJ) into two orthogonally polarized

beams, which are then focused into a gas jet to drive two independent HHG sources (Fig. 4.2).

The common-path interferometer consists of a birefringent plate (α-BBO), with its extraordinary

axis oriented vertically, and a pair of birefringent wedges (α-BBO, wedge angle=100 mrad), with
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup to produce a high-harmonic beam with spatially varying
ellipticity. A common-path interferometer creates two orthogonally polarized and angularly sepa-
rated beams, which are focused to two spatially separated focal spots for driving the high-harmonic
generation (HHG) process in a neon gas jet. The interferometer consists of a birefringent plate
and a pair of birefringent wedges (α-BBO), which split an incoming pulse into two orthogonally
polarized and angularly separated pulses. The degree of angular separation is controlled by the
rotation of the second wedge about the vertical axis. A lens then focuses the two orthogonally
polarized beams into a gas jet and maps the angular separation into a spatial separation at the
focus (exaggerated for clarity). The spatially separated focal spots each independently drive the
HHG process yielding two orthogonally polarized HHG beams, which diverge to overlap in the far
field and thereby produce a far-field distribution with a spatially varying ellipticity (SVE-HHG).
This ellipticity distribution is measured using the extreme ultraviolet magnetic circular dichroism
(EUV MCD) response of a cobalt thin film. The fundamental is blocked with an aluminum filter
(not shown) to isolate the EUV light before the magnetic sample. Figure from [205].

their extraordinary axes oriented horizontally [206–208]. First, the birefringent plate splits the

incident fundamental beam into a time-delayed and orthogonally polarized pulse pair. Following

the delay plate, the beams encounter the first wedge such that one of the beams is polarized

along the extraordinary axis while the other beam is polarized along the ordinary axis, which

introduces an angular separation between the two orthogonally polarized beams. The second wedge

compensates most of the angular separation induced by the first wedge; however, small rotations of

the second wedge about the vertical axis leave a controllable amount of angular separation between

the two orthogonally polarized beams. Additionally, since the extraordinary axis of the delay pate

is orthogonal to those of the wedges, the time delay between the two fundamental pulses can be
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precisely compensated by the degree of insertion of the second wedge. Finally, a focusing lens

(f = 25 cm, waist ∼40 µm) is positioned after the interferometer such that the angular separation

between the two beams (∼0.2 mrad) is mapped to a spatial separation (∼100 µm) at the focus (i.e.,

the second wedge is at the back focal plane of the lens). Each linearly poalrized beam independently

drives the HHG process in a neon gas jet, producing two spatially separated and orthogonally

polarized HHG sources (Fig. 4.2). These two high-harmonic beams diverge and overlap in the far

field, thereby producing a sinusoidally spatially varying ellipticity.

4.4 Characterization of the Far-Field Polarization

We confirm the spatially varying ellipticity of the SVE-HHG scheme through EUV magnetic

circular dichroism (EUV MCD), in which the magnetic state of a material is probed by the dichroic

absorption of circularly polarized light (Fig. 4.2) [124]. The helicity dependent absorption of light

by magnetic materials varies linearly with the degree of circularity of the illumination field, i.e. with

the ratio of the Stokes parameters, S3/S0 [125, 126]. Therefore, EUV MCD provides a rigorous

characterization of the polarization state of this source. We perform EUV MCD measurements

on a 20-nm-thick cobalt film, which is supported in 200 nm of aluminum. An electromagnet

magnetizes the cobalt in the plane of the thin film, which is oriented at 45◦ with respect to the

direction of propagation of the harmonic beam. This geometry results in a reasonable projection of

the in-plane magnetization vector along the spin-angular momentum vector of the incident light.

We compare the transmitted EUV intensity for opposite magnetizations of the film (I+,−), and

quantify the dichroism signal via the magnetic asymmetry, A = (I+− I−)/(I+ + I−) [125]. Placing

a curved grating (Hitachi 001-0266) after the magnetic sample spectrally resolves the harmonics in

one dimension while preserving spatial resolution in the dimension of the polarization modulations,

thereby enabling the measurement of the spatially resolved magnetic asymmetry for each harmonic

order individually.

While the transmitted intensity does not directly show any interference due to the orthogonal

polarization of the two harmonic sources (Fig. 4.3a), the spatially varying ellipticity is revealed
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upon subtraction of the transmitted intensity for the two opposite magnetizations of the cobalt film

(Fig. 4.3b). This polarization grating manifests as a sinusoidal variation in the magnetic asymmetry

spatially along the beam profile, which is visible in several harmonic orders. Since the film is

uniformly magnetized, this variation in the asymmetry is due to the spatially varying ellipticity

of the high-harmonic light, where zero asymmetry indicates linear polarization and positive or

negative asymmetry corresponds to either right- or left-circular polarization, depending on the sign

of the MCD response of the material. Therefore, the amplitude of the sinusoidal variation in the

magnetic asymmetry is directly related to the maximum ellipticity present in the high-harmonic

polarization distribution (Fig. 4.3b inset). Additionally, the relative phase of the sinusoidally

varying asymmetry between harmonic orders indicates the relative sign of the EUV MCD (see

Appendix C).

Comparison with literature values for the magnetic asymmetry of cobalt films [127] indicates

that the degree of circularity attained is high (Fig. 4.3c), approaching 100 % near the magnetic M-

edge of cobalt (see Appendix C). While there are some discrepancies in the measured asymmetry at

the harmonic orders below the M-edge, it is possible that these disagreements are due to differences

in sample preparation, which can modify the magneto-optical constant. These small modifications

would have larger ramifications away from the M-edge, where the MCD effect is small. To con-

firm these results, we repeated the measurement with an unmagnetized sample and observed no

modulations in the asymmetry, indicating that these sinusoidal variations are indeed due to EUV

MCD in the cobalt film, thus confirming the spatially varying ellipticity of the high harmonics. We

note that reflection off the grating does have polarization dependence, so that after the grating the

circularity of the harmonics is diminished. However, the magnetic sample is upstream from the

grating so this does not affect the MCD measurement. This polarization dependence can impart

a fringe structure on the reflected harmonics depending on the orientation of the polarization of

the linearly polarized regions, which is useful for alignment purposes but is minimized when taking

MCD measurements (by rotating the linearly polarized regions to be an equal mixture of s- and p-

polarization).
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Figure 4.3: The spatially varying ellipticity in SVE-HHG is characterized via EUV
magnetic circular dichroism (EUV MCD). (a) Spectrally resolved intensity of harmonics
transmitted through a uniformly magnetized, 20-nm-thick cobalt thin film. The spatial intensity
profile of each harmonic order is uniform. (b) Subtraction of the harmonic intensity transmitted
through the cobalt thin film with two opposite magnetizations shows a sinusoidal spatial variation
vertically along each harmonic profile. This is due to the differential absorption in MCD, which
reveals the spatially varying ellipticity across the high-harmonic beam profile. (c) The amplitude of
our measured EUV MCD asymmetry (red circles) is compared with literature values for the mag-
netic asymmetry expected from a 20-nm-thick cobalt film [127] (blue lines with errors represented
by shaded region) to determine the maximum ellipticity present in the far-field polarization dis-
tribution. The close agreement with previous measurements indicates a high degree of circularity.
The errors on the SVE-HHG data points represent the statistical errors in the fitting procedure and
therefore do not capture any systematic effects. We estimate that the systematic errors present are
smaller than the statistical ones shown here. Figure from [205].
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4.5 Spatially Resolved Magnetic Spectroscopy

After characterizing the spatially varying ellipticity and high degree of circularity obtained

with SVE-HHG, we investigated this scheme’s applicability for spatially resolved dichroic spec-

troscopy. Spatially-resolved spectroscopy is possible in SVE-HHG because the far-field polarization

pattern is a coherent superposition of the sinusoidal ellipticity variation of each harmonic order

present, the spatial frequency of which depends on the harmonic wavelength. Consequently, a

Fourier transform of the spatially varying dichroism signal recovers the harmonic spectrum with-

out the need for dispersive optics [209], thereby avoiding the associated losses in both flux and

spatial resolution.

To demonstrate this unique capability, we measure the fully spatially-resolved EUV MCD

response of the same cobalt thin film, simply by propagating the harmonic beam directly from the

sample to the CCD without using a grating (Fig. 4.4a). Again, the magnetic asymmetry shows

clear spatial variations (Fig. 4.4b), which, in this case, are the result of the coherent superposi-

tion of the sinusoidal ellipticity variations of the four harmonic orders contributing to the MCD

signal (Fig. 4.3b). A Fourier transform of the magnetic asymmetry along the plane of ellipticity

variation recovers the high-harmonic spectrum transmitted through the sample, multiplied by the

energy-dependent magnetic asymmetry (Fig. 4.4c, see Appendix C). Therefore, by independently

measuring the spectral weights of the individual harmonic orders transmitted through the sample,

we can extract the energy-dependent EUV MCD asymmetry. This measurement is in excellent

agreement with the MCD values obtained using a spectrometer to spectrally disperse the harmonic

orders (Fig. 4.4d).

In this work, we measured the spectral weights of the transmitted harmonic orders using a

grating. We only measured the spectral region near the cobalt M-edge instead of the entire high-

harmonic spectrum, so that only the relative EUV MCD response between harmonic orders could

be calculated. However, measuring the entire transmitted spectrum does enable the recovery of

the absolute MCD response (see Appendix C). An alternative to using a grating to measure the
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Figure 4.4: Energy resolved EUV MCD without the use of a spectrometer. (a) Intensity
profile of the high-harmonic beam transmitted through a thin cobalt film (20 nm). (b) Subtraction
of the transmission through the two opposite magnetizations shows the coherent superposition of
the spatially varying ellipticity of several harmonic orders contributing to the MCD signal. (c) A
Fourier transform (FT) of the spatially varying EUV MCD asymmetry recovers the transmitted
harmonic spectrum multiplied by the energy-dependent dichroic response of the material (solid
blue). Therefore, scaling by the transmitted spectral weights of the individual harmonic orders
isolates the material’s dichroic response (dotted red). (d) The relative EUV MCD asymmetry
obtained using a spatial FT to separate the spectral content (blue) is in excellent agreement with
the values obtained by spectrally dispersing hte harmonic orders with a spectrometer (black),
indicating that this scheme recovers the spectrally resolved MCD response of magnetic materials
without the need for a grating. The blue shaded region indicates the standard deviation in the
FT-recovered MCD asymmetry. Figure from [205].
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transmitted HHG spectrum is to instead characterize the harmonics by making the polarization of

the two focal spots parallel, which results in an intensity interference that similarly contains the

spectral weights.

4.6 Numerical Simulations

We further support these experimental characterizations with theoretical simulations of SVE-

HHG including propagation [186] (see Appendix C for details). In the simulations, as in the

experiment, two independent, orthogonally polarized focal spots (800 nm, 10.6 fs pulse duration)

drive the HHG process in neon gas, and the single-atom response is propagated to the far-field,

where the beams overlap. The resulting polarization distribution exhibits a sinusoidal spatial

variation in the degree of circularity for each harmonic order, which can be seen by isolating the

projection of the polarization distribution into pure right-circular polarization (Fig. 4.5a). The

projection along left-circular polarization is identical except spatially phase shifted by π.

After confirming that SVE-HHG does indeed produce a spatially varying ellipticity that

reaches pure circular polarization, we performed similar simulations with near-single-cycle pulses

(2.9 fs, Fig. 4.5b). Here a quasi-supercontinuum is generated instead of individual harmonic

orders, but the unique polarization properties of this source are maintained. This makes SVE-

HHG a promising route to produce bright isolated attosecond pulses with circular polarization

(Fig. 4.5c, see Appendix C). While it is potentially possible to make circularly polarized isolated

attosecond pulses via either collinear [47] or noncollinear [49, 177] mixing of two counter-rotating

driving lasers, these methods suffer from a decrease in flux due to either single-atom or macroscopic

effects. Fortunately, in SVE-HHG the HHG process itself is identical to single-beam HHG so

that the attainable flues and cutoff photon energies are just as high as in traditional single-beam

HHG. Additionally, since the SVE-HHG supercontinuum still exhibits a clear sinusoidal polarization

modulation at every energy, a spatial Fourier transform will still be able to recover the spectral

content. Therefore, SVE-HHG can be extended to HHG supercontinua to measure spatially resolved

EUV MCD with more energy resolution than attainable with spectrally isolated high harmonics. In
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Figure 4.5: Numerical simulations of SVE-HHG visualized by taking the projection of
the far-field polarization distribution along pure right-circular polarization. (a) For
multi-cycle pulses, the HHG emission is spectrally resolved into well-separated harmonic orders,
which each exhibit a polarization modulation with a spatial frequency that depends on the har-
monic order. (b) For near-single-cycle pulses, an HHG supercontinuum is produced. However,
every energy still exhibits sinusoidally varying ellipticity with a well-defined spatial frequency that
increases with increasing photon energy. (c) This HHG supercontinuum corresponds to an isolated
attosecond pulse in the time domain, which is either circularly, elliptically, or linearly polarized
depending on divergence angle (+/- 0.02 mrad for circular, see Appendix C). Figure from [205].
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the supercontinuum case, the energy resolution is limited only by the geometry of both the source

and sample and the subsequent energy resolution obtained by the spatial Fourier transform. In

the present work, we achieved an experimental energy resolution of ∼1.3 eV, which was adequate

to distinguish the well separated high-harmonic orders (∼3 eV separation). This energy resolution

can be increased by both moving the focal spots farther apart to increase the fringe density and

increasing the angular range over which light is detected. Through these numerical simulations

we have demonstrated good agreement between the true spectrum and the spectrum obtained

via spatial Fourier transform. However, we find small discrepancies between the two due to the

nonuniform intensity distribution across the Gaussian focal spots and the resulting transverse phase

matching conditions [210, 211]. These discrepancies could therefore be mitigated by using flat-top

beams to drive the HHG process (see Appendix C).

4.7 Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, we experimentally and theoretically demonstrate that two spatially separated

and orthogonal linearly polarized harmonic sources can be combined to produce a high-harmonic

beam with sinusoidally spatially varying ellipticity in the far field. We found that this polarization

distribution exhibits regions with a high degree of circularity, thereby making SVE-HHG a useful

technique for studying circular dichroism in the EUV. Additionally, numerical simulations show

that SVE-HHG is compatible with short-pulse driving lasers, enabling the production of isolated

attosecond pulses with circular polarization to probe the fastest chiral processes known to date [28].

Indeed, SVE-HHG is a promising route for producing circularly polarized isolated attosecond pulses

with mid-infrared driven HHG, since it does not suffer from the unfavorable scalings that hinder

the extension of other methods of circularly polarized HHG into the mid-infrared. Furthermore,

we have shown that SVE-HHG enables spatially resolved spectroscopy of dichroic samples. This

capability arises because energy resolution can be recovered through the spatial variation in the

ellipticity of the source itself without the use of a spectrometer, thereby obtaining spectral resolution

without sacrificing spatial resolution.
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Looking forward, an exciting extension of this technique is to combine it with Fourier trans-

form spectroscopy by controlling the time delay between the two high-harmonic sources [99, 206,

212–215]. In that case, the energy resolution achievable would be limited by the range in time

that is scanned instead of the source and sample geometry, enabling higher energy resolution than

can feasibly be obtained with the current scheme. This increase in energy resolution via Fourier

transform spectroscopy is especially useful in combination with short-pulse driving lasers to easily

exploit the energetically dense supercontinuum spectrum. Additionally, controlling the time de-

lay between the two sources is advantageous because it entails EUV MCD measurements through

changing the local helicity of the light, instead of flipping the magnetization state of the sample.

This capability enables the study of dichroism in samples that are not uniformly magnetized, such

as magnetic domains and grain boundaries, or high coercivity samples that cannot be magnetized

along an external magnetic field. Finally, we note that when the time delay is scanned SVE-

HHG is, in principle, compatible with coherent diffractive imaging techniques, enabling nanoscale

hyperspectral magnetic imaging.



Chapter 5

Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Charge Transfer from Quantum Dots

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:

• Jennifer L. Ellis, Daniel D. Hickstein, Kyle J. Schnitzenbaumer, Molly B. Wilker, Brett B.

Palm, Jose L. Jimenez, Gordana Dukovic, Henry C. Kapteyn, Margaret M. Murnane, and

Wei Xiong. Solvents Effects on Charge Transfer from Quantum Dots. J. Am. Chem. Soc.,

137 (11), 3759–3762 (2015). DOI:10.1021/jacs.5b00463.

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the comparison of quantum dot charge transfer processes
occurring in both liquid phase and in vacuum. Figure from [138].

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.5b00463
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5.1 Abstract

To predict and understand the performance of nanodevices in different environments, the

influence of the solvent must be explicitly understood. In this Chapter, this important but largely

unexplored question is addressed through a comparison of quantum dot charge transfer processes

occurring in both liquid phase and in vacuum. By comparing solution phase transient absorption

spectroscopy and gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy, we show that hexane (a common nonpolar

solvent for quantum dots) has negligible influence on charge transfer dynamics. Our experimental

results, which are supported by insights from theory, indicate that the reorganization energy of

nonpolar solvents plays a minimal role in the energy landscape of charge transfer in quantum dot

devices. Thus, this study demonstrates that measurements conducted in nonpolar solvents can

indeed provide insight into nanodevice performance in a wide variety of environments.

5.2 Introduction

To design efficient devices using nanoscale components (nanodevices), the charge transfer

pathways between nanostructures must be understood in a predictive way. Numerous studies have

used time-resolved spectroscopy techniques to determine the rate-limiting steps in charge transfer

between individual components in nanodevices [53–57, 62, 216, 217]. These studies are typically

conducted using liquid phase samples, and the effect of the local solvent environment on the charge

transfer process has proven difficult to investigate [55, 58]. Understanding the influence of the

solvent is important since nanodevices are often synthesized and tested in one environment, but

ultimately deployed in a different environment. For example, colloidal semiconductor quantum dots

(QDs) are typically prepared and characterized in organic solvents, but often attached to surfaces

as films in photovoltaics [218]. Solvent molecules can alter the charge transfer process by perturbing

the dielectric layer, or through the dynamic configuration rearrangements (electronic and confor-

mational) of the solvent molecules at the nanomaterial surface during a charge transfer process

[55]. Therefore, rational design and characterization of nanomaterials requires that we understand
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solvent effects. In this Chapter, using a combination of novel experiments and theoretical insights,

we show that charge transfer dynamics measurements conducted in nonpolar solvents are indeed

relevant for understanding nanodevices operating in air or vacuum.

Prior investigations utilized liquid phase transient absorption spectroscopy (TA), and showed

that polar solvents can significantly alter the charge transfer rate [219]. However, to dissolve

nanoparticles into solvents with different polarities, it is typically necessary to alter the ligand

coverage or swap ligands entirely, thereby convolving solvent effects with ligand effects. This makes

it difficult to isolate the effect of the solvent alone.

In this Chapter, we overcome this technical challenge by utilizing a velocity map imaging

spectrometer [130, 220] coupled with a nanoparticle aerosol source [79, 141, 221]. This allows us

to perform a time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy experiment (PES, Fig. 5.2a) on isolated

nanoparticles in vacuum. To eliminate complications arising from the use of different ligands, we

implement gas phase PES on QDs with identical ligand coverage as in solution phase. Here, we

unambiguously characterize the influence of a commonly used nonpolar solvent (hexane) on charge

transfer by comparing PES data with solution phase TA measurements conducted on the same QD

sample. Specifically, we compare gas-phase PES and solution-phase TA measurements of the charge

transfer rate between CdSe QDs and methyl viologen (MV2+) cations (Fig. 5.2) to characterize

the influence of the solvent (hexane) on this process. We selected the CdSe-MV complex for these

studies because it is a well characterized system that exhibits fast and efficient charge transfer

[54, 217, 222–224]. Furthermore, hexane is frequently used as a solvent for the synthesis and

characterization of QDs. Thus, it is important to determine whether hexane influences charge

transfer between the QD and the electron acceptor.

5.3 Preparing the QD Charge Transfer System

To prepare the charge-transfer system, we adsorbed MV dye (Sigma-Aldrich) to octadecylamine-

capped CdSe QDs with a diameter of 2.3 nm (NN-Labs). We added methanol dropwise to 12 mg

of MV powder until the powder was completely dissolved, and then added this to a 0.01 mg/mL
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Figure 5.2: Experimental schemes for measuring solution-free and solvated quantum
dot charge transfer reactions. (a) Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) detects electrons to follow
charge transfer dynamics in solvent-free quantum dots (QDs – ligands are present, but not depicted
here). A 400 nm pump pulse excites electrons, and before (or without) charge transfer, they can
be ionized by a delayed 267 nm probe pulse. Once transferred to methyl viologen (MV), the probe
photon energy is insufficient to ionize the electron. (b) The transient absorption (TA) measurements
follows the same dynamics by observing a time-dependent absorption change in solvated QDs. Here,
before (or without) charge transfer, the probe transition is bleached, due to the presence of the
excited electron, resulting in a decrease in absorption. By comparing PES and TA, we can isolate
the effect of the solvent (hexane) on charge transfer. Figure from [138].
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Figure 5.3: Static characterization of the CdSe-MV complex. (a) The similarity of the
UV-visible absorption spectra of CdSe and the CdSe-MV in solution reveals that the addition of
MV does not alter the quantum confinement of the CdSe QDs. (b) The quench in the fluorescence
spectra upon addition of MV indicates that electrons excited in the CdSe transfer to MV. Figure
from [138].

solution of QDs in hexane. This concentration corresponds to ∼100 MV molecules per QD in

solution. We also prepared a control sample, consisting of CdSe QDs also diluted to 0.01 mg/mL

in hexane, but otherwise used as received. We then used UV-visible absorption and fluorescence

spectroscopies to characterize the static spectral features of CdSe QDs and CdSe-MV complexes.

The absorption spectra of both samples show a peak at 480 nm (Fig. 5.3a) that corresponds to

the 1S(e) − 1S3/2(h) transition. The CdSe-MV spectrum shows slightly broadened peaks, which

is likely due to the excitonic coupling of the 1S(e) exciton state to the LUMO level of MV [225].

The fact that all of the peaks are preserved demonstrates that adding MV to the CdSe does not

significantly influence quantum confinement in the QD. The quenching of the CdSe fluorescence

peak upon the addition of MV (Fig. 5.3b) indicates that the MV molecules successfully attach to

the QD surfaces and that excited electrons in the CdSe QDs migrate to the MV faster than the

rate of radiative decay [217, 222, 224].

5.4 Experimental Details

We used a nanoparticle aerosol source coupled ot a velocity map imaging spectrometer [79,

141, 221] to perform PES on QDs. A hexane solution containing the QDs is aerosolized using
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a compressed gas atomizer (TSI). The atomizer creates micron sized droplets of solution, which

dry as they travel through a gas line, leaving behind ∼100 nm sized clusters of nanoparticles

suspended in the gas phase. The nanoparticle aerosol beam is collimated to a width of ∼500 µm by

an aerodynamic lens [146] (Aerodyne) and injected into the first vacuum chamber before passing

through a skimmer into the differentially pumped VMI chamber, which is maintained below ∼5×

10−6 torr.

The QDs are excited by a 400 nm pump pulse (40 fs) and the resulting dynamics are followed

via subsequent photoionization by a delayed 267 nm probe pulse (40 fs). Both pulses originate from

a 1 kHz Ti:sapphire amplifier (KMLabs) centered at 800 nm, and are up-converted to the second

and third harmonic in BBO crystals. The time delay between the two pulses is controlled using a

mechanical delay stage (Thorlabs). To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the VMI was operated in

spatial imaging mode [135, 136], and therefore provided a measure of total photoelectron yield but

without energy resolution. Charge transfer between the CdSe QDs and attached MV molecules

manifests as a decay in the total photoelectron yield. This decay is observed because an electron

occupying the LUMO of MV is bound by 4.95 eV and therefore cannot be photoionized by the

4.65 eV probe pulse (Fig. 5.2a).

The pressure in the VMI chamber is ∼10−6 torr so, based on a simple Langmuir relation,

only about 10−6 layers of hexane molecules can cover the surface of the QDs in equilibrium [226].

Hexane is a rather volatile liquid and only weakly interacts with the organic ligands covering the

QDs since they are both nonpolar. Therefore, the equilibrium surface coverage should be quickly

reached before the QDs arrive at the interaction region so that PES probes the QD charge transfer

processes in a hexane-free environment.

The experimental setup used for TA measurements have been described previously [57].

Samples were measured in 2 mm quartz cuvettes with constant stirring under 405 nm excitation.

To probe the role of solvents in a charge transfer reaction we performed PES and TA spectroscopy

on the same samples, of both CdSe and the CdSe-MV complex. However, to acquire adequate

signal in both experiments different concentrations needed to be used. After the PES experiment,
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a portion of the remaining solution was concentrated (up to 10x) immediately before use in the

TA measurement. Samples were concetrated by evaporating the hexane solvent under vacuum and

then redispersing the sample in hexane to reach the desired concentration. We confimed that TA

measurements of samples of different concentrations display similar kinetics (see [138] Supporting

Information), demonstrating the validity of comparing the solution phase TA and gas-phase PES

experiments.

5.5 Solvated v.s. Solution-Free Charge Transfer

Before addressing the effect of solvent molecules on charge transfer processes, we first verified

that PES can indeed be used to track excited state dynamics, through comparison with TA mea-

surements of electron dynamics occurring within CdSe QDs. In the PES experiment, the 400 nm

pump pulse excites electrons primarily to the 1S(e) level (leaving a deeper hole in the valance band,

based on the assignment of features in UV-visible absorption spectra [64, 148, 158, 227]), while a

time delayed 267 nm probe pulse ionizes the excited electron (Fig. 5.2a). Therefore, immediately

after the creation of 1S electrons, the photoelectron signal is enhanced. The decay of the photoelec-

tron signal reflects the decay of the 1S population. In the TA experiment, we monitor the dynamics

of the bleach of the 1S(e) − 1S3/2(h) transition (Fig. 5.2b), which also probes the population of

electrons in the 1S state [227, 228]. Therefore, both the TA and the PES measurements probe the

1S electron population. In both experiments, the fluence of the 400 nm pump pulse is selected so

that an electron is excited in less than 10% of QDs in the interaction region, to minimize the effects

from multiple excitons in a single quantum dot.

The difference between the two measurements is the presence (TA) or absence (PES) of

surrounding solvent molecules. In the absence of charge transfer (i.e., no MV attached), we expect

identical results from TA and PES, because the solvent should not strongly affect the dynamics

that take place inside of the QD. Indeed, we do observe good agreement between the TA and

PES measurements (Fig. 5.4a) demonstrating that PES has the ability to follow exciton dynamics.

Both measurements of CdSe QDs (Fig. 5.4a) show a fast rise at t = 0, followed by a small initial
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decay and a long plateau. To quantify these dynamics, they were fit with a double exponential

decay convoluted with the instrument response-function (IRF). The slow component is beyond the

temporal range of the delay stage, which is consistent with the few nanosecond radiative lifetime

of the 1S electron [151]. The small fast component results from the small fraction of electrons that

undergo faster decay. While the presence or absence of solvent molecules could have an effect on

carrier trapping at surface states [229–232], we do not observe such effects. This is indication that

the CdSe QD surface is well passivated and that the ligand coverage (i.e., passivation) is identical

for the two measurements. We note that the difference between the two measurements at t < 0

results from the fact that the 267 nm pulse used in the PES experiment excites hot electrons, which

can then be ionized by the 400 nm pulse. Thus, the TA experiment and the PES experiment probe

different processes in the t < 0 regime. In this Chapter, we focus only on the band edge electron

dynamics (t >= 0), where TA and PES can be directly compared.

Having verified that PES can track charge dynamics in CdSe QDs, we can now apply it to

study charge transfer in the CdSe-MV complex. In this case, we see a faster decay of the PES signal

(Fig. 5.4b) and, therefore, the 1S electron population, due to electron transfer to the MV LUMO.

The TA measurements conducted on the same sample also detect faster decay in the 1S electron

population when MV is adsorbed, seen as the faster recovery of the bleach of the 1S(e)− 1S3/2(h)

transition. We fit the CdSe-MV kinetics using a triple exponential decay convoluted with the IRF,

fixing two of the time constants with the values determined in the absence of MV. The newly

extracted time constant (τ3) is indicative of an electron transfer rate of 220 ± 70 fs (TA) and

100 ± 150 fs (PES) (Fig. 5.4b), which are in agreement with previous studies in organic solvents

[217, 222]. The charge transfer rates obtained in both measurements are the same within the fitting

error (one standard deviation). This indicates that the presence of hexane has a negligible effect

on the charge transfer process. We note that these recovered τ3 values are very close to the time

scale of the instrument response functions of the TA and PES experiments, leading to the large

errors seen in the fit values.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of solvated and solution-free dynamics in CdSe and CdSe-MV
complexes. (a) In the absence of MV2+, the 1S electron population only decays slightly on a few
picosecond time scale. (b) When MV is attached to the QDs, a ∼100 fs decay is seen, indicating
charge transfer from the QD to the MV. There is no significant difference between the decay rates
obtained from the TA and PES experiments, indicating that the hexane solvent molecules have a
minimal effect on the charge transfer process. Figure from [138].
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5.6 Solvent Electronic Polarization Model

The negligible influence of the hexane solvent molecules can be understood through the sol-

vent electronic polarization model developed by Kim and Hynes [233–237]. In this model, solvent

molecules contribute to the charge transfer reorganization energy through both the electronic polar-

ization and the orientational polarization. Since hexane is nonpolar, reorientation of the molecules

does not alter the electron distribution. Therefore, the orientational contribution vanishes. Al-

ternatively, the solvent molecules can influence the charge transfer by the redistribution of their

electron populations. The electronic contribution will only be significant when the charge transfer

reaction is fast compared to the solvent electronic polarization rate. This can be characterized by

the ratio between the rates of charge transfer and solvent electronic polarization, ρ = 2β/(~ω),

where β is the electronic coupling factor and ω is the electronic transition frequency of the solvent

[235]. We estimated β using the broadening [225] of the absorption spectra of the QDs upon the

MV adsorption (Fig. 5.3a), which is approximately 0.05 eV. Since hexane does not absorb in the

visible region, its electronic transition energy, ~ω, is > 3 eV [235, 237]. Therefore, ρ < 0.02, which

means that the solvent electronic polarization is rapid compared to the charge transfer process

(nonadiabatic). As a result, neither the electronic nor the orientational polarization of hexane con-

tributes significantly to the reogranization energy, and consequently, one would not expect solvent

reorganization to have a large influence on the charge migration dynamics of the CdSe-MV com-

plex. Furthermore, from this analysis we predict that the influence on QD charge transfer of any

nonpolar transparent solvent should be minimal, as long as the charge transfer process is slower

than a few femtoseconds, which is true for most charge-transfer processes. This is not necessarily

the case for polar solvents, where the orientational reorganization energy can affect the charge

transfer process, so that dynamic solvent effects must be considered [238, 239].
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5.7 Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, we investigated the influence of the solvent on charge transfer between quantum

dots and methyl viologen by comparing dynamics measured using solvent-free two-photon photo-

electron spectroscopy with those measured by solution-phase transient absorption spectroscopy.

We first verified that photoelectron spectroscopy is a viable method of measuring excited electron

dynamics in quantum dots. After this verification, we applied this technique to study a charge

transfer reaction. The good agreement in the charge transfer dynamics obtained by solvent-free

and solution phase spectroscopies indicates that common nonpolar organic solvents, such as hex-

ane, have a negligible influence on the charge transfer process between quantum dots and electron

acceptor molecules. We explain this observation using theoretical insights that have not previously

been applied to nanocrystals. Our results indicate that kinetic data measured by transient absorp-

tion spectroscopy, under nonpolar solvent environments, can be used to infer nanodevice behavior

in air or vacuum. In the future, this approach can also be used to investigate polar solvents, to

gain a general picture of the solvent effects on charge transfer on the nanoscale. This knowledge

will provide another tunable parameter to manipulate the charge motion in nanodevices.



Chapter 6

Extreme Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy as a Probe of Material

Properties and Dynamics

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:

• Jennifer L. Ellis, Daniel D. Hickstein, Wei Xiong, Franklin Dollar, Brett B. Palm, K.

Ellen Keister, Kevin M. Dorney, Chengyuan Ding, Tingting Fan, Molly B. Wilker, Kyle J.

Schnitzenbaumer, Gordana Dukovic, Jose L. Jimenez, Henry C. Kapteyn, and Margaret M.

Murnane. Materials Properties and Solvated Electron Dynamics of Isolated Nanoparticles

and Nanodroplets Probed with Ultrafast Extreme Ultraviolet Beams. J. Phys. Chem.

Lett., 7 (4), 609–615 (2016). DOI:10.1021/acs.jpclett.5b02772.

Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of EUV light, produced through HHG with near-UV driving
lasers, exciting hot electrons inside of a nanoparticle. Figure from [240].

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpclett.5b02772
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6.1 Abstract

In this chapter, I present ultrafast photoemission measurements of isolated nanoparticles

in vacuum using extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light produced through high-harmonic generation.

Surface-selective static EUV photoemission measurements were performed on nanoparticles with a

wide array of compositions, ranging from ionic crystals to nanodroplets of organic material. We

find that the total photoelectron yield varies greatly with nanoparticle composition and provides in-

sight into material properties such as the electron mean free path and effective mass. Additionally,

we conduct time-resolved photoelectron yield measurements of isolated oleylamine nanodroplets,

observing that EUV photons can create solvated electrons in liquid nanodroplets. Using photoe-

mission from a time-delayed 790-nm pulse, we observed that a solvated electron is produced in

an excited state and subsequently relaxes to its ground state with a lifetime of 151 ± 31 fs. This

work demonstrates that femtosecond EUV photoemission is a versatile surface sensitive probe of

the properties and ultrafast dynamics of isolated nanoparticles.

6.2 Introduction

Nanoparticles exhibit a surface-area-to-volume ratio many orders of magnitude higher than

bulk materials, allowing them to serve as powerful catalysts for chemical reactions, both in the lab-

oratory [241–243] and as atmospheric aerosols [244–246]. Such surface-catalyzed chemical reactions

often involve molecular motions that take place on femtosecond and picosecond time scales [247–

250], with associated electronic dynamics that can occur on attosecond time scales. To capture

and understand these dynamics, new experimental techniques are needed to probe the surfaces

of nanoparticles on femtosecond-to-attosecond time scales. Furthermore, theoretical models of

nanoparticle surface dynamics are best validated with measurements performed in the absence of

solvents or surface-deposition effects, creating a demand for measurements of completely isolated

(gas phase) nanoparticles on ultrafast time scales.

Photoemission following extreme ultraviolet (EUV) illumination is a well established and
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robust technique for probing the electronic structure of atoms, molecules, and the surfaces of bulk

materials [81, 251–253]. EUV photoemission is intrinsically surface sensitive because the excited

electrons have mean free paths (MFPs) of only a few nanometers [80, 254]. Consequently, only

electrons from the several outermost atomic layers can escape a material and reach the detector.

Thus, EUV photoemission could serve as an ideal probe of nanoparticle surfaces, provided that the

nanoparticles are larger than a few MFPs and can be isolated in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber

[156, 255–257]. Although time-resolved EUV photoemission studies have been conducted on large

isolated helium clusters [258, 259], the ultrafast surface dynamics of isolated nanoparticles have been

largely unexplored to date. Photoemission studies of isolated nanoparticles face the challenges of

generating high-flux tabletop sources of ultrashort EUV pulses and preparing a high-density beam

of nanoparticles in vacuum.

In this chapter, we overcome both of these challenges and present the first experimental

study of the properties and dynamics of fully isolated nanoparticles of varying composition us-

ing ultrashort pulses of EUV light. This breakthrough is accomplished through the combination

of high-harmonic generation (HHG) to produce ultrashort pulses of EUV light, a velocity-map-

imaging (VMI) photoelectron spectrometer to provide high electron-collection efficiency, and an

aerodynamic lens for introducing collimated beams of nanoparticles into vacuum. We present

two demonstrations of how this technique can provide new insights into nanosystems. First, we

demonstrate that EUV photoelectron yields can provide a surface-specific probe of nanoparticle

properties. Specifically, we measure the static EUV photoelectron yield from ∼100 nm diameter

nanoparticles with a wide variety of compositions – ranging from organic materials to ionic crystals

– and find that the photoelectron yield changes by more than an order of magnitude depending

on the composition of the nanoparticles. We attribute this difference in photoelectron yield to

varying electron MFPs and interfacial scattering (electron effective mass) in different nanoparticle

systems. Second, we conduct time-resolved photoemission measurements of isolated nanoparticles

using EUV light, finding that the absorption of EUV photons can create excited-state solvated

electrons in oleylamine nanodroplets.
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6.3 Experimental Details

This study was enabled through the combination of capabilities from atmospheric science

(aerodynamic lens), physical chemistry (VMI photoelectron spectrometer), and extreme nonlinear

optical science (HHG EUV source), as depicted in Fig. 6.2. We utilize a compressed gas atomizer

(TSI, model 3076) to produce an aerosol of nanoparticles, which is then introduced into the vacuum

chamber via an aerodynamic lens [146] (Aerodyne), resulting in a collimated beam of isolated

nanoparticles streaming through vacuum. The atomizer is extremely versatile and can produce

nanoparticles with a wide range of compositions, including ionic crystals, organic liquids, and

clusters of chemically synthesized nanoparticles [79, 138, 141, 156, 221]. A beam of EUV photons

produced through HHG is gently focused onto the nanoparticle beam. We use the majority of the

output of a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (8 mJ, 790 nm) to produce the second harmonic (1.5

mJ, 395 nm) in a beta-barium borate crystal (β-BBO, 200 µm thickness), which is coupled into

an argon-filled waveguide to drive HHG emission. The use of shorter-wavelength driving lasers for

HHG achieves higher conversion efficiencies than traditional 790 nm driven HHG, producing more

output EUV photons and concentrating that flux into a single narrowband harmonic (at 22 eV),

instead of producing a spectral comb of many high-harmonic orders [122, 260]. This single-bright

harmonic makes 2ω driven HHG an ideal tool for photoemission, providing bright ultrafast-pulses

of spectrally narrow EUV light on the tabletop.

The photoelectrons ejected from the nanoparticles are detected by a VMI photoelectron

spectrometer, which consists of three parallel-plate electrodes in the Eppink-Parker geometry [130,

131, 220]. We operated the VMI in spatial imaging mode [135, 136, 138], which allows us to measure

the total photoelectron yield from the nanoparticles separate from the electrons from the ionization

of the background gas [135, 136, 138]. This is especially advantageous in this case because the

number of photoelectrons generated from the nanoparticles is small compared to the number of

electrons resulting from ionization of the background gas. This difference in electron yield results

from the extreme surface sensitivity of EUV photoemission. The photon MFP (∼10–20 nm) is
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Figure 6.2: Experimental scheme for EUV photoemission from isolated nanoparticles.
(a) A nanoparticle aerosol passes through an aerodynamic lens, which forms a collimated beam
of nanoparticles while leaving the carrier gas divergent. The isolated nanoparticles then enter
the differentially pumped photoemission chamber, where they are ionized by femtosecond EUV
pulses produced through HHG. Electrodes guide the photoelectrons toward a microchannel-plate–
phosphor-screen detector, which is imaged with a CCD camera (not shown). (b) EUV light is
absorbed throughout the nanoparticle, creating hot electrons (yellow). However, because of short
electron mean free paths (MFPs), only electrons excited near the surface can escape the nanoparti-
cle. In liquid nanodroplets, the excited electrons that remain inside the nanoparticle become highly
excited solvated electrons. Figure from [240].

much larger than the electron MFP (∼1 nm), so that only a small fraction of photons absorbed

by the nanoparticle lead to detectable photoelectrons. Conversely, every photon absorbed by the

background gas produces a photoelectron. Fortunately, since the nanoparticle beam is tightly

collimated, while the background gas fills the entire vacuum chamber, the electrons generated from

the particle beam are easily distinguished from those originating from the background gas via the

spatial imaging mode of the VMI.

Because of the surface sensitivity of EUV photoemission [261–263], we avoided chemically

synthesized nanoparticles, which must be passivated with surface ligands to remain suspended in

solution [141]. Instead, nanoparticles with bare surfaces can be produced through the aerosolization

process itself, simply by using solutes that completely dissolve into a solvent without the use if

ligands, for example, dissolving table salt (NaCl) into water [141, 156, 221]. The atomizer produces

an aerosol of droplets from a solution, which dry to produce nanoparticles of solute. the size of the
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nanoparticles produced therefore is determined by the concentration of the solute and the initial

droplet size distribution, which is influenced primarily by the solvent. We produced nanoparticle

aerosols from an array of different compounds, including organic compounds and ionic crystals,

using three different solvents (hexane, water, and acetone). We measured the distribution of particle

sizes in each case, finding the average diameter to be constant to within a factor of 1.4 for particles

originating from the same solvent. Across all of the nanoparticle aerosols investigated, the average

particle diameter ranged from 65 to 150 nm (Fig. 6.3,a-c).

6.4 Photoelectron Yield as a Measure of Material’s Properties

The static photoelectron yields upon EUV irradiation show dramatic material-dependent

differences (Fig. 6.3d), which cannot be accounted for by the variation in the nanoparticle size

distributions (i.e., total available volume or total available surface area available for photoemission,

see Appendix D). Even within a given solvent, where the nanoparticle diameter distributions are

nearly identical, there is large variation in the photoelectron yield.

To understand the origin of the observed variations in photoelectron yield, we can consider

the specifics of the photoemission process. Photoemission can be described in terms of a three-step

model, where each step contributes to the probability of electron emission and therefore the final

photoelectron yield [71, 78, 81]. First, a photon is absorbed and a hot electron is created within the

nanoparticle. In this experiment, the probability for creating a hot electron is proportional to the

material absorption at 22 eV, since any photon that is absorbed must create a hot electron. Second,

the hot electron travels through the material with a probability of scattering that is given by the

electron MFP in that material. Third, the eelctron impinges upon the nanoparticle surface, where

the electron can escape into the vacuum or reflect back into the nanoparticle. The probability to

escape depends on the geometry of the nanoparticle and the electron effective mass. In the specific

case that the nanoparticle size is much greater than the electron MFP, the escape probability is

largely independent of geometry. Differences in the material absorption at 22 eV (see Appendix D)

do not account for the observed variations in photoelectron yield, demonstrating that considering
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Figure 6.3: Size distributions of isolated nanoparticles measured with a scanning mobil-
ity particle sizer and total photoelectron yield measured using 22 eV high harmonics.
Nanoparticles are produced through compressed gas atomization and originate from solutions of
(a) hexane, (b) water, and (c) acetone. Although differences in the atomization process lead to
variation in nanoparticle size distribution between the three solvents, within a given solvent, the
distributions are quite similar. (d) The differences in photoelectron yield between various com-
pounds are a result of different material properties, which result in different electron MFPs and
different probabilities for the electron to transmit through the surface. acac = acetylacetonate
(C5H7O2). Figure from [240].
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only the first step in the three-step model of photoemission is not sufficient to explain the experi-

mental observations. The remaining differences in photoelectron yield must therefore be related to

electron transport and scattering at the interface, making this technique a sensitive probe of the

associated materials properties, namely, the electron MFP and effective mass.

Additionally, the surface sensitivity of EUV photoemission is illustrated by the large differ-

ence in photoelectron yield between KI nanoparticles produced from solvation in acetone versus

water. Despite the similarity in the particle size distributions from the two solvents (Fig. 6.3b,c),

the photoelectron yield from KI nanoparticles produced in water is 20 times lower than from KI

nanoparticles produced using acetone as the solvent. Because this difference in photoelectron yield

cannot be explained by the variations in the nanoparticle size distributions, it must be due to

a difference in the nanoparticle surfaces. The vapor pressure of water is more than an order-of-

magnitude lower than acetone [264], so it is quite likely that, although the acetone evaporates

completely, several monolayers of water remain on the nanoparticle surface. This thickness of wa-

ter is on the same order-of-magnitude as the attinuation length of electrons in water [265] and

could account for the dramatic decrease in the photoelectron yield. Alternatively, the morphology

or surface roughness of the KI nanoparticles produced through the atomization process could vary

depending on the solvent of origin, changing the available surface area for photoemission. In either

case, this demonstrates that EUV photoemission is an effective probe of the chemical environments

and the surfaces of nanoparticles.

6.5 Solvated Electron Dynamics

Having investigated the surface sensitivity of EUV photoemission from nanoparticles, we fur-

ther demonstrate that this technique can probe femtosecond dynamics in nanoparticles. We per-

formed EUV-pump–near-IR-probe spectroscopy on oleylamine (C18H35NH2) nanodroplets, mon-

itoring the total photoelectron yield as a function of the time delay between 790 nm and EUV

pulses. We find a pronounced enhancement in the yield when the pulses are overlapped in time,

a significant decay on the femtosecond time scale (151 ± 31 fs, Fig. 6.4a), and then a long-lived
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Figure 6.4: Photoelectron yield from oleylamine nanodroplets as a function of time
delay between a 790 nm pulse and a 22 eV EUV pulse. Negative time delays have nonzero
photoelectron yield because there are static signals from both the pump and the probe included
here, photoelectros originating from the probe alone are due to multiphoton ionization from the
nanodroplets. (a) On femtosecond time scales, the electron yield is enhanced when the pulses are
overlapped and drops exponentially to an equilibrium value with a time constant of 151 ± 31 fs.
This decay corresponds to the time scale for excited solvated electron states to relax to their ground
state. (b) When the EUV pulse precedes the 790 nm pulse, the photoelectron yield is enhanced
(lifetime� 100 ps), indicating that electrons in the nanodroplet have been excited into a long-lived
solvated-electron ground state by the EUV irradiation, which makes subsequent ionization by the
790 nm pulse more probable. Figure from [240].

enhancement of the yield when the EUV pulse precedes the 790 nm pulse (� 100 ps, Fig. 6.4b).

We observe no such dynamics or enhancement in photoelectron yield when instead the 790 nm

pulse precedes the EUV pulse.

These dynamics likely result from the formation of excited solvated electrons in the oleylamine

nanodroplet and their subsequent relaxation to their ground state. Solvated electrons were first

observed in ammonia in 1908 [266] and have recently attracted much attention because of their high

reactivity [267–270], for example, their role in dissociated electron-transfer reactions. Since their

discovery in ammonia, they have been observed in many different liquids, including water, alcohols,

and acetonitrile [84, 85, 271, 272]. Solvated electrons are typically created after electrons have

been promoted into the conduction band of a liquid [84, 273, 274]. When an EUV photon ionizes a
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molecule within a nanodroplet, a high-energy electron is produced, which typically cannot directly

escape the droplet. Instead, it scatters within the droplet, relaxing through the conduction band

until the electron becomes solvated by the surrounding oleylamine [275, 276]. Solvated electrons are

relatively loosely bound, with typical ground-state binding energies ranging from about −3.3 eV

(water) [84, 271] to −1.5 eV (ammonia) [276] relative to the vacuum. Therefore, solvated electrons

are much more easily ionized by the 790 nm (1.57 eV) pulse than electrons that are still in the

ground state of oleylamine molecules, leading to an enhancement in the photoelectron yield when

the 790 nm pulse arrives after an EUV pulse. The long persistence of this enhancement is in

agreement with previously observed lifetimes of solvated electrons [271, 277]. Furthermore, the

initial 151 ± 31 fs decay is consistent with previous measurements of the time scale for excited-

solvated electrons to be created and decay to the ground 1s state in ammonia [276, 278].

The greater photoelectron yields observed when 790 nm pulses ionize excited states of the

solvated electron can be understood through two separate mechanisms. One explanation is that

the excited states are more delocalized than the ground state, leading to a larger photoionization

cross section. Another possibility is that the binding energy of the ground-state solvated electron

in oleylamine is greater than 1.57 eV. In that case, two 790 nm photons are required to ionize a

ground-state solvated electron, while only one is necessary for excited states, resulting in a greater

probability of photoionization from the excited state. We observe no measurable dynamics when the

790 nm pulse precedes the EUV pulse because 22 eV photons can easily ionize unexcited oleylamine

in a single photon process, making it relatively insensitive to any prior excitation of the nanodroplet

caused by the 790 nm pulse.

6.6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, I presented measurements of isolated nanoparticles using EUV light from a

tabletop high-harmonic-generation source. We found that the EUV light is a sensitive probe of

the nanoparticle surface and that the total photoelectron yield from the nanoparticles is strongly

dependent on the material properties, namely the electron MFP and effective mass. Although
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these total photoelectron-yield measurements cannot distinguish the contributions of the second

and third steps in the three-step model of photoemission, measuring the change in photoelectron

yield with nanoparticle size could be used to deconvolve them, which has been explored in detail in

Goldmann, et al. [279]. Therefore, this technique provides an exciting new opportunity to directly

measure material properties like electron MFPs and effective masses for a wide array of materials

that cannot readily be studied with other techniques. For example, traditional bulk photoemission

measurements can only really be done on conductive samples without suffering from space-charge

issues. However, the flowing nanoparticle source employed here mitigates any charging effects. The

capability to measure these material properties for a wide array of unocnventional materials can

greatly enhance our understanding of the behavior of hot electrons in materials, including solvated

electrons in nanodroplets [280–282].

We also demonstrated a pump–probe measurement of the femtosecond electron dynamics that

occur after a nanodroplet is irradiated by high-flux femtosecond pulses of EUV light, which create

excited-state solvated electrons within the nanodroplet. These solvated electrons can be probed by

subsequent ionization by a near-IR pulse, revealing that the solvated electrons are created in an

excited state and then relax to their ground state within 151± 31 fs. They remain as ground-state

solvated electrons for � 100 ps, producing a long-lived enhancement in the photoelectron yield.

Here, the spatial imaging mode of the VMI spectrometer was used to obtain a higher signal-

to-noise ratio; however, future studies (at higher laser repetition rates) may obtain fully energy and

angularly resolved photoelectron distributions, providing further insight into nanoparticle surface

dynamics. This technique can scale readily to smaller nanostructures, higher photon energies, and

attosecond pulse durations, paving the way for a convenient tabletop probe of ultrafast dynamics

of nanoparticles and their surfaces. Driving the HHG process with 790 nm or longer wavelengths

produces higher energy photons and attosecond pulse trains or even isolated attosecond bursts [96,

99]. Higher-energy probe photons provide access to core levels of the atoms within nanoparticles,

providing elemental and chemical specificity. Additionally, the energy dependence of electron MFPs

can be exploited by tuning the EUV photon energy to tune the depth into the nanoparticle that
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photoemission probes. Furthermore, methods of generating bright circularly polarized EUV light

through novel HHG techniques [42–44, 48, 283] will allow the study of chiral and magnetic nanopar-

ticles. Therefore, future improvements ot the apparatus may provide a breakthrough method for

understanding the femtosecond and attosecond dynamics of nanoparticle surfaces.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis is concerned with the development and application of extreme ultraviolet light

sources, specifically with the goal of using novel spectroscopies to gain insight into nanoscale phe-

nomena. As such, there are several exciting extensions of this work that I hope will be successfully

implemented by subsequent generations of graduate students in the Kapteyn-Murnane group. First,

the novel HHG geometries presented here are promising developments towards harnessing HHG as

a probe of the chiral properties of nanomaterials:

• NCP-HHG generates two angularly separated beams that are nominally identical, except

that one is RCP and the other is LCP. Therefore, this geometry provides a straight for-

ward route to probe a sample with both helicities of light and thereby isolate any circular

dichroism. Experimentally, one must simply image the HHG generation region to the sam-

ple of interest and alternatively block either the LCP or the RCP beam.1 While this is

not quite as simple as rotating a quarter wave plate, as in visible dichroism studies, it is

pretty darn close. Indeed, NCP-HHG seems like the ideal tool to combine with the VMI

and nanoparticle aerosol source to study chiral effects in nanoparticles via photoelectron

circular dichroism.

• SVE-HHG combines two high-harmonic sources to produce a high-harmonic beam with

spatially varying ellipticity. At any given spatial location, the precise helicity/ellipticity

1 Note that allowing both of the beams to hit the sample simultaneously will reproduce the rotating polarization
grating responsible for the generation of NCP-HHG light. While it is not immediately clear to me when or how this
would be useful, it is an interesting situation to consider.
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depends on the relative time delay between the two high-harmonic sources. Therefore,

scanning the time delay enables one to apply Fourier transform spectroscopy, and thereby

measure the spectrally resolved chiral response of the material without any dispersive op-

tics. This capability means that spectral resolution is gained without sacrificing spatial

resolution, thereby enabling hyperspectral chiral imaging. Combining this light source with

coherent diffractive imaging techniques will give insight into a myriad of nanostructured

chiral phenomena, such as magnetic domains, grain boundaries in materials, or nanoscale

magnetic devices.

I am excited by the prospect of future students successfully applying these HHG schemes as probes

of nanoscale structure and dynamics. Continuing on with this idea of combining multiple driving

lasers or multiple harmonic sources, it is also intriguing to imagine the new and clever HHG

geometries yet to be developed, which will hopefully give even greater control over the HHG process

and tailor the emitted harmonic light in useful and exciting ways.

Additionally, to move forward with HHG as a probe of gas-phase nanoparticles we must first

circumvent the contamination issue that arises due to the surface sensitivity of EUV photoemission

and the realities of how pure or how clean solvents can be. An exciting route forward, which is

currently being investigated in the Kapteyn-Murnane group, is the the use of a Haberland-type

nanoparticle source [284] instead of the compressed gas atomizer employed in this thesis. The

Haberland-type source is a completely in-vacuum nanoparticle generation technique that uses DC

magnetron sputtering coupled with a gas-aggregation zone to produce nanoparticles from bulk ma-

terial. As such, it is a fairly versatile source in that nanoparticles can be produced from essentially

any material that can be DC sputtered. Additionally, these nanoparticles are exceedingly pure

and their size distribution is somewhat tunable over the range from ∼2–20 nm (unfortunately, the

particles are not monodisperse and instead have ∼20% size variation).

Excitingly, we have successfully coupled one of these Haberland-type nanoparticle sources (the

NanoGen50 from Mantis Deposition, Fig. 7.1a) to our VMI spectrometer. Initial investigations
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Figure 7.1: Haberland-type nanoparticle source for the in-vacuum production of
nanoparticles with completely clean surfaces. (a) Artist rendering of the nanoparticle source,
which is the NanoGen50 from Mantis Deposition. Figure from Mantis Deposition. (b) Photoelec-
tron angular distribution from copper nanoparticles probed with 800 nm light. The vertical line at
zero momentum is an artifact from the reconstruction of the 3D momentum distribution from the
measured 2D projection.

using visible lasers demonstrated that this nanoparticle source has enough long-term stability for

photoelectron spectroscopy measurements and enabled us to observe strong-field effects in metal

nanoparticles (for example above threshold ionization [285, 286], Fig. 7.1b). While it has so

far proved challenging to detect these nanoparticles with high harmonics, I am optimistic that the

technical barriers can be overcome, thereby paving the way for exciting ultrafast EUV spectroscopy

characterizations of both metallic and semiconductor nanparticles. In any case, this unique source

of nanoparticles should enable access to a myriad of interesting physics and I am very eager to

watch where this project goes in the future.
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Appendix A

Noncollinear HHG with Different Wavelength Driving Lasers

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:

• Daniel D. Hickstein, Franklin J. Dollar, Patrik Grychtol, Jennifer L. Ellis, Ronny Knut,

Carlos Hernandez-Garcia, Dmitriy Zusin, Christian Gentry, Justin M. Shaw, Tingting Fan,

Kevin M. Dorney, Andreas Becker, Agnieszka Jaron-Becker, Henry C. Kapteyn, Margaret

M. Murnane, and Charles G. Durfee. Non-collinear generation of angularly isolated circu-

larly polarized high harmonics. Nature Photonics, 9, 743–750 (2015).

DOI:10.1038/nphoton.2015.181

A.1 400 nm Driven NCP-HHG

We also generated circularly polarized high harmonics with the noncollinear mixing of two

400 nm lasers with counter-rotating circular polarization (Fig. A.1). As expected, the photon

energies produced with 400 nm lasers were lower than for 800 nm, but the photon flux is high,

reaching 2 × 108 photons per pulse. When argon was used as the HHG medium (Fig. A.1a,b),

a single harmonic (22 eV) was observed (lower energy harmonics are blocked by the 200 nm Al

filter). The isolation of a single harmonic makes this source attractive for applications such as

coherent diffractive imaging and photoelectron spectroscopy that require a bright monochromatic

light source. When neon is used as the generation medium (Fig. A.1c,d), additional harmonics are

observed at higher photon energies, mirroring the behavior of single-beam HHG. The large energy

https://doi.org/10.1038/nphoton.2015.181
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Figure A.1: NCP-HHG with two 400 nm beams (a) and (b) Mixing of 400 + 400 nm light in
argon produces a single harmonic at 22 eV (lower harmonics are blocked by an aluminum filter),
which is ideally suited for applications that require a high-flux monochromatic source, such as
photoelectron spectroscopy or nanoscale imaging. (c) and (d) The higher ionization potential of
neon allows additional well-separated (6 eV) harmonics to be produced, providing a convenient
source for multi-wavelength imaging techniques. Figure from [48].

separation between these harmonics may prove useful for multicolor nanoscale imaging techniques

[213, 287].

A.2 267 nm Driven NCP-HHG

When 267 nm beams were used to drive the NCP-HHG process, angularly separated beams

were generated. The NCP-HHG method is capable of producing angularly separated harmonics

across a wide range of driving laser wavelengths. However, the lower phase-matching pressures

and larger separation angles of UV-driven NCP-HHG mean that full angular separation of the

harmonics is easiest to experimentally achieve using driving lasers in the UV spectral region. Using

two 267 nm driving laser beams in argon gas, we demonstrate that NCP-HHG generates four
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separate beams (Fig. A.2b), corresponding to the left and right circularly polarized harmonics at

14 eV and 23.4 eV (3rd and 5th harmonic of 267 nm, which correspond to the 9th and 15th harmonic

of the fundamental 800 nm field). By using an Al filter, we block the 3rd harmonic and transmit

only the 5th harmonic (Fig. A.2a), confirming these spectral assignments. To our knowledge, this

is the first demonstration of a HHG process that naturally separates different harmonic orders.

With sufficient pressure, angularly separated harmonics can be produced using longer wavelength

driving lasers, allowing for spectroscopy experiments without the need for a spectrometer.

Due to favorable conversion efficiency scaling of HHG at shorter wavelength driving lasers

[96], very little pulse energy is required for NCP-HHG using 267 nm driving lasers. For example,

the bright harmonics shown in Fig. A.2 were generated using only 15 µJ in each beam.

Figure A.2: Angularly separated harmonics using NCP-HHG driven by UV beams. (a)
When a 200 nm Al filter is placed between the HHG region and the camera, only two beams are
seen, which correspond to the left and right circularly polarized beams if the 5th harmonic of
267 nm (15th harmonic of the fundamental) at 23.4 eV. (b) When a tin (Sn) filter is used, the
3rd harmonic (9th harmonic of the fundamental, 14 eV) is also transmitted. The 3rd harmonic is
angularly separated from the 5th harmonic and 4 distinct beams are seen at the camera. Figure
from [48].
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A.3 Two Color Driven NCP-HHG

The circularly polarized noncollinear HHG process is not limited to mixing two beams of

the same frequency. We demonstrated this by generating circularly polarized harmonics by mixing

400 nm and 800 nm beams in argon (Fig. A.3). The angle-integrated spectrum (Fig. A.3a) of

the EUV emission exhibits the familiar “left, right, missing” pattern seen in collinear circularly

polarized HHG, where the left circular harmonics are separated in frequency from the right circular

harmonics, and every third harmonic is suppressed [42, 43, 112, 113, 115]. Furthermore, the angle-

resolved spectrum (Fig. A.3b) reveals that the left circularly polarized harmonics are emitted in

one direction, and the right circular harmonics in the opposite direction. Moreover, in contrast to

noncollinear mixing at the same frequency, where the harmonics are grouped around the centerline

of the pump beams, the harmonics generated from the mixing of 400 nm and 800 nm beams are

displaced towards the direction of the 400 nm output beam because of momentum conservation.

The noncollinear mixing of different frequencies can be explained using similar conservation

of momentum arguments as when mixing at the same frequency. For the mixing of n1 photons of

the fundamental with n2 photons of the second harmonic, the effective harmonic order relative to

the fundamental is q = n1+2n2, and conservation of spin angular momentum requires |n1−n2| = 1.

This restricts the allowed mixing orders:

for n2 = n1 + 1, q = 3n1 + 2;

for n2 = n1 − 1, q = 3n1 − 2;

and n2 = n1 is forbidden.

The relationship between the harmonic signal angle θq and the input angle θ0 relative to the

bisecting line is somewhat more complicated than we found earlier in the degenerate mixing case:

tan θq = (n1−2n2
q ) tan θ0. For n2 = n1 ± 1, tan θq = −( q±4

3q ) tan θ0. Taking the limit of high

harmonic order, we see that the harmonics are again divided into left and right circularly polarized

directions, centered on an angle − tan θ0/3, which is displaced away from the bisecting line towards

the direction of the second harmonic beam. The same principles of conservation of spin angular
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Figure A.3: NCP-HHG driven by different frequency driving lasers (400 nm and
800 nm). (a) The angle-integrated harmonic spectrum reveals the “left, right, missing” pat-
tern seen in collinear circularly polarized HHG. a.u., arbitrary units. (b) In contrast to collinear
generation, noncollinear HHG generates one helicity in one direction and the opposite helicity in
the other direction. The low intensity peaks at the 15th, 18th, and 21st harmonic orders are a
result of the slight ellipticity of the driving laser beams. Figure from [48].

momentum and linear momentum can be used to find the output angles for any mixing frequencies.

The wave mixing picture can be extended to the ω + 2ω case as well: when the relative

ω/2ω phase varies, the orientation of the bursts of linearly polarized attosecond pulses rotates in

a manner similar to the rotation of the linear polarization shown in Fig. 3.2. The result is a

rotating polarization grating that behaves identically to the ω + ω case, producing two beams of

opposite-helicity circularly polarized light.



Appendix B

Experimental Details for Noncollinear Phase-Matching Measurements

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:

• Jennifer L. Ellis, Kevin M. Dorney, Charles G. Durfee, Carlos Hernandez-Garcia, Franklin

Dollar, Christopher A. Mancuso, Tingting Fan, Dmitriy Zusin, Christian Gentry, Patrik

Grychtol, Henry C. Kapteyn, Margaret M. Murnane, and Daniel D. Hickstein. Phase

matching of noncollinear sum and difference frequency high harmonic generation above

and below the critical ionization level. Optics Express, 25, 10126–10144 (2017).

DOI:10.1364/OE.25.010126

B.1 Absolute Phase-Matching Pressures at Different Experimental Condi-

tions

Practically, it is not possible to map out the entire angular dependence of the phase-matching

pressure using a single set of experimental conditions. Obviously, both above and below critical

ionization cannot be probed simultaneously. However, even when exploring the phase-matching

pressure below critical ionization the harmonic emission at all HOSFG angles could not be mea-

sured at the same experimental conditions. This is because the harmonic emission angle that is

statistically the most probable depends on the intensity ratio between the two driving beams [169].

When the two driving lasers are the same intensity harmonics are predominately emitted equally

between the two lasers and therefore at small angles (θq ∼ 0). However, when one beam is more

intense harmonics are preferentially emitted at angles near the more intense driving laser (θq ∼ θ1).

https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.25.010126
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Figure B.1: Experimentally observed dependence of the phase-matching pressure on
the emission angle. This data was collected at three different experimental conditions to fully
explore the angular dependence of the phase matching pressure. (a) Two different experimental
conditions were necessary below critical ionization to optimize harmonic emission at either small
(blue circles) or large (yellow triangles) angles. (b) A single set of experimental parameters was used
above critical ionization (red squares). (c) The relevant experimental parameters, where intensities
are estimated from Gaussian beam optics. Figure from [167].

Therefore, we used three different experimental conditions to map out the phase-matching pressure

at a wide range of harmonic emission angles, as well as above and below critical ionization. These

different experimental conditions result in different absolute phase matching pressures (Fig. B.1).

However, regardless of the specific conditions the phase matching pressure goes as θ2
q . Therefore,

the experimental pressures in Fig. 3.9 were scaled to emphasize the universal behavior of the phase

mismatch.
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B.2 Angularly Resolved Scaling of the Harmonic Yield with Gas Jet Pressure

To obtain the angularly dependent phase matching pressures (Fig. 3.9 and Fig. B.1) we

measure the angularly resolved harmonic yield as a function of the gas jet backing pressure with

linearly polarized driving lasers. Without a spectrometer in place, we observe a series of harmonic

beamlets on the camera, which correspond to the absorption of different numbers of photons from

each driving laser (Fig. B.2a). We note that because the angle of harmonic emission depends on

the harmonic order, the fact that we see a series of discrete beamlets means that there are not

very many harmonic orders present. When there are many harmonic orders present these beamlets

merge and assignments can no longer be made without also spectrally dispersing the harmonics.

We record a series of these angularly resolved images at several different gas jet backing

pressures. This allows us to find the phase-matching pressure at many different harmonic angles

simultaneously by observing the harmonic yield in each beamlet as a function of pressure (Fig. B.2b-

f). For each harmonic beamlet, there is a pressure at which the harmonic yield in that beamlet

is maximized. This optimal pressure is due to phase matching effects [36, 37] and therefore has

an angular dependence due to the angularly varying phase mismatch that arises in a noncollinear

geometry.

We obtained the θq axis by considering the number of photons absorbed from each beam and

enforcing conservation of linear momentum (Eq. 3.1), which has been previously shown to accu-

rately predict the angles of harmonic emission in a noncollinear geometry [48]. For the conditions

shown in Fig. B.2a (blue circles in Fig. B.1a) we observed primarily the 13th harmonic order with

a small contribution from the 15th harmonic order. As a check, we used the θq axis obtained from

Eq. 3.1 and the known pixel size of the CCD camera (Andor, DO420-BN) to calculate the distance

from the gas jet to the camera to ensure that this procedure gives a physically reasonable result.
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Figure B.2: Angularly resolved pressure dependence of harmonic yield. (a) The raw
camera image shows several high-harmonic beamlets emitted into different angles, which correspond
to absorption of different numbers of photons from each driving laser beam (∆m = 1, 3, ...9). (b-f)
The yield in each high-harmonic beamlet in (a) is measured as a function of the gas jet backing
pressure (solid blue lines) to find the optimal pressure as a function of the harmonic emission
angle. As the pressure is increased the harmonic yield will increase until the pressure at which the
phase matching is optimized (i.e. the phase-matching pressure). After this point, further increasing
the pressure causes the harmonic yield to decrease. The phase matching pressure found for each
harmonic beamlet is marked with a red circle. The dashed red lines are quadratic fits to the yield
as a function of pressure. Figure from [167].
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Additional Details for Harmonics with Spatially Varying Ellipticity

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:

• Jennifer L. Ellis, Kevin M. Dorney, Daniel D. Hickstein, Nathan J. Brooks, Christian

Gentry, Carlos Hernandez-Garcia, Dmitriy Zusin, Justin M. Shaw, Quynh L. Nguyen,

Christopher A. Mancuso, G. S. Matthijs Jansen, Stefan Witte, Henry C. Kapteyn, and

Margaret M. Murnane. High harmonics with spatially varying ellipticity. In submission.

C.1 Determining the Sign of Magnetic Circular Dichroism

While it is straightforward to determine the amplitude of the sinusoidally varying magnetic

asymmetry and therefore the magnitude of the EUV MCD, it is slightly more involved to determine

the sign. This is because regions of both right- (RCP) and left- (LCP) circular polarization are

present, which manifests as regions of both positive and negative magnetic asymmetry. It is there-

fore not immediately clear if the asymmetry is negative at a given spatial location because of the

sign of the MCD or due to the helicity of the light. The most straightforward way to disentangle

these two effects would be to first characterize the spatially varying ellipticity of the light before

measuring an unknown sample. However, even if no prior characterization is done, it is possible

to identify the relative sign of the asymmetry for different energies by comparing the phase of the

spatially varying asymmetry. This determination is possible because a sign change in the EUV

MCD results in a π-phase shift (i.e., a flip in sign of the amplitude) in the measured spatially

varying asymmetry.
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Figure C.1: Normalized EUV MCD amplitude as a function of divergence angle. The
spatially varying asymmetry of H39 is π out of phase as compared to the other harmonic orders
present, which is due to the opposite sign of the EUV MCD asymmetry for H39 compared to
H33-H37. Figure from [205].

For the cobalt sample studied here, there is a change in sign in the energy dependent magnetic

asymmetry going through the M-edge (Fig. 4.3c). Comparing the normalized sinusoidally varying

asymmetry (Fig. C.1) of harmonic orders above (H39) and below (H33-H37) the M-edge clearly

shows a π-phase shift that is due to this difference in sign of the EUV MCD effect. Note that the

“zero” (where the different frequency sine waves for the different harmonic orders line up) is slightly

shifted to a divergence angle of -0.94 mrad. This shift is because of a small time delay between the

two harmonic sources [288].

C.2 Degree of Circularity Obtained

Comparison of our measured EUV MCD asymmetry (Fig. 4.3) with literature values for the

expected magnetic asymmetry for 20 nm of cobalt [127] enables us to characterize the degree of

circularity attained in SVE-HHG for each harmonic order. In SVE-HHG, the ellipticity varies sinu-

soidally, such that the amplitude of the sinusoidal variations in the measured magnetic asymmetry

indicates the maximum ellipticity present in the spatial polarization distribution. To characterize
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this maximally attained degree of circularity, we preformed a weighted fit of sinusoidal functions

to the spatially varying asymmetry. We computed the value and errors of the asymmetry as a

function of divergence angle, for the weighted fit, by taking the mean and the standard deviation

of the asymmetry across each harmonic in energy out to an intensity threshold of 25 % for each

harmonic order (Fig. C.2).

The weighted nonlinear-least-squares fit recovers an amplitude and associated error (95 %

confidence interval) for the sinusoidally varying asymmetry for each harmonic order. Comparison

of this amplitude to the expected magnetic asymmetry gives the maximal degree of circularity

present in the SVE, S3/S0 = Ameasured/Aliterature (Table C.1). The weighted average of the degree

of circularity for all four harmonic orders observed gives a total circularity of S3/S0 = 0.85± 0.09.

However, the degree of circularity recovered near the magnetic M-edge, where the MCD effect is

Figure C.2: Lineouts along the divergence plane of the EUV MCD asymmetry of spec-
trally dispersed high harmonics. Each harmonic shows a sinusoidal variation in the magnetic
asymmetry with an amplitude that corresponds to the magnitude of the EUV MCD effect ob-
served in the maximally circularly polarized spatial locations. The shaded blue area represents the
standard deviation across the width of each harmonic in energy. Figure from [205].
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strong, approaches 100 %. We note that variations in sample preparation procedures could lead

to small modifications in the magneto-optical constant. Because the magneto-optical constant is

small far from the edge, such modifications could change its value substantially at those photon

energies, thus leading to large differences in the observed MCD away from the edge where the MCD

effect is weak.

H33 H35 H37 H39

Ameasured (%) 1.3± 0.3 1.3± 0.2 1.1± 0.1 −0.7± 0.6

Aliterature (%) 1.9± 0.3 3.3± 0.5 1.8± 0.3 −6.9± 1.0

S3/S0 0.71± 0.17 0.40± 0.08 0.63± 0.10 1.01± 0.08

Table C.1: Degree of circularity for each harmonic order present. Obtained by comparison
of the amplitude of the spatially varying asymmetry measured with SVE-HHG to literature values
for the asymmetry of 20 nm cobalt.

C.3 Determination of the Energetically Resolved EUV MCD Asymmetry

from a Fourier Transform of the Spatially Varying Asymmetry in SVE-

HHG

Typically EUV MCD is measured in an energetically resolved way, such that the MCD of

every energy present can be considered individually. In this case, the magnetic asymmetry for

perfectly circularly polarized light is simply A = (Iup − Idown)/(Iup + Idown) = tanh (2k∆βL),

where k is the k-vector of the light, ∆β is the energy-dependent magneto-optical constant of the

material, and L is the path length through the material [125]. However, when many energies are

overlapping on the detector and the polarization deviates from perfect circularity the situation is

slightly more complicated. Therefore, we must relate the asymmetry that we measure in SVE-HHG,

Am = (Iup − Idown)/(Iup + Idown), to the literature values, A = tanh (2k∆βL).

For perfectly RCP light of a single energy, Iup = I0e
2k∆βL and Idown = I0e

−2k∆βL. Extending

these expressions to the case of arbitrary polarization gives Iup = IRe
2k∆βL + ILe

−2k∆βL and

Idown = IRe
−2k∆βL + ILe

2k∆βL, where IR (IL) is the component of the polarization that is RCP
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(LCP). Finally, if the presence of several harmonic orders is included then

Iup = ΣiIR,ie
2ki∆βiL + IL,ie

−2ki∆βiL

Idown = ΣiIR,ie
−2ki∆βiL + IL,ie

2ki∆βiL, (C.1)

where the sum over i is a sum over harmonic orders and each harmonic order has its own associated

k and ∆β. Using these expressions for Iup and Idown gives a measured magnetic asymmetry of,

Am =
Σi(IR,i − IL,i)(e2ki∆βiL − e−2ki∆βiL)

Σi(IR,i + IL,i)(e2ki∆βiL + e−2ki∆βiL)
. (C.2)

This expression is still completely general, but at this point we can start making simplifications

based on knowledge of the light source. Specifically, we include the spatially varying ellipticity by

considering the spatial form of the degree of circularity, S3/S0 = (IR − IL)/(IR + IL) = ε sin (kθθ),

where ε = |S3/S0|max. Additionally, since there is no intensity interference and therefore no spa-

tially varying intensity, at every given spatial location the sum IR,i+IL,i is simply the total intensity

in that harmonic order, Ii. Note that these assertions also assume that there is no randomly po-

larized light present. Substituting this into the numerator of Eq. C.2 gives an expression for the

measured spatially varying asymmetry,

Am =
Σiε sin (kθ,iθ)Ii(e

2ki∆βiL − e−2ki∆βiL)

ΣiIi(e2ki∆βiL + e−2ki∆βiL)
. (C.3)

This spatially varying asymmetry is precisely the asymmetry that we measure in SVE-HHG, which

is the superposition of the sinusoidally varying asymmetry for each harmonic order present. There-

fore, a spatial Fourier transform (FT) can isolate the amplitude of each individual sinusoidal con-

tribution, so that

Ami =
εIi(e

2ki∆βiL − e−2ki∆βiL)

ΣiIi(e2ki∆βiL + e−2ki∆βiL)
=

εIi sinh (2ki∆βiL)

ΣiIi cosh (2ki∆βiL)
(C.4)

While this expression is still exact, it is not very useful in it’s present form and cannot be

simplified any further. Fortunately, in typical EUV MCD experiments the small angle approxima-

tion (2ki∆βiL� 1) is perfectly valid. For example, for the maximum MCD asymmetry present in
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our experiment A = tanh (2ki∆βiL) = 0.07, which deviates from the small angle approximation by

< 1%. Therefore, we can approximate cosh ≈ 1 and sinh ≈ tanh so that

Ami =
εIi tanh (2ki∆βiL)

ΣiIi
= εAi(Ii/Itot). (C.5)

Therefore, the amplitude of the sinusoidally varying asymmetry at a given energy that is recovered

from a spatial FT in SVE-HHG is simply what is measured in the energetically dispersed case

(εAi) scaled by the fractional spectral weight of that energy (Ii/Itot). This result means that

if the spectral weights are known then the fundamental MCD properties of the material can be

determined via spatial FT, and therefore energy resolved measurements can be obtained without

a grating.

C.4 Simulation Details

We have performed theoretical simulations to gain further insight into SVE-HHG. We employ

an HHG method [186] that combines the fully-quantum single-atom HHG response (through the

Strong Field Approximation) with macroscopic propagation through the use of the electromagnetic

field propagator. Here, the harmonics emitted at each atom position within the target are propa-

gated towards the detector, where the far-field HHG profile is calculated. We assume the harmonic

radiation to propagate with the vacuum phase velocity, which is a reasonable assumption for the

high-order harmonics observed experimentally. Propagation effects in the fundamental field, such

as the production of free charges, the refractive index of the neutrals, the group velocity walk-off

[289], as well as absorption in the propagation of the harmonics, are taken into account. Note that

although we account for the time-dependent nonlinear phase shifts in the driving fields, nonlinear

spatial effects are not taken into account.

In the simulations presented in this work, we have considered two different driving laser

pulses, so called multi-cycle and few-cycle pulse drivers, both of them with a central wavelength

of 800 nm and peak intensity of 3 × 1014 W/cm2. The few-cycle pulse envelope is modeled with

a sin2 function of 2.6 fs pulse duration at full-width-half-maximum of the intensity. The carrier-
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envelope-phase is chosen to optimize the generation of a single attosecond pulse. The multi-cycle

pulse envelope is modeled with a trapezoidal function with two cycles of linear turn-on, four cycles

of constant amplitude (10.6 fs), and two cycles of linear turn-off.

The two orthogonally polarized driving beams of the SVE-HHG scheme are modeled as

Gaussian beams, with a beam waist of 30 µm at the focus. The two Gaussian focal spots are

separated by 500 µm. The neon gas jet, flowing along the perpendicular direction to the beam

propagation is modeled as a Gaussian distribution of 100 µm at full width half maximum, and with

a peak density of 5 torr.

Numerical simulations also enable us to analyze the temporal behavior of the harmonics

produced through SVE-HHG (Fig. C.3). As expected from single-beam HHG, when multi-cycle

pulses are used to drive the HHG process attosecond pulse trains are produced (Fig. C.3, left

column). However, near single-cycle driving pulses can instead produce isolated attosecond pulses

[20, 290] (Fig. C.3, right column). In SVE-HHG the polarization of these pulses varies as a

function of divergence angle. The far-field emission detected on-axis (Fig. C.3c,f) consists of linearly

polarized attosecond pulses. As the divergence angle increases, the emission moves from linear to

elliptical pulses, so that at particular angles (± 0.02 mrad) the harmonic emission consists of

circularly polarized attosecond pulses (Fig. C.3b,e). Due to the different polarization distributions

of the harmonic orders (Fig. C.3a,d), for larger emission angles the pulses resulting from the whole

bandwidth do not exhibit a pure polarization state.

We can also use simulations to inform the spectral resolution practically attainable through

SVE-HHG (Fig. C.4). Here we preform an FT analysis of the far-field polarization distribution

from the numerical simulations (Fig. 4.5). In this case, we can use an FT of the spatially varying

ellipticity to recover the spectrum for comparison with the true spectrum (i.e. the spectrum that

would be measured with a spectrometer). We find that when Gaussian focal spots are used to drive

the HHG process the spatial FT does a good job of recovering the true spectrum (Fig. C.4a,c),

however there are some small deviations between the two. Interestingly, when only two point-

source emitters (also separated by 500 µm) are considered, the FT recovers the true spectrum
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Figure C.3: Numerical simulations of the temporal characteristics of high harmonics
emitted from SVE-HHG. (a) When multi-cycle driving pulses are used the resulting spectrum
consists of discrete harmonics, corresponding to attosecond pulse trains. The individual pulses
within these pulse trains are either circularly (b) or linearly (c) polarized depending on the diver-
gence angle. (d) Alternatively, when near single-cycle driving pulses are used a supercontinuum
spectrum is produced, corresponding to isolated attosecond pulses in the time domain. Depending
on the divergence angle, these isolated attosecond pulses can be either circularly (e) or linearly (f)
polarized. Panels (a) and (d) show the projection of the far-field polarization distribution along
pure right-circular polarization (RCP). The vertical lines denote the angles corresponding to the
circularly (blue) and linearly (red) polarized temporal plots shown in the panels below. Figure
from [205].
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nearly perfectly (Fig. C.4b,d). This indicates that the discrepancies between the FT-recovered

spectrum and the true spectrum in the Gaussian-focal-spot case stem from the nonuniform intensity

distribution across the two Gaussian sources. This nonuniform intensity results in transverse phase

matching [210, 211, 291] conditions that are responsible for the slight deviations between the true

spectrum and the FT-recovered spectrum. Therefore, increased accuracy can be attained in SVE-

HHG by employing flat-top beams with a uniform intensity distribution at the focus, similar to the

two-emitter case.

Figure C.4: Spectral analysis of numerical simulations of SVE-HHG. (a), (c) When Gaus-
sian focal spots are used to drive the HHG process there are some small discrepancies between the
spectrum recovered through FT of the spatially varying polarization (red) and the true spectrum
(blue). (b), (d) When only two emitters are considered the FT analysis (red) recovers the true
spectrum (blue) nearly perfectly. Figure from [205].
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Nanoparticle Size Distribution Details
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• Jennifer L. Ellis, Daniel D. Hickstein, Wei Xiong, Franklin Dollar, Brett B. Palm, K.

Ellen Keister, Kevin M. Dorney, Chengyuan Ding, Tingting Fan, Molly B. Wilker, Kyle J.

Schnitzenbaumer, Gordana Dukovic, Jose L. Jimenez, Henry C. Kapteyn, and Margaret M.

Murnane. Materials Properties and Solvated Electron Dynamics of Isolated Nanoparticles

and Nanodroplets Probed with Ultrafast Extreme Ultraviolet Beams. J. Phys. Chem.

Lett., 7 (4), 609–615 (2016). DOI:10.1021/acs.jpclett.5b02772

Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

D.1 Nanoparticle Size Distributions

We used a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) to characterize the aerosols produced

from the compressed gas atomizer. The SMPS system consists of an electrostatic classifier (TSI,

Model 3080L) and a condensation particle counter (TSI, Model 3010). The electrostatic classifier

selects nanoparticles in an aerosol based on their mobility diameter and the condensation particle

counter determines the number density of nanoparticles at that diameter. For spherical particles,

the mobility diameter is equal to the physical diameter. However, in general the mobility diameter

is larger than the volume-equivalent diameter (the diameter resulting from melting the material

into a sphere while keeping the same material density) [142]. Salts such as KI typically produce

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpclett.5b02772
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nonspherical particles, and thus there may be additional differences in mass between the different

particle compositions than implied by the differences in mobility distribution.

The measured size distributions for the aerosols investigated in this study are shown in Fig.

D.1. However, it is the aerodynamic diameter, rather than the mobility diameter, that determines

the transmission of nanoparticles through the aerodynamic lens. The aerodynamic diameter is

different from the mobility diameter by a factor of density, meaning that denser particles behave

like larger particles when transmitting through the aerodynamic lens. Aerodynamic diameter also

depends on particle shape, with nonspherical particles appearing smaller than spherical particles

of the same mass [142]. To estimate the density effect of the differences in the nanoparticle size

distributions on the variations in photoelectron yield, we approximate the transmission of the

aerodynamic lens as a rectangle function, where particles with aerodynamic diameters in the range

of 70−700 nm are completely transmitted and any particle outside of that range is not transmitted

[146]. The same range of aerodynamic diameter corresponds to different ranges of mobility diameter

for the different nanoparticle densities investigated (dashed-vertical lines in Fig. D.1).

D.2 Photoelectron Yield Adjusted for Concentrations and Material Absorp-

tion

To understand the variations in the measured total photoelectron yield (Fig. D.2, lighter

bars), we considered the material absorption at 22 eV, which accounts for the first step in the

three-step model of photoemission. To do so, we utilized the Center for X-Ray Optics (CXRO)

database [11] to determine the photon mean-free-path (MFP) for all of the materials considered

here. We note that the CXRO database only includes the individual atomic contributions to

absorption, and therefore does not include any orbital mixing effects.

The first step in the three-step-model is the creation of a hot electron through the absorption

of a high-energy photon. Integrating Beer’s Law absorption over a sphere gives the total absorption
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Figure D.1: Nanoparticle size distributions obtained from scanning mobility particle
sizer measurements. The distributions are arranged according to the solvent they originated
from: the top row is hexane (green), the middle row is water (blue), and the bottom row is acetone
(red). The vertical-dashed lines indicate, for each material, the range of diameters that will transmit
through the aerodynamic lens. The distributions are labeled with the total amount of nanoparticle
surface area (nm2/cm3) delivered into the experimental chamber, which is similar to within an
order of magnitude between the different materials. Figure from [240].
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by spherical nanoparticles as a function of nanoparticle radius (R) and photon MFP (l),

A = 1−
∫∫

r dr dθ

πR2
e−

2
√

R2−r2

l = 1− 1

2
(
l

R
)2[1− e−

2R
l (1 + 2

R

l
)].

Dividing by this absorption fraction adjusts for the first step in the three-step-model (Fig. D.2,

middle bars). If the differences in photoelectron yield were dominated by differences in EUV

absorption throughout the particle, this correction would remove the variations. However, all of

the nanoparticles studied here are large enough that most of the incident EUV light is absorbed

(A ∼ 1), so there is very little variation in the total absorption with composition. The small

differences in EUV absorption that do occur are not sufficient to account for the differences in

photoelectron yield between different nanoparticles. Therefore, simply considering the total EUV

absorption does not account for the measured variation in the total photoelectron yield, meaning

that the second and third steps in the three-step-model must dominate the yield.

A more sophisticated correction for material absorption can be made with the knowledge

that the electron MFPs of ∼10 eV electrons are typically short (∼1 nm), so that only photons

absorbed in the outermost portion of the nanoparticle can escape. Therefore, nanoparticles with

higher absorption will absorb more photons in the outer layer, which will be more likely to produce

photoelectrons. This effect is approximated by dividing the measured photoelectron yield by the

relative absorption of a thin layer (1 nm) of material with the same surface area as the nanoparticle

(Fig. D.2, darker bars). Although this correction more accurately represents the effect of different

EUV absorption lengths between the different nanoparticle compositions, it still does not account for

the variations in measured total photoelectron yield. Therefore, we conclude that differences in EUV

absorption are not sufficient to explain the experimentally observed differences in photoelectron

yield.

Since the first step of the three-step model is not sufficient to explain the differences in pho-

toelectron yield between compounds, the cause of this difference must be the second (transmission

of electrons through the material) or third (transmission of electrons through the surface of the

particle) step. Thus, our EUV photoemission experiment is providing insight into the materials
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Figure D.2: Scaled total photoelectron yield from various nanoparticles of differing size
and composition, ionized with 22 eV light. The lightest bars correspond to the measured
photoelectron yield. The middle bars show the photoelectron yield adjusted for the total absorption
of 22 eV light throughout the nanoparticle (divided by 2 to show simultaneously). The darkest
bars correspond to the photoelectron yield adjusted for nanoparticle absorption in the outermost
1 nm of the particle (divided by 75 to show simultaneously). acac = acetylacetonate (C5H7O2).
Figure from [240].

properties of nanocrystals, namely the electron MFP and effective mass. In the future, measuring

the photoelectron yield as a function of particle size will allow deconvolution of these two effects

and therefore provide a method for determining these material properties.
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